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but possesses an autonomous structure'
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PREFACE

In 1974 the S=ttish Council for Research in Education
published Space for Learning, a thirty-page illustrated account
f recent developments in open-plan s,hooling in Scotland. The
.,ix-month investigation reported in Space for Learning was a
relatively new venture for the SCRE.

It did not set out to test

a range of pre-specified hypotheses or even to survey every
Instead, it tried to respond in
aspect of oren-plan schoolinc.
an acce.b ible manner to some of the questions posed at that

time by teachers and administrators.

As a piece of research,

SPace for Learning was committed to servicing a debate,.not
resolving it.

In the event, its Impact exceeded the Council's

expectations.

Within eighteen months the report had sold over

2,000 coPies (with two reprints) and, in the process, had
become recommended reading for students in Colleges of Education.
In Search of Structure utilises a similar research
perspective.

It draws together a range of current educational

issues by locating them in the day to day work of one open-plan
As with SPac-2 or Learndng its principle concern is to
school.

contribute - in a sensitising manner - to wider discussions
about the problems and possibilities of open-plan schooling.
The first part - directed to Ards an audience of teachers,
par nts, students, administrators and architects - comprises

an introductory chapter .folloved by seven separate essays.
The second part - directed primarily towards the research
c'qmmunity - outlines the study's rationale and methods.
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GLOSSARY OF COMMON TERMS

All-th ou h School ...... A school that caters for children of
both primary and secondary age. Schools of this kind
are more common in rural than urban areas.
Ass'

A teacher who is
ant Head Teacher (early education )
given special administrative responsibility within a
school for the education of children below primary
four level (see below) . Formerly known as an Infants'
Mistress.
:

CLASP School ...... Type of school designed by a consortium of
local authorities in the east midlands of England.
The shell of the case study schJol (CLASP mark five)
was created by bolting prefabricated units to a
steel frame. CLASP designs were originally produced
for areas troubled by mining subsidence. They require
only shallow foundations.
An attempt to break down the tradition in
Cross-teaching
primary education in Scotland whereby each class has
the same teacher for most, if not all, of the school
Thus in the case study school teachers would
day.
deliberately swop classes or take other teachers'
classes with their own. Furthermore, they would
justify their actions on educational rather than
administrative grounds.
DES

The branch of
(Department of Education and Science)
central government which is responsible for education
in England and Wales.

EIS ...... (Educational Institute of Scotland) The largest
professional organisation of teachers in Scotland.

Teachers with a primary
Froebel Certificate
qualification can extend their training for an extra
year (or its equivalent). This makes them eligible
to become Assistant Head Teachers. In the past many
teachers who took this additional training also
a more prestigious
entered for the Froebel Certificate
qualification offered by the Froebel Institute.
Since 1975 the Froebel qualification has been
discontinued.
A school outside the fully-maintained
Grant-aided School
(ie, local authority) sector which receives part of
its running costs from a central government grant.
Its remaining costs are usually met from charitable
sources and/or tuition fees. Approximately 1% of
Scottish primary school children attend grant-aided
(Schools which receive no direct income
schools.
from the state are known as independent schools.)
Indepencient School ...... See Grantaided School.
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(vii)
Infants' Mistress

.. See As

Head Teacher.

A term which defies accurate definition.
Integrated Day ..
Basically, it relates to forms of school organisation
Which seek to replace look-step, subject-specific
class teaching. For instance, all the case study
teachers gave their children a work programme which
could be followed in any order that the children
wished_
Loc

1

A local authority official who
Authority Adviser
has special responsibility for particular age groups
and/or areas of the curriculum. Essentially, he
or she acts as the link between the schools of a local
authority and the higher reaches of the administ ation
in that authority.

Maintained School

See Grant-ceded School.

Open Plan Schoo1
school built to a design which does
not include self contained classrooms. Typically,
an open plan school has fewer internal doors and
walls than a classroom school accomodating the same
number of pupils.

Official designation of the seven
P im ry One - Seven
years of primary education in Scotland. At five
years of age children enter primary one. Sometimes
the primary range is also divided into lower primary
(P1-3) and upper primary (P4-7).
SED

The branch of
(Scottish Education Department)
central government in Scotland which, among other
hings, is responsible for matters affecting primary
education.

Team

A ethod of teaching whereby a 'team' of
more than one teacher shares responsibility for a
group cf children. Team teaching is another attempt
to break down the tradition of one class, one teacher
(see Cross-reaching).

Ve

ical Streaming ...... (Also kno n as vertical grouping or
A mode of school organisation
family groUping.)
whereby teaching groups comprise children whose ages
(Vertical streaming is
differ hy more than a year.
lisaelly presented as an alter ative to year grouping.
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INTRODUCTION

'If structures exist it is up to the_
observer to elicit and analyse them'

Jean Piaget, Psychologist)

Following the publication of the Scottish Education
Department Primary Memorandum (1965), the educational prov sion
fcr young children in Scotland has advanced in a number of
The emergence of new specialisms, the transforma-

directions.

tion of existing schemes of work and the build-up of resources
fol 'slow learners' have all been the subject of detailed
discussion and recommendation.

Associated with these organisa-

tional and curricular changes there has been an equivalent
movement towards rethinking the educative environment that
contains them.

The architectural label 'open plan' has often

been used to characterise such trends.

Yet, the link between

the educational and architectural usage of these terms is
rather weak and implicit.

The work of teachers and architects

tends to be surrounded by an atmosphere of apprehension,
diffidence and ambiguity.

In both spheres, theory and practice

remain unable to integrate their respective understandings and
experiences.

Until recently, attempts by researchers to overcome this
separation of theory and practice have been hindered, even
foiled, by the absence of suitable two-way communication
,

channels.

f

In the pest, questions posed by practitioners have

been obscured or trivialised by the specialist proCesses and
languages of educational research.

Not surprisingly, the

answers offered by researchers frequently turned out to be
inadequate, incomprehensible, or irrelevant.

Origins

of

Project

In 1973-74 the SCRE began to address this problem and produced

SPace for

arning, en informative account (written by Malcolm

2

Corrie) of 'teaching and learning in some Scottish open plan
Given the success of this initiative, the

primary schools'.

Council sought outside 'financial support for its extension.

Unfortunately, however, various economic, administrative and
financial problems intervened.

For example, the imminent

reorganisation of local government in Scotland meant that it
unusually difficult to deveTop school-based research
The officials and elected

programmes extending beyond May 1975.

bodies which could give their approval for aech research had
not yet come into being.

For this and other reasons Malcolm

Corrie moved on to an alternative project and the open-plan
research programme was reluctantly allowed to lapse.
A new possibility emerged towards the end of 1974.

In

September of that year the lower primary department ef a
Scottish grant-aided school (ie, a school outside the local
authority system) moved from an old classroom building into a
newly-constructed open plan annexe.

Following discussions with

his colleagues. the headmaster of the school approached the
SCRE with the suggestion that the new building might be a worthy
research topic.

Somewhat to the headmaster's surprise - but

also with his active support - the offer was speedily processed
and within a matter of weeks an application for research funds
was submitted to the Social Science Research Council in London.
The -eroposed twelve-month investigation -

New Scottish Open Plan Primary School'

April 1st

'A Case Study of a

eventually began on

1975.

Aims
The case study research strategy was first outlined in an early
information sheet:

'Initially, the study will build upon topics suggested
by the school staff and other interested people (eg,
parents, HMIs, the architects). Later, the staff
will be inVited to comment, during the course of the
investigation, upon interim and provisional research
reports. Finally, to preserve the integrity of the
School and the researcher, prior and mutual agreement
will be established ee to the publication of any
material that might eeerge from the study'.
As this quotation suggests, the research aimed to be (i) select_ve,
(ii) collaborative, and (iii) mutually acceptable.

By these
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=ea_

vaS

sc3 to overcome sme of the consnumic ion

problem reeero8. to earlier.
From the cut.set there was no intention to descrire
analyse every aspect of life in an open-plan school, Topics
selected as the research proceeded were chosen, to be of
relevance both to the T.gorkings of the case-study school and to
open-plari schoolimg in general. As such, the essays in this
report are More issue-centred than school-centred. Their
primary conaeril is to illuminate the general through an
a.nalysis of the specific.
Ci)

(ii) 'The d.eci ion to se

cipants comments on
the
prelimina.ry drafts of the report arose from a belief that
educational research can gain a great deal from the insights
and experieraces of educational practitioners especially those
who work in areas of development ancl innovation. To the mtent
that schoolS bear the brunt of educational change, class Wan
practice is usually more responsive to outside pressures than
educational research. ?or instamce researchers may or nay
not choose to he fully aware of -the educational consequences
of changes i..n the birth rate. Teachers, however, have no such
option; they have to adjust td the changes whether they
understand then or not - In a gemeral sense, this places
researchers and teachers on opposite sides of the theory/
practice divide. Researchers temd to be articulate allow
practice but incompetent $11 practice whereas teachers tend to
be competent 01 practice but inarticulate a2ot4* practice,
Fortunately, thes e perspectIves are complementary. Thus , tiie
essays in this report attempt to merge the skills of researchers
arid practitioners by making explicit and accessible some of the
ideas and practices that have developed alongside the growth
of open-plan schooling -

(iii) Ph.e guarantee of mutual agreement over publication
helped to initiate a relationship of open-ness between 'the
researcher and the school. The allied olicy of submitting
interin reports also helped in this respect . Both strategi es
prevented the researcher' s concerns from drifting too far from
those of the practitioners. In -turn, the school 's acceptance
of these essays at the end of the research was merely a minor
element in a dialogue that had commenced almost fifteen maths

4

023exsation

Consonant with the belief t t edtcati a resEarch should
ve much closr to the World cf the t.eacler and pupii , the
oXeri-plan study was built round a. timetabtle of school.-hased

For instance, over ten mcnt.-.1 period between
April 197.5 and February L976, the researcher spent seventy clays
at the casestracV school obserNing, interviewing and waiting.
f i.eldwork.

et

The xernaind.er of th.s= research time 'yeas taIeri up with the

analysis cf rsAults; the collection of material from other
sources (tocks j ournals)

;

and the preparation and production

of the filial report..
identity of tile case-study school bas been deliberately
omitted from tnig report. r n this analysis of openplan
schooling its fwne is not eo much a. secret as an irrelevance.
Similarly. but for different reasons , teachers l and pupils ' -names
have been changed . In so far as all. the teachers arid pupils in
tire case-study school were ohserved, all anf then coritributeci
to the xesearcri. lexlce, to highlight ths actions or words of
orie person rattier than anothr is considered to be raisleading
Tb

if nost
The Case Stu.4 So7-wo2.

The 5 intgle storeY open-plan anniexe referred to in this
report was ccn tructed using the LAW syotern of indistrialised
school builddnti. The oxiginal intention Was to provide class
haaes and corminal areas for ei4ghteen y-ea-grol.aos of twenty
fi-ve childrert between the ages of five arta eight. iicwe-vert by
the time it Toms opened in Septernber 1974, the new building also
hosased some of the primary- four (Le, nineyear-old) children .
This arose from a separate decision to x edruce the overall
school roll. lite merger of Classes that fcllowed from this

reduction also Ineant that the average size of the primaxy three
and f cur ciasseS vas nearer thirty than wenty-five

ritring its first year the apart-plait arinexe was staffed by
eighteen class teaehers tuo assistant hea.d teachers (one of
whom uas also a class teacher), one full-time gym teacher and
two part.-time teachers of craft and music. In addition, three
jl-tjnie auxiliardes assisted the class teachers -with their
clay tc day work

'Zhe routine adisinli5 tratton cf the open-plan

to

Dozy D
80 baegs3

5

buildin7; was shared by the two assistant head teachers who,
in '--urn, liaised with the (male) head teacher of the prinrry

department and the headmaster of the entire school.

.The fact that the open-plan annexe was pa t of a grantaided school made it stand out from local authority primary
schools in two ways that are relevant to this report.

First,

its pupils were drawn almost entirely from professional
Second, it operated without the support of local

families.

authority advisers.

In practice, this latter state of affairs

meant that the educational policy of the open-plan annexe
derived much more from internal school-based discussion than
from external decisions taken at the ]ocal authority level.

In Search of Stmcture
Although written independently, the essays in this re ort
share a unifying feature.

Each one focuses

on the emergent

rationale or structure of open-plan schooling.

In this context

the term 'structure' refers to the way in which the separate
but related elements of a school (eg, curriculum, methods,

design, administration) can be envisaged - in theory or in
practice - as comprising a cuherent but dynamic system.

Thus

the removal of doors and walls does not signal a move towards
.

.

'unstructured' education.

Rather, it foreshadows a change from

one kind of structure to another.
a logic of their own.

Open-plan schools aspire to

They are not ill-assorted aggregates of

broken-down classrooms.

Their aim is to be different, not

degenerate.

Just as the case-study school came to terms with the
potentialities of working in an open-plan setting, so these
essays try to cone to terms with the complexities of contemp
schooling.

Outline of Eimaye

The first two essays provide an historical context.
Becoming an Open Flan School describes the events, controvers es
and decisions that surrounded the design, and inauguration of
the case-study building.

The second essay (ppen Flan Sch0018

Paet a)2d Preeent) takes a wider view and pin-points some of the

social and educational factors which have influenced school
design in Scotland over the last three hundred years.
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Essays three to sbc probe various aspects of life in the
Yirst Days at Schvol discusses some of the

case-study school.

techniques of teaching in an open-plan setting by exloring the
initial school experiences of one class of five-year-olds. The
fourth essay (2he Case of the Missing Chairs) investigates the
relationship between teaching techniques and material resources.
Specifically, it considers the widely-held notion that a modern,
primary school can be organised around Less than one chair per
pupil.

All WM* and m Flay? (essay five) examines the

changing character of the primary school curriculum by
concentrating on a group of teachers who wanted to abolish the
conventional distinction between work and play.

The sixth

essay (Episodes of School Life) rounds off this section by
giving a descriptive account of a day in the life of a pupil,
a teacher and a class.

As such, it augments the ideas

contained in First Days at School.

The final and concluding essay (The Logic of the Open P cn
Sc 00l) brings together the preceding accounts.
-..eo-fold.

Its purpose is

First it ,identifies and interrelates some of the

historical events, educational assumptions and practical
constraints that, taken together, have created the form of
educational organisation known as open-plan schooling.

Second,

it underlines the fact that any open-plan school is not a static
entity but a finely balanced dynamic relationship between sets
of beliefs and practices.

As such open-plan schooling is

always changing in response to new events, new experiences and
new ideas.

Thus, the last essay attempts simply to explain the
emergence of open-plan schooling, not to justify it in any
particular form.

Whether or not open-plan schools are a 'good

thing' is something that research cannot demonstrate by itself.
To the extent that goodness is also related to varying moral and
social standards, it cannot be ambiguously deduced from the
application of a research technology.

Ultimately, the value of

open-plan schooling is a matter for the community to decide,
The essays in this report may assist in

not the researcher.

that decision makin

,

they cannot replace it.
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12th February 1976.

BEC

NG AN OPEN PLAN SCHOOL

'Of course eveny social anthropologist
recognises that societies exist within
a material context ...
But such coutext
is not simply a passive backcloth to
social life; the context itself is a
social product and is itself "structureer.'
(Edmund Leach, Anthrcpcio iat.)

Aie essay dietiZe the preiipitatng events
decieione that helped to &rape the architecture
orgamisation ea new Scottish open plan primarry echool.

The official and semi-official literature on open-pian schools
maices constant reference to the problem

into such new settings.

aced by teachers moving

For example, the report of a DES survey

in 1971-72 included the following recommendation:
'Teachers (particularly but not only head teachers) who
are to be transferred to new buildings should haVe the
opportunity to V sit kichobls of similar design and, if
possible, their own new school before it is occupied,
mn that they say more readily prepare for the change'.
Similarly, an EIS report on The 02en_ri1an Primary.School (1972)

suggested that 'whenever possible ad hoc in-service training
courses should be made available to teadhers on appointment to
cpen-plan schools' and that 'Colleges of Education should prepare
students ... for employment in open-plan schools

by usimg the

'expertise and knowledge of teadhers experienced in such schools'.
i)

This expressed concern about the novelty of open-plan
schooling became a topic for part of this research.

It was

decided to capitalise upon the 'expertise and knowledge of

19

teachers' by collecting and reporting the experiences of those
who had participated in the changeover from the old to the new
buildings.

Thus, this account not only documents a sequence

events but also presents the participants' views on the significance and value of the change strategies that were followed.

In the Beginning
The origins of the open-plan annexe can be traced back to
1967 when a decision was..taken to amalgamate two all-through,

grant-aided, single sexschools.

Although these two schools shared

a common name and origin, their main buildings occupied three
sites more than a mile from each other.

The initial idea -

subsequently realised - was for the two separate parts of the
girls' school to be transferred to the more extensive boys'
campus.

At that taw, the respective school staffs had very

little contact with each other.

In particular, the members of

the primary departments had evolved different schemes of work ari
patterns of organisation.

Given the fact that overall pupil nuMbers were to remain th
same before and after the merger, the provision of new buildings
on the boys' campus was an immediate concern.

However, until

higher-level decisions had been taken as to the octent, nature,
location and financing of the new accommodation, much of the
early school-based discussion was couched in very general terms.
A working party was convened by the head teachers of tbe boys'
and girls' schools to explore these and related issues.

After a

period of fruitful discussion the working party eventually met
less and less frequently. 'AS- one member pointed out, its cont

progress was impeded by a 'lack of something to bite on'.
In 1971 decisions began to crystallise.

The priMary

were officially informed of the development plans.

Theae

included the modification of the existing primary building
(built in the 1930s) and the construction of a CLASP open-plan
annexe for the younger children.

A nine person 'Briefing Panel'

was set up to retain overall planning responsibility.

Its

membership comprised the two infants' mistresses, five other
class teachers, the head of the boys' primary department and,
as chairman, the headmistress of the girls' school.

The Briefing

Panel met formally on seven occasions between June and December

20
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Its work encompassed two broad areas:

1971.

of a detailed remit for the architects;

the preparation

and (2) the formulation

of organisational plans and educational policy for the new
buildings.

By the summer of 1971 the Brief ng Panel agreed that the pew
'lower primary' accommodation should follow a 'single-storey

honeycomb plan' and that it should provide teaching bases and
communal areas for eighteen groups of twenty-five children
(ie, six groups for each year from Primary One to Primary Three).

This last decision revised an earlier decision by the head
teachers' working party that the new building should provide for
the first four years of the primary department.

Although the Briefing Panel accepted the prior decision to
'go open-plan' its members shared considerable uncertainty about
the educational practicalities of such an innovation.

Indeed,

the absence of detailed plans at this stage merely heightened
the feelings of doubt:

the prospect of a 'hangar' for a school

provoked 'strong reactions of horror
staff..

among the rest of the

To confront these feelings, the architects and the head

teachers of the two schools made contact with the CLASP headquarters in Nottingham and, as a consequence, were invited to
visit a new open-plan CLASP school in the same county.

Later,

the two infants' mistresses and two other Class teachers made a
similar trip.

In the event, this Anglo-Scottish contact proved

a turning point.

An opportunity to meet other practitioners and

to witness a similar open-plan school in operation enabled these
senior teachers not only to overcome their own doUbts, but,

equally important, to answer the practical questions posed by
their more apprehensive colleagues.

Early Plana
The first draw ngs for the new building were produced in
October 1971 and represented an architectural interpretation of
the early proposals put forward by the Briefing Panel.

Subsequent

drawings gradually expressed a more educational emphasis as
members of the Panel came to appreciate the limitations and
possibilities allowed by the CLASP system of industrialised
building.

In particular, close attention was paid to the

disposition and orientation of the various elements of the plan.

12
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LOWER

PRIMARY DEPARTMENT

(Earliest published p1an, 1972)
_
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For instance the Briefing Panel considered the location of the
pupil lavatories (were they within easy reach of the teaching
the .size of the class areas

areas as well as the playground?);

(could they be expanded by decreasing the size of the home

the availability of storage space (what was the optimum

bases?);

balance between centralised and class-based facilities? );

and

the extent of the hall (could it be realigned or expanded to
Incorporate one of the adjacent project areas?).

A series of outside visits also began during this period.
By the time the building was eventually occupied, only three
teachers (out of,twenty) had not been inside another open-plan
school.

(Mpst of them had been on official visits, some had

made private arrangements, and a few had attended open-plan
schools as part of their teacher training.)

These.outside

The headmistress of the

visits were sometimes reciprocated.

Nottinghamshire CLASP school also spent a (planning) weekend
in Scotland.

The most complex quest ons discussed by the Briefing Panel
arose from the last of its tasks:
policy.

the formulation of educational

In essence, the debates reverberated around two

questions:

(1) should the lower primary timetable be extended

to incorporate a lunch break (at that time both contributing
schools sent their children home at one o'clock)?

(2) Should

the open-plan classes be formed on the basis of year groupings
(as used by the boys' school) or should they follow the pattern

of the girls' schoOl and include children from more than one
annual intake?

The minutes of one of the panel m etings faithfully records
the tone and substance of the debates:

'Views were widely

divergent on the desirability of extending the school day beyond
the dinner interval and also on the allied questions of open-plan
and vertical streaming'.

As indicated, these differences of

opinion related to pre-existing patterns of organisation.

The

representatives of the girls' school hoped to retain vertical
streaming while the teachers from the boys' school saw the
provision of dining facilities in the new building as a means of
dividing the school day into smaller units of time.
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To the extent that the members of the Briefing Panel
aligned themselves on the basis of their existing school
allegiances these debates were as much about 'them' and 'us' as
they were about different patterns and priorities for primary
education.

Various alternative solutions to these problems

were debated at length but a satisfactory compromise successfully
In the meantime, an outside decision

eluded the Briefing Panel.

to feed older children in the new building meant that dining
facilities were, in fact, incorporated in the plans.

Nevertheless,

the original points of contention remained unresolved.

Gradually,

it became clear that, taken individually, the issues could not
be resolved through compromise;

there were no halfway positions

that could be adopted.

In this atmosphere of impasse an'appeal was made to a higher
authority within the school.

Following joint discussions between

the chairman of the Briefing Panel and the headmaster of the
boys' school (who was also head-designate of the combined schools),
the debate was foreclosed in favour of a 'temporary' solution.

It was decided that the new open-plan building should follow a
system of year grouping (as preferred by the boys' school) while,

at the same time, retaining a shortened day for the children in
primary one and two (as preferred by the girls' school).
Taking Shape
The following eighteen months were relatively quiescent.
The Briefing Panel was disbanded and the architects, surveyors
and contractors were left to prepare for the construction phase
that began in the summer of 1973.

Over this period the school-

based arrangements were handled informally by the two infants'
mistresses and the head of the boys' primary department - all of
whom were to retain their responsibilities when the new building
vas opened.

Most of their joint attention was focussed upon the

selection of equipment, furniture and fittings.

The most crucial planning decision at this time hinged upon
the optimum allocation of tables and chairs for each class area.
This last issue arose in the context of a wider debate.

There

is a school of thought in primary education which holds that a
class of children do not need a full complement of chairs and

tables since a proportion of the class will alway- be engaged
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on non-sitting activities or working outside the teaching area.
Whatever the educational merits of this idea, it offers a very
strong financial inducementi

money that is saved from a global

furniture allowance can then be spent on other items
trolleys, Work benches, display screens).

(eg, storage

In practice the power

ofthis financial logic helped to tip the balance.

It was

decided to order sufficient chairs and tables for only sixty
per cent'of the expected population of the new building.
As the amalgamation date inexorably approached, a new sense
of urgency entered the discussions about the new building.
Small-scale but essential arrangements needed to be agreed and
implemented.

In February 1974 (ie, six months before amalgamat

n)

the headmaster of the boys' school set up a new lower primary
Working Party which remained in existence until May 1975.

This

eight-person committee was an extended version of the informal
triumvirate which had existed up to that time.

The agenda of the Working Party's first meeting indicates
the range of tasks that still remained to be considered:
(1)

(2)

(_

fire alarm;
Buz:Ming: telephones;
clocks.
blinds/curtains;

bells;

furn _ure;

Organisation: allocation of staff, pupils and bases;
fire drill;
names of classes; rules and regulations;
timetable;
textbooks;
requisition; stock, stationery;
use
of
hall/dining
room;
intervals;
specialist staff;
plans
for
removal;
library (use of supervision);
remedial work; auxiliaries; care of fabric; access
communication with parents re opening;
for pupil6;
curriculum planning; coordination of work; supervision
of lunch and play time; organisation of display areas;
pianos.

communication wi
assemblies;
staff and parents; registers; attendance sheets;
reports; confidential records; care and charge of
equipment (TV, tape-recorder, radios, record players
use of building outwith school hours.
etc);

nwou of Department:

At a later stage the Working Party also outlined the gener 1
and specific responsibilities of the three auxiliaries (eg,
supervision of the playground, recording of radio programmes,

preparationof paper and paints);

and organised a timetable to

suit the speóialist teachers (music, craft, remedial and gym
some of whom taught elsewhere.
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The only new plans prepared by the lower primary Working

Party related to the,landscaped play areas that were to adjoin
the new building.

Again, the discussions were influenced by both

economic and educational considerations.

Although the Working

Party was committed to the idea of specially equipped areas
(as had been the case in the girls' school), it was never able
to move beyond the stage of preparing sketches and models.

Any

detailed specifications and estimates had to be put aside until
the final (actual) costs of the building became known.

Moving In
At the end of June, 1974 all the lower primary teachers at
both schools packed their books, materials and equipment in

preparation for theatart of term on August 20th.

In early

August, however, the opening day of the autumn term had to be
put back a fortnight since it became clear that the new building
would not be ready as planned.

Some of the teachers did not

learn of this new development until they returned.for a staff
meeting in the week preceding the 20th August.

By then, the

entry date required further revision.

These new developments prompted a significant rethink of
the plans - it became impossible to delay the start of term any
further.

operation.

Temporary teaching arrangements were brought into
Fortunately, the building used previously by the

lower primary department of the girls' school was to remain
empty until the first of October.

It was hastily reopened and

used as short term accommodation for the six primary two classes.
The primary three children were not so lucky.

Their teachers

drew lots and moved with their classes into the vacant spaces'in
the boys' school.

The gymnasium

were pressed into serv ce.

the medical room and a cloakroom

Meanwhile, the primary one children

remained at home for a further three weeks.

Although these bridging solutions undermined the Working
Party's plans for a smooth phased entry into the new building,
their effects were not entirely negative.

For instance, the

period of temporary accommodation in the old buildings gave the
primary two children and their teachers a chance to establish
working relationships without being faced with the uncertainties
of an entirely new si_uation.
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A further consequence of the delays was that much of the
teaching apparatus (eg, books and equipment) remained packed
away and relatively inaccessible.

For this reason the programme

Of work followed by the teachers during these early weeks
necessarily stressed activities that required a minimum amount
of additional materials.

This enforced shortage of resources -

together with the limitations on space - prompted the teachers

to place particular emphasis upon seatwork, especially maths and
writing. Later, several of them remarked that in this way their
classes had been given a '21ying start' in crucial areas of the
curriculum.

A final positive spin-off from the late start to the year
was that the individual P1 teachers were better prepared (both
mentally and materially) to receive their new classes. While
the children were at home (or nursery school) their teachers
prepared work cards, organised maths and reading material, and
generally thought out what they were going to do when the new
building was finally ready.

One teacher felt that this made it

easier for the children to settle in.

Two other teachers also

indicated that the advance planning had had more long term
repercussions.

Ten months later (ie, when they were interviewed)

they attributed the fact that they were 'ahead' in their work
to the extra preparation that had been possible the previous
September.

Finally, one experienced teacher even suggested

that the start of the new year had been made easier because the
new children were five weeks older.
Eventually, the parents of primary one children were
informed that the new building would be open on Monday, 23rd
September.

Throughout the previous weekend the builders and

teachers worked together to render the new annexe habitable.
As the carpet was laid, so the tables and chairs were put in
position.

One week later the primary two classes transferred

from the girls' school and the primary three classes crossed the
playground from the old building as their individual areas were
made ready.

By the middle of October, 1974 the new building had become
the sole workplace for twenty, teachers, three auxiliaries,

seven cleaners, five kitchen staff and about 470 children.
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Contrary to expectation ('We prepared for a disaster that
never happened') the transfer proved relatively uneventful.

No

major difficulties interrupted the 'smooth chaos' of the actual
move:

'They came in and

'The children didn't turn a hair'

sat down and we never l00%ed back'.

The only contrary reports

came from the three teachers who were new to the staff and from
the primary one teachers whose class areas were flooded by a
burst pipe shortly after the start of term.
First Reactions

Because of the long period leading up to the establishment
of the new building, seventy five per cent of the teachers had
at least two years warning of the move.

The remaining staff

joined the school within that period but, in every case, knew
About the open-plan building before accepting their appointments.

One benefit of this advance notice was that both contributing
schools began consciously and visibly to move towards more
For instance, classroom doors were

open forms of organisation.
left open;

children were encouraged to move about the school

unsupervised;

and corridor space was used for quiet areas or

for painting, craft and library work.

ThuFF, the children as

well as the teachers and parents were encouraged to reflect
upon the changes that were Imminent.

Even so, the teaChers faced the move with mixed feelings.
Excitement about the possibilities of such a design wete
tempered with apprehension about new and possibly intractable
difficulties.

The maintenance of standards, the elimination of

noise interference and the management of the open-ness of the new
building were repeatedly cited in this respect.

Latterly, the

merger of two separate staffs - each with their own established
patterns of precedent and usage - was also envisaged as a
potential source of difficulty.

In the event, many of the anticipated problems were much
less prominent than expected.

The novelty of the open-plan

setting, the stop-go atmosphere at the beginning of terra and the

urgency surrounding the actual move gave the teachers (and
children) only limited opportunity to dwell upon any such
difficulties.

One member of the working party portrayed the

staff at this period as 'sisters in adversity'.
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participant descr bed the shared feeling Among
following terms:

he staff in the

'We were all waiting to fall off the precice

(but) we jolly well had to get on with it'.
Despite a range of teething troubles (eg, repeated failure
fire doors that would not shut;

of the heating system;
that would not open;
was in use;

windows

lights that fused whenever the kitchen

and toilet handles that fell off at the slightest

hint of juvenile pressure), the rest of the first term passed
relatively uneventfully.

Although the delivery of furniture

and equipment was delayed, most of the critical deficiencies
could be rectified using supplies from the old buildings. This
proved especially significant with regard to the level of
seating.

All the teachers

even those who had been in favour

of a reduced provision - 'topped un' their complement of chairs

and, in some cases, raised the level to over one hundred per
cent.

The ;emainIng task for the lower primary Working Party
during the first year's occupation of the new building was the
compilation and recompilation of a 'snagging list' for
pzesentation to the contractors and suppliers.

While these

shortcomings and deficiencies were gradually overcome, the
completion of the outside adventure playground proved impossible.
No further funds were forthcoming and the scheme was reluctantly
allowed to lapse.

The final organisation of the neW building differed from
the intended brief in two respects.

First, it included one of

the primary four class and second, it eMbodied an incipient form
of vertical streaming.

The presence of the primary four class

arose from an interim decision to decrease the size of the
overall school roll by About fifteen per cent. The ultimate
goal (to be achieved in the lower primary building in 1976-7)
prescribed five classes of twenty five children in primary one
And two, and four classes of thirty in the remaining years of
the primary school. For this reason the new annexe opened with
a transitional form of organisation:

eighteen classes spread

over four years in the ratio 6:6:5:.1.

The start of the 1975

autumn term saw a further contraction (5:5:5:3).
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The gradual emergence of a weak form of vert cal streaming
arose partly from this contraction, but also from the fact that
two teachers did not move from their original teaching areas when
Both these events meant that

they took new classes in 1975-6.

the children in primary two, three and four began to work in
More important,

areas originally designed for younger children.

they began to work alongside these children in communal areas.

Ironically, both of these changes took the school back
towards forms of organisation that, after much deliberation,
the 1971 Briefing Panel had decided to reject.

IN RETROSPECT

This account began by quoting the reports of two surveys,
both of which imply that in recent years very few teachers have
had the opportunity to 'readily prepare' for any move into a
newly-designed school building.

If this state of affairs is

still true, then the events described above must be considered
exceptional.

They are, however, in line with what the reports

indicate to be desirable.

For this reason, if no Li1er, they

are worthy of some further general consideration.
1.

Many interpretations of educational change focus on the short

term difficulties and constraints.

By placing events in a more

extensive time span, this account suggests that the move into
the new building was only a minor episode in a series of long
term and perhaps more momentous changes.

The earlier decisions

to integrate two single sex schools, to implement vertical
streaming and to open classroom doors may, in fact, have
represented a much more profound reorientation of the schools'
educational values2.

Although published accounts typically stress the importance

of consultation between architects and teachers, they focus very
little attention upon the attendant problems.

The guiding

assumption is that teachers know what they want;

agree about it mong themselves;

that they can

and that they can articulate

their requirements in architectural terms.

As this account

indicates, none of these conditions is easily fulfilled.

In

particular, the design sequence used by educationalists may not
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fit the conventions of architectural and building practice.
For example, decisions that teachers would perhaps regard as
relatively low down on their list of priorities may, in fact,
be pre-empted by earlier and irreversible decisions unwittingly
taken by the architects.
3.

Similarly, prior discussions need not always produce consensus.

Thee is always the possibility that they will generate heat
rather than light.

More important, differenceq of opinion may,

as shown above, prove to be logically irreconcileable.
4.

There is a further architectural issue which relates to the

difference between building an entirely new school and building
an extension or replacement for an existing school.

When a new

school is commissioned, many of the major deoision6 will,

almost inevitably, have been taken before the appointment
staff.

Thus the main problem is administrative - choosing the

staff to fit the new building.

When, however, an extension is

to be built, the main problem is in the realm of design f tting the school to the (existing) staff.
5.

Advance educational planning is a precarious and delicate

affair.

Although it is possible to make elaborate preparations

for a move into a new building, such plans can never cover all
eventualities.
it solves.

Overplanning may create more difficulties than

Indeed, the most crucial planning decision may be

the identification of those issues which are to be deliberately
neglected.
6.

While a single unrepeatable event like a coronation or

moonshot must be planned and rehearsed to the utmost detail,
the opening of a school is a rather different affair.

In an

educational sense it is very difficult, if not arbitrary, to
stipulate the point at which a school has become fully operational
since cumulated experiences offer fresh opportunities and changed
circumstances bring new problems.
7.

The admittance of outside visitors to a new school poses

special problems.

It is sometimes suggested - as in the DES

report - that new schools should be free from outside visitors.
Yet, at the same time, it is also proposed that teachers should
be encouraged to visit other 'schools of a similar design'.

1
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comparable schools are built and opened at about the same time,
then both these conditions cannot ne fulfilled simultaneously.
B.

Although the logical an lysis of the previous paragraph may

seem rather academic, it has real pracical consequences.

ror

instance, what policy should a new school adopt when faced with
requests from prospective visitors?

Should it impose a twelve

month moratorium and anxiously prepare for a 'gala' opening?

Or should it allow specators to attend its early and possibly
fumbling rehearsals.

Clearly, there are a number of conoldera-

tions which might influence such a decision.

Fir:3t, any new

school cannot impose a strict ban on visitors.

A constart

succession of adults will almost certainly pass through the
building while classes are in session - tradesmen, architects,
commercial representatives, administrators, inspectors (fire as
well as educational) and so on.

Second, visitors can be regarded

as a resource as well as a hindrance.

In certain circumstances

an exchange of views with outsiders may help insiders to clarify
their ideas or, better still, to resol,re their immediate problems.

Third, a policy with regard to visitors will also be influenced
by the coutext of the school.

It will depend, for example,

on the status of the visitorsc on the locality of the school
(it is almost impossible to 'drop in' on
on the size of the visiting party;
of previous visits;

within the-school;

remote school);

on the pattern and frequency

on the type of activities that take place
and, not least, on the col ective

predispositions of the receiving teachers.

In certain schools

it may be possible to treat visitors as a natural and
unexceptional part of the school day whereas in other set:ings
theilc presence would be surrounded w_th the trappingr of a formal
ceremony.

Whichever the actual case, the open design of an

open-plan school may, to an outsider, make unobtrusive visiting
much more possible than in a closed classroom situation.
Stimmaliy

This essay has attempted to present the precipitating events
and critical decisions that helped to shape the environment of
one particular nit*, school.

Much more could be written.

Nevertheless, to the extent that this account is concise rather
than encyclopaedic it may provide an accessible starting point
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and some lell-marked s
a similar journey.

nuoPts fir other peoixe contemplating

While it is true, of courser that other

travellers will have different destinations, it is also true
that many of them will use equivalent means of transt:Jrt.

Note:

Besides information provided by the participating
teachers, this essay a:.so includes information derived
from the working parties' minutes and the architect's
planning reports. The quotations are taken from the
following published sources:
Educational Institute for Scotland (1972) The ope2=ELEE
Primary School

Edinburgh:

EIS (mimeo).

Department of Education and &cience (1972) 'Open-plan_'

Elilsoo (Education Survey 16), London:

h

1975.

HMSO.
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OPEN PLAN SCHOOLS PAST AND PRESENT

'Structure itself occurs in the process of
becoming ... it takes shape and breaks down
ceaselessly'
(Emile Durkheim, Sociologist)

Originally, this essay was planned as a descriptive
account of chcnges in primary school design in Scotland
since the 2,940s.
FUrther research, however, drew
attention to a nineteenth century variant of the open
pian idea known as the monitorial system.
Almost by
chance, these inquiries revealed that the case study
school had also ntroduced a monitorial form of
organisation at that time. Thus, there is a sen e in
which, for the second time in its history, the cas
study school has 'gone open plan'.

A popular explanatior for the emergence of open-plan schools
is that they are cheaper to build than comparable 'classroom'
schools.

A more sophisticated argument is that open-plan schools

represent a tacit (if not malign) conspiracy between Costconscious administrators, award-seeking builders and architects,
and progressive (ie, non-teaching) educationalists.
in a narrow sense these ideas are correct.

Yet, viewed

historically, they lose much of their logical force.

They may

account fOr the establishment of open-plan schools but, equally,
they can be used to explain every other change in school design
in Scotland since before the Reformation.

Although such analyses

can suggest the sources of motive power in the education system,
they are unable to predict the actual form the system will take.
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To explain patterns of school practice and design in economic or
administrative terms is rather like predicting the destination
of a travelling motor car simply from a knowledge of its engine
size.

Thus, to provide a more specific account of open-plan schools
_t is necessary to consider a much wider ra ge of influences and
events.

This brief essay attempts such a task.

It tries to

distinguish and unravel some of the social, religious, political,
economic, demographic and educa ional factors that have helped to
shape Scotland's elementary and primary schools in the past and
in the present.
The first section (Aft-?

the Reformation) discusses the

parochial school system that spread through Scotland in the
seventeenth and eighteenth century;

the second part (The

Industrial Revolution) indicates the changes that led to the
introduction of a form of open-plan schooling in the early part
of the nineteenth century;

and the final sec

(Open-plan

Revisited) outlines the events that foreshadowed the reintroduction
of a comparable school design after the Second World War.

AFTER THE REFORMATION

The basis for a national system of schooling in So- land
dates from the era of the Reformation.

In the religious and

political ferment of that time, formal moral education was
proposed as a means of repairing and revitalising the torn fabric
of a disordered society.

The First Book of Discipline, a policy

document prepared by John Knox and others in 1560, advocated that
rudimentary Instruction in the principles of religion should be
offered, without regard to sex or class, to the youth of the
nation.

Nearly 1O years elapsed before this revolutionary vision

f Universal schooling finally obtained the force of law=

in

1696 the Act for Settling of Schools laid down that the local
landowners (ie, taxpayers) were to provide sufficient funds for a
schoolmaster and a 'commodious' schoolhouse in each parish.
To same extent this Act brought the law into line with
existing praOtice.

Certain parishes already provided schooling

on the basis of earlier permissive legislation;

and many towns
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had maintained burgh schools since well bet

e the Reformation.

P ior to the establishment of day schools, children of the
'lower orders' received their only formal instruction through the
agency of the church.

The minister or his assistant (usually

known as a 'reader' or 'catechist') took extra Sunday service
which were designed to extend and reinforce the teachings of the
church.

Families with additional material resources were able

to make a more elaborate provision.
could be employed in the home;

Tutors and governesses

and older boys could be sent

away to College (ie, university) or to one of the more
prestigious burgh schools (eg, Edinburgh High School).

Rowever,

for most young people, secular or vocational education retained
the responsibility of their parents or employers (often the same
people).

As indicated by the Act of 1696, most parishes retained only
one teacher and one school.

If a special house was provided for

the schoolmaster, the schoolroom usually formed part of the same
building.

Otherwise, the church, the home of one of the pupils,

or some other building served as a substitute.
Not surprisingly, the schoolhouses and schoolrooms of the
18th century were small and sparsely furnished.

The inside

dimensions of the house could be as small as thirty feet by
twelve feet.

The only furniture in the schoolroom might be the

seating offered by tree trunks or rough-hewn planks.

(The use

of tables, desks, slates and blackboards did not become widespread
until the middle of the nineteenth century.)

Here is how one historian has de cribed the schoolhouses of
that period:

Built in accordance with local custom, they were simple
cottages, sometimes of one apartment, sometimes a 'but
and ben' - structures of dry stonework, with two small
windows and a rough deal door.
The inner walls were
clarted or smeared with a mixture of clay and cowdung.
The roof of undressed rafters and cross spars supported
a thatching of fern, heather, or straw ... The floor
was of trodden earth or clay. The single cottage was
divided by a wooden partition, thus forming living guar e s
for the master at one end and accommodation for the
school at the other.
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Guided by the wisdom of the national church, the local
presbyteries drew up rules and regulations for the parish schools
that fell within their jurisdiction.

The school day and the

school year were derived from the patterns followed by the
collegiate (ie, monastic) schools of the pre-reformation period.
Schools were open from dawn to dusk and the nchool day was divided
into two or three sessions with at least an hour in between.
Likewise, schools were open for five and a half to six days per
week and only closed for about two weeks at Christmas and five
weeks in the summer.

The teaching m thods used in the parochial schools were also
of ancient ecclesiastical derivation.

The teacher would read out

the 'lesson' line by line and the school children would resrond
0 y these non-literate means,

individually or in unison.

ch ldren began to learn the Lord's Prayer, the Creed and the
words of the more popular psalms.
The most significant educational changes in the post
Reformation period came in the realm of curriculum.

Schoo_ texts

had to meet the approval of the newly established church.

In

1648, for example, the Church of Scotland produced its own
version of the Shorter Catechism to replace a privately produced
edition which was felt to be theologically suspect.

This early

textbook contained simple questions and answers of a religious
r moral character which schoolchildren were expected to learn
by heart (eg, Who created you?:
you made?

Answers God;

Of what was (sic)

Answers Of the dust of the earth.).

CleerlY# much of what passed for instruction in an 16th
century school was repetitious;

the form and content of the

basic lessons varied little froes day to day.

Nevertheless,

children who became more proficient were given a chance to show
their virtue by leading the catechism or even deputising for the
schoolmaster in his absence.

Hence, any child who filled this

role regularly became known as.the leader or dux of the class -

a term still!ueed in Scottish schools to describe the most
academically successful pupil.

The Shorter Catechism also played its part as a reading
primer.

From 1696 it appeared with individual lette

(and

numbers ) printed on the cover and was widely used in that form
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until the end of the nineteenth century.

Later editions also

After children had learned to recognise

included syllables.

their 'letters' they graduated to the more complex sounds cf the
syllables and then on to the printed material inside the
Catechism.

Gradually, therefore, children began to learn from

print rather than through the medium of verbal communication.
By the end of the nineteenth century the first 'R' had found its
place as a basic element in the school curriculum.
For many children this type of rudimentary instruction
represented the high point of their formal schooling.

Any

additional subjects reauired the pupils to provide special

equipment (=oks, papers and pens) and, furthermore, to make
supplementary payments to the schoolmaster.

For these reasons,

if no others, writing and arithmetic remained educational
luxtrAes.

Throughout this period parental poverty, outbreaks of famine,

epidemics of disease, the seasonal demands of an agricultural
economy and the reluctance of landowners to pay higher taxes all
helped to keep school attendance and pupil achievement at a low
level.

Indeed, there is still some doubt whether every parish

could claim the existence of a regularly functioning school or
whether the related precept of universal education was widely
accepted among the tax-paying sections of the community.
In the context of this account, however, it is perhaps more

important to consider what happened to the children who actually
went to school than to argue About the overall levels of schooling.
It would be interesting, for example, to establish the varying

patterns of school attendance.
every day?

(Did the pupils attend all day and

What happened during the summer Ilen they were

equired to work on the land?)

Likewise, historians know

relatively little about the composition, size and work of the
schools.

(What age range did they cater for?

of boys to girls?

What was the ratio

Did adults attend in the winter?

class teaching methods predominate?

Did whole

Did the curriculum vary for

different children?)

The evidence relating to all these questions is, as yet,
rath r fragmentary.

Different sources yield different estimates.

It is not clear, for example, whether every child was expected to
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attend all of the day-time sessions p escribed by the presbyteries.
It is certainly true, however, that extra (ie, specialist)

classes were held in the early morning or the evening, but it is
much less clear how the intervening periods were spent.
The regulation curricula of the 16th century are somewhat
better understood.

An indication of their form and content can

be learned from presbytery records.

Certain parish schools -

like most of the burgh schools - offered advanced courses which
Besides reading

were taken (and paid for) subject by subject.

and writing, the older and more successful boys might receive
iraytruction in Latin (essential for university in the early 18th
century);

geography (biblical and modern);

a form of book-keeping);

arithmetic (actually

navigation and French.

curriculum did not emerge by chance.

Such a

The gradual introduction

of these secular subjects accurately reflected Scotland's growing
status as a trading nation.

THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
From the middle of the eighteenth century the type of
schooling described above was subject to increasing external
pressure.

Indeed, it was partly responsible for creating the

pressure.

The industrial revolution, an unorecedented growth

in population (65% between 1755 and 1820) and waves of migration
towards the growing industrial centres all helped to change the
face of Scotland's education system.

Within the existing framework of legislation, the lowland
parish and burgh schools were unable to cope:

the law only

stipulated that one school and one schoolmaster could be
maintained by local taxation.

In short, an education system

devised in the sixteenth century to meet the small-scale needs
of Scotland's domestic and rural economy could no longer satisfy

the growing technological appetite of the factory system ner
act as an effective guardian of the nation's morals.
The school system began to diversify as different localities,
groups and indiv.iduals sought to fill the gap between the increased

demand and the limited supply.
institutions began to flourish.
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A wide ranga of non-parochial
'Adventure' schools were set up
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sUbscriptionl schools were founded by

by private teache

groups who then employed a teacher;

charitable schools were

established by organisationslike the Society in Scotland for
the Propagation of Christicui.Knowledge;

and church 'sessional'

schools were formed to augment the existing parochial provision.

Despite these efforts the number of children who we e
bypassed by the school system continued to be a source of national
alarm.

Most of-the recbmmended solutions were based owthe pro-

vision of extra one-teacher schools.

Schemes of this type were

They were not only undermined by a shortage

woefully inadequate.

of suitable teachers but also by the inability of many of their
prospective pupils to pay for such an education - even if it
could be provided.

The problem, therefore, was both economic

and educational.

An alternative solution - to increase the pupil/teacher ratio
was rarely considered.

Certain burgh schools had large classes

(eg, 150 boys) but also employed extra teachers for specialist
subjects (eg, English, writing, Latin).

Such forms of organisation

however, presupposed a wealthy population which could provide
the necessary accommodation and salaries.

By 1810, however, a radicallynew form of school organisation
the monitorial system - began to gain ground in the urban areas of
Scotland.

Basically, it offered a Solution to the problems of

mass education.

Some years previously, the Rev Dr Andrew Bell

(a Church of England ministerborn in St Andrews) had been made
superintendent of a military male asylum (orphanage) near Madras
on the Indian subcontinent.

While discharging his duties Bell had

devised a system whereby hundreds of pupils could be taught in the
same room by one master assisted by monitors drawn from the more
able pupils.

As befits it origins the monitorial system was run on military
lines.

'Drilling' was the educational order of the day.

Here is

a contemporary account of the system as it was used in the 1820s
to educate the 600 boys of the Edinburgh sessional school:
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'The tables are pl-ced round the walls of the schoolroom,
the floor is left quite unoccupied by
and the remainder
furniture, except for the master's desk. One half of the
scholars always sit at the desks with their faces to the
wall, employed in learning to write or cypher, while the other
half stand on the floor, either reading, or practising the
The classes on the.floor are ranged
rules of arithmetic.
in segments of circles behind each other, fronting the
master's desk, which is at the head of the room and, in
front of each class, are placed the teaching monitor and
his assistant, whose duty it is to preserve order and
attention.

At five minutes before ten every morning (except Sunday)
the school bell is rung. Every boy enters with his slate
slung around his neck. Precisely on the stroke of ten in
the school clock the doors are closed for prayer, which
That duty having been
is offered up by the master.
performed, the words of command are successively given,
"recover slates", "sling slates", "recover books", "give
pencils", "second division, seats".. The classes of the
elder dtVision then proceed to read, spell, explain, or
learn grammar etc under their respective monitors, while
the children of the second division write or cypher until
half past ten. At that time the first division are
marched to their seats, and the second division occupy
their places on the floor, a revolution which is performed
in about a minute and a half. The second division then
proceed to read or spell, and the first to write till
eleven o'clock, when another shift takes place
(quotation abridged).
Although Bell and other protagonists claimed the monitorial
system as a new 'discovery' (sic), it had certain similarities
with the methods already used in the larger burgh .schools.

The

specialist teachers in these schools normally taught in the same
room as the schoolmaster.

Nevertheless, whatever its origins,

the open-plan monitorial system was the beginnings of cheap urban
education in Scotland.

Its rationale became widely known in the

1840s through the work of John Gibson, the first RMI to be

appointed in Scotland and a former master of the Madras Academy
in St Andrews.

With the aid of the monitorial system and its many derivatives,
the one teacher school could be retained in urban areas.

It

continued to be the norm until-the last quarter of the nineteenth
century.

Around that time, however, changes in legislation, a

growth in the nuMber of qualified teachers, and various innovations
in building technique (eg, the development of central heating)

made it educationally possible to incorporate a group of one-teacher
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two trends which have continued to the present day:

a gradual

increase in school size, and a gradual decrease in the pupil/
teacher ratio.

(In 1872 the size of the average school receiv ng

public grants was 102 pupils, and the pupil/teacher ratio was
80

:

1.

By 1967 the comparable figures were 295 and 22

:

1.)

The monitorial schools reseMbled present day open-plan
schools in three respects:

(i) tbey had more than one instructor

working in the same schoolroom;

(ii) they made very little

provision for circulation (ie, corridor) space;

and (iii) they

not only fitted a particular method of instruction but also
resonated with the demands of a limited budget.

By the same

token, of course, there are many differences between the two
systems, particularly in the areas of curriculum and teaching
method.

In practice, the monitorial schools of the n neteenth century
signalled, if not hastened, the decline of the parochial school
system which had served Scotland for more than a century and a
half. However, as shown below, the image of the one teacher rural
school has, until the present day, continued to have a formative
influence of the organisation and design of elementary and primary
schools.

OPEN-PLAN REVISITED

For a number of reasons - largely stemming from the general
economic situation - the Scottish education system was relatively
quiescent before the Second World War.

The War era, however,

marked the beginning of a thirty year period of massive expansion
and continuous renewal (eg, 85% of all school places in Scotland
have been built since 1946).

Although the need to replace and

repair damaged schools was an immediate concern, the over-riding
pressures for change were social and political rather than
economic and technical.

The 1940s were pervaded by a visionary

atmosphere of social reconstruction.

The most obvious educational

outcomes of this period were the wartime legislation separating
primary and secondary education and the associated decision to
raise the school leaving age from 14-15 years (enacted in 1947).
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Initial efforts to build new schools and rebuild old ones were
hampered by a shortage of skilled labour and a dearth of
traditional materials (eg, bricks).

These shortcomings prompted

the government to initiate the Hutted Operation for the Raising
of the School Leaving Age.

A standard rectangular design was

worked out which could be constructed with prefabricated
components.

When these grey, single-storey concrete HORSA huts

were erected between 1947 and 1953 they provided accommodation
for nearly 200,000 British schoolchildren (separate Scottish
.

figures are not available).

.

.

As a result the administration of

the raising of the school leaving age was carried out successfully.
According to official reports, no children had their schooling
curtailed for lack of accommodation.

The HORSA scheme for the design and erection of schools was
so successful that in the late 1940s the Ministry of Education in
London established a Development Group - headed jointly by an
HMI and an architect - to assist local authorities with their own
post war school building programmes.

Although the HORSA huts

relieved the pressure on secondary schools caused by the raising
of the school leaving age, a'new pressure was being created by
an increase in the birth rate and an associated movement of
Ozainly) young families towards the towns.

The HMI in charge of the Development Group was Derek Morell
later to become a formative figure in the early years of the
Schools Council.

To design schools for the .new ideas in primary

education at that time, Morell presented his architectural
colleagues with an educational brief based on the following
assumptions about the provision of space:
'Post war schools need more useful floor area than those
(They) need more individual
built before World War Two
spaces .... of many different sizes and shapes .... Some
of the spaces will be quiet and clean, others noisy and
The tools to be used may be pens, needles, chisels,
dirty.
lahtes, pianos or vaulting horses. There is thus a need
for very different physical conditions in different spaces.
These spaces must be adaptable not only to present variety
of UseS; but also to the changes which the future is bound
to bring, sometimes suddenly, sometimes imperceptibly.
The spaces Are designed for children.'

In turn, the architects responded with a set of solutions that
could be accommodated within the official scheme of cost limits

compactness of design were the key features.

By such means the

amount of designated teaching space per child was increased
between the 1940s and the 1960s while, at the same time, the ratio
of construction costs to teaching space was actually lowered.
(Although these factors hada very visible effect on school design,
their influence on practice was almost certainly overshadowed by
the gradual shrinkage of class sizes and, more important, by the
parallel withdrawal of the selection exam nation at the end of
the primary stage.)

The success of the Development Group prompted certain local
authorities to create their own building consortia.

In 1957, for

example, Nottinghamshire County Council initiated the Consort um
of Local Authorities Special Programme (CLASP) to tackle the
specific problems associated with building schools in areas
troUbled by mining subsidence.

By integrating their experiences in rural and semi-rural
areas like Hertfordshire and Oxfordshire, the Development Group
and other consortia progressively focussed.their architectural
attention on the disposition of space within a school, on the
distribution of the resources which might be shared, and on the
utilisation of the unused areas inside and around the building.
Gradually, therefore, there was a blurring of the architectural
and educational boundaries that previously had separated indoors
from outdoors, corridors from cloakrooms, and classrooms from
halls and dining rooms.

Later, when the first open-plan school

was built in 1959 for fifty pupils at Finmere in Oxfordshire,
some of these physcial boundaries were removed altogether.
The introduction of open-plan ideas into rural schools was
relatively easy.

Many of the 'new' methods advocated at that time

(eg, non-streaming, vertical grouping) had always been an
inevitable part of their stock in trade.

In this educational

sense, therefore, rural schools have never ceased to be open-plan.
After the experience of working on small schools

the

Development Group felt ready to tackle a larger urban setting.
Working in close collaboration with the Plowden Committee, the
Eveline Lowe primary school was designed in 1963 to accommodate
320 inner London children.

From that time, open-plan schools

In,o'yn a T,v-taAnm4nAntly A gmburban nhenomenon.

They were built on
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new housing estates to cope with localised fluctuations in the
numbers of children of primary age.

The above information about the post war development of
primary school design is derived solely from the English
experience.

Partly this is because the comparable Scottish

information is not so readily available but partly, too, because
many of the centralised initiatives - such as the HORSA scheme
and the withdrawal of secondary-school selection - applied
uniformly to Scotland as well as to'England-and Wales.

Neverthe-

less, in the absence of confirmatory evidence it would be
incorrect to assume automatically that identical sets of demographic and educational conditions applied no th and south of
the border.

Certainly, however, there are-a number of similarities.
The first post war Scottish open-plan primary school (Kirkhill,
in West Lothian) was opened in 1969, two years after the Eveline
Lowe School.

Likewise both of these schools were built in

conjunction with major gOvernment reports on primary education.
The Eveline Lowe School was an attempt to give concrete form to
the ideas of the plowden Repprt (1967) and Kirkhill school was
designed to illustrate the principles set out in the SED
Memorandum Primary Education in Scotland (1965).

A further

parallel is that Kirkhill - like Eveline Lowe - was also a
cooperative venture;

this time between the Scottish Education

Department and the West Lothian County Council.
More recent developments have also matched the English
experience.

The major Scottish centres of open-plan schooling

such as Aberdeenshire and the Lothians - have alto been in
comparable areas of suburban expansion.
Nevertheless, a range of peculiarly Scottish factor
described below - have also intervened in the process.

Hence,

although it is possible to relate schoOl architecture to a set

of United Kingdom conditions it is also necessary to cite more
local influences if the explanation is to encompass the changes
in curriculum and teaching method that emerged over the same
period.
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1.

Between 1964 and 1966 three new colleges of education were
opened in Scotland, (RaMilton, Cralgie and Callender Park).

All of these new colleges were planned tameet the increased
need for primary teachers.

Hence, without being over-

shadowed by the assumptions of secondary education, these
colleges have been free to develop specialist teacher
training in the areas of primary and infant education.
2.

This increase (from seven to-ten oolleges).led directly to
an influx of staff.

Some new Lecturers came from England

and were recruited on the basis of their experience in
innovatory primary schools.

The expansion of the colleges

also created a bulge of young teachers fully informed about
the educational ideas that were current at that time.
In 1965 the SED regulations-for- the training of teachers

were changed.

It no longer became possible for a teacher

to become certificated for both primary and secondary
This change was reflected in a decrease in the
education.
nuMber of secondary school teachers (and especially male
graduates) who were appointed with secondary school ideas to
posts as headmasters of primary schools.
4.

1966 saw the first appointment of a Froebel trained teacher
to the p st of HMI.

The Froebel qualification (now renamed)

required additional training in infant and lower primary
methods and was increasingly taken by experienced rather
than newly qualified teachers.

As such, many Froebel

students immediately took up influential posts of
responsibility when they returned to the school-system.
In the mid 1960s, local authorities began to appoint
Advisers with special responsibility for primary schools.
Certain of these Advisers have since been prominent in the
development of open-plan schools.
6.

Over the same period there has also been a growth of
service training (le, retraining) for teachers. This, too,

has helped in the dissemination of ideas.

Likewise, there has been a greater degree of job mobility
among teachers.

Again, this has increased the possibility

that innovatory practices might spread from school to school.
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Finally, the growth of pre.-schooling'in the late 1960s and

early 1970s not only brought infant ideas to the attention
of more schools and teachers but also to the attention of
greater nuMbers of parents.

To Jome extent this may have

facilitated the introduction of open-plan forms of
organisation (used for ManY years in nursery schools)

n o

the early years of the primary school.

Conclusion
hrow light on some of the changes

This essay has tried to

that have occurred in the history of elementary and primary
education in Scotland.

The overall picture - like the historical

record - is inevitably incomplete and uneven.

It is difficult,

therefore, to weigh the importance of specific events and trends.
Nevertheless, this account would indicate that if the birth-rate
continues to decline at the present rate, then the construction
of new open-plan primary schools in Scotland may, in fact,
become a relatively rare occurrence.

Instead, new forms of

open-plan architecture will probably survive in the secondary
sector where they will continue to foster the same educational
assumptions

eg, activity methods, curriculum integration, non.

class teaching) that were realised many years previously in the
infant schoolroom.

Whether these 'open-plan' ideas achieve

pre-eminence will, as in the past, depend for a large part on
the secondary school examination system.

This system - currently

under review - is a major influence on the curriculum and
teaching methods used in Scotland's snhools.
Whatever the outcome of this official review it is certaii.

that open-plan schools, like the parochial, monitorial, and
classroom systems that preceded them, will continue to influence
as well as to reflect the changing fortunes of the nation's life.
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December 10th_1975.

FIRST DAYS AT SCHOOL

'These (observations of classroom life)
reveal that what may seem random and
unstructu.ed moment-by-moment may have
a structure when vieaed cumulatively
over a pertod of time'

(Rob Walker & Clem Adelman,gducationaiste)

This essay considers the strategies, assumptions and
processes wUch underty the more visible aspects of
teaching in a primary school. It builds upon the
vork of one class of five7yearnoids and their teacher
as observed over a fourteen day period at the
beginning of the 1975 autumn term. The first part
provides an arplanatory commentary of the events of
The second parf is more speculative. It
thiat period.
extends the initiaZ idea and tries to identify some
of the

'intangibles' of teaching.

For more than a decade British primary education has been

tie

o1ject of international attention.

As a result, cer ain

schools have been inundated by a wave of visiting teachers,
addhinistrators, politicians and researchers - some of whom have

recorded their impressions for a wider audience.
Obviously, such published accounts differ widely in their
scope and quality:

some have achieved best-seller status, others,

no doubt, have remained unread.

All, however, dwell preferentially

M the more Innovative and vlstble aspects of school life.

Here

is an illustratIon taken from one of the best known examples:
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"ITEM;

An in! ant school, also in a rapidly chan ing
immigrant neighbourhood in London. At one side of
the hall, a small wooden platform serves as a stage
for two splendidly costumed little girls, recent
immigrant from the Wat Indies, who are improvising
a ballet far the headmistress! Two more girls, of
Cockney origin, join the ballet and soon eight ;more
youngsters sit down to watch, applauding enthusiastically
when the ballet ends. While this is going on, three
boys are busilyengaged in building a castle in one
corner, while in another corner a boy and girl, playing
the xylophone, are joined by four more ..."

Sketch book material such as this only provides part of the
story.

It gives the impression that the modern primary school

is a stible, harmonious system populated by autonomous and
mutually supportive individuals.

It accurately outlines a set

of polished performances, but, in do ng so, fails to recall the
weeks of repetitious rehearsals, the occasions when the actors
forgot their lines, Or the nights wh n the lights failed and the
scenery collapsed,

7b a degree, this type of foreshortened perspective is
inevitable,
visits.

It arises from the brief duration of the school

Thusl to fill in the background a dMfferent kind of

investigation is regUired.

To understand fully the Pignificence

of a classroom event it is not sufficient Merely to observe its
enactment, it is also necessary to be aWare of its history, to
be alert to its possible outcomes and, above all, to be
sensitive to the thoughts and intentions that guide its
participants!

In short, it is necessary to move much closer to

the day to day werld of teachers and pupils.

This essay - which focuses on a class of five-year-olds
during their first days at primary school - attempts to make
such a shift.

That is, it is concerned not only with the

turbulent stream of classroom events, but also with the reasons,
strategies, patterns and processes that lie beneath its surface.
The decision to study this age group Vas based on two
related assumptions.

First, thata child's attempts to come to

terms with the distinctive features of schooling are likely to
be more visible at this age than at any other tiMe.

hnd

secondly, that the:beginning of a new school year is the occasion
when experiended teadhers are usually most explicit about the
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codes of practice (ru es, standards

sanctions, etc) which they

use to regulate the social diversity of classroom life.

The core data wete gath red on nine of the first fourteen
days of the school year.

A longhand record was kept of the

general flow of classroom events and day by day a typed transcript of these notes was returned ::(o the teacher for her
reactions.

These initial data were then augmented by intervie s

with at least one parent of each child and by the observer's
experience of teaching the class for two days later in the term.
Thus, the evidence in this account is drawn from the field-

notes and the parent interviews, whereas the interpretative
commentary is derived from a dialogue between the teacher and
the observer conducted over the remaining weeks of the term.

To sinplify the reader's task, the commentary can be read
independently of the evidence.

DAY

ONE

At 8.20am on Tuesday, 26th August Mrs Robertson
arrives at school for the first day of the autumn
(It is not only the start of her fifth year
term.
of teaching since leaving college, but also the start
of her fifth year in the same school.) The class
area already shows signs of her presence. Pictures
are displayed on the wmll; games and maths equipment
are laid out on two trestle tables; paper, crayons
and plasticine are arranged on some of the low tables;
and the house, library and painting areas are
carefully rendered attractive as well as accessible.
Stephen and his mother arrive while Mrs Robertson is
in the staff room. In the meantime, Miss Downie (an
assistant Headteacher) takes Stephen under her wing
and shows him round the class area. Mrs Robertson
returns and takes over from Miss Downie. Michael
Both boys are
arrives with his mother and father.
shown where to put their coats and schoolbags. At
Mrs Robertson's prompting Stephen and Michael each
choose a game or activity and are shown to one of
the small tables. They are left to amuse themselves
as more children arrive. While being shown around the
area each child is drawn into conversation ('What
is your name? What would you like to do?')
Michael gets up from his chair leaving a large wooden
shoe (used for learning how to tie laces) on the
Noticing this, Mrs Robertson shows him how
table.
to put it back in its 'proper' place (ie, on the high
table). Meanwhile Nicola is rolling the plasticine
on a table instead of on a board. Like Michael she
is shown how to follow the correct procedure.
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At 8.50am the last few children are waiting to be taken
round the class area. By nine o'clock all the children
who are due to come on the first day have arrived.
Three are sitting at.the plasticine ttble;
two are
working with jigsaws; one is assembling unifix (maths)
blocks; and three are just watching. The children
begin to talk among themselves (eg, 'At nursery school
we had to play on the floor with bricks - but we didn't
have to do sums with them.').
Cc
1.

nt

From the outset the class area is deliberately laid out to be

attractive and eye-catching to the children, and to facilitate
their circulation and access to equipment and materials.
state of readiness did not arise unheralded.

This

In practical terms,

it was created during the previous week when Mrs Robertson
spent three full days at school.
2.

14Xs Robertson's initial contact with the ch_ldren is

deliberately built on a person-to-person rather than a teacherto-class basis.

This not only makes it easier for her to learn

about the dhildren individually but also minimises the chances
that they will be overwhelmed by a more formal approach.
3.

Although there are only nine children present on the first

day, Mrs Robertson is unable to attend to all of them at once.

As a result, she tries to provide activities which the children
can do with the minimum of direct supervision.
4.

The children are deliberately introduced to a set of rules

about tidyness;

that is, conventions about the use and replace-

ment of equipment.

These rules, however, do not necessarily

Meet with immediate acceptance.

They may conflict with patterns

of behaviour established elsewhere (eg, at nursery school).
Thus, the children may have to unlearn old ideas before they
cat learn nes.; ones.

(All the children have spent at least

cne year at nursery school.)
5.

The children have come to school with all sorts of

expectations about what will take place when they get there.
To the extent that these expectations are unfulfilled the
children may became disoriented.

(Interviews with the parents

latex revealed that disappointment was the most frequent
negative reaction shown by the children during the first days
of term.

For instance, one child vias (in the words of her
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mother

'bitterly disappointed' that she did not learn to read

and write on the first day.)

At ten past nine Keith asks to draw and is shown the
He sits
pile of paper on one of the small tables.
down and starts crayoning on the top sheet of the pile
(thus preventing anyone else from taking paper).
Mrs Robertson suggests that he might sit somewhere else.
When he has found a new seat she asks him what colour
he is using ... Michael receives a caution about the
level of his 'playground' voice. Mrs Robertson leads
Julie and Peter by the hand to show them around the
class area.
They are taken to the painting area.
Douglas is asked to lend Julie his pinafore so that
she can paint. Someone finds a piece of jigsaw
puzzle on the floor.
Emily has found her way into
the house and is using the ironing board.
Mrs Robertson remarks to the class in general: 'Oh
dear, someone doesn't push their chairs in'.
She is
given some green foliage by Mrs Nuthall who has an
Peter is sent to fetch some water.
adjoining area.
Julie comes back to the class area having finished
her painting in four minutes. Just before 9.20am
Mrs Robertson asks Michael about his drawing ....
Commentary (cont'd)
6.

Mrs Robertson continues to encourage the children to find

their way around the class and adjacent areas.

Her aim is to

increase their self-reliance - a necessary condition for the
kind of teaching she plans to develop over the following weeks.
7.

She also begins to analyse the children's intellectual,

social and emotional competence.

Such skills are demonstrated,

for example, in a child's capacity to remember a list of
instructions, to work at a co-operative task, or to cope with
the stress of being lost in a strange building.
S.

By referring to 'playground voices', Mrs Robert,on tr es to

establish the acceptable noise limits for the class area.
9.

Mrs Robertson regards the maintenance of tidyness (ie

keeping objects in their place and ready for further use) as the
personal responsibility of the children.

This is a further

condition for the development of individualised teaching.
10.

In this type of situation a teacher must not only plan for

the fact that she cannot attend to all the children at once but
also for the fact that the concentration span of each child may
be very short.
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Keith puts his picture in his schoolbag. Mrs Robertson
suggests that he puts it in his drawer and shows him
where the drawer is located. At 9.25am the children
('What's that?'
are shepherded into the class base.
one of the children asks.) The stragglers receive
special reminders ('Are you remembering to put the
paint brushes back properly?'). A joiner arrives to
replace a cupboard lock in the home base. Mrs Robertson
changes her plans and takes the children to the unisex
toilets. At 9.45am the children return to the home
base and Mrs Robertson asks all of them individually
about their families. Michael receives a reminder
about not interrupting other people. Stephen is sent
to look for the milk bottles. The children are lined
up and are led to the milk crate. Mrs Robertson asks
them to take their milk to an empty table ('We don't
want milky plasticine') and then shows the class how
When they have finished she also
to open their bottles.
indicates where they are to put the tops, straws and
empty bottles. The children return to their earlier
Someone has left out a yellow crayon.
activities.
Michael finds his way into Mrs Nuthall's area (next
to Mrs Robertson's) and works with some toy cars.
Other children are shown the sandpit ciutside and are
left unsupervised (but overlooked by other teachers).

Comm nta* (cont'd)
11.

Although this episode cants ns the first occasion when the

class are taken as a group, the teacher

attention is still

focussed on the attributes of individual children.

For the

children, however, it becomes a real class (ie, group) situation.
While the teacher elicits information about their home
circumstances (eg, family size), the children begin to learn how
to take their turn in a group discussion.
12.

The class teaching later that morning is quite different.

The main flow of information is from the teacher to the pupils.
In this sense the children are the receivers of knowledge,
whereas previously they were the transmitters.
13.

Although,

tensibly, Mrs Robertson merely shows Keith the

location of his drawer, her action has much more than transitory
significance.

First, she is aware that Keith may not be able to

read his own name and therefore must learn to recognise his
drawer by non-literate means (eg, by its position in the drawer
unit).

Second, she wants to discourage the children from putting

completed work directly into their schoolbags since, at a later
stage, she intends to monitor their work before they take it
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home.

(When they start to use notebooks Mrs Robertson will

indicate special places in the home base for the children to put
work that is to be marked (see Day 10).)
14.

Despite be ng interrupted by the joiner, Mrs Robertson

--itches without difficulty to another activity.

Furthermore,

having organised the children into a group for the first time,
she deliberately retains this form of orgartisation rather than

letting the children return to their individual activities.
15.

At this stage the children have neither learned the

'boundaries' of their class area nor the composition of their
class group.

Thus, the more adventurous of them take advantage

of the attractions to be found in other class areas (and the
willingness of other teachers to receive them).
16

The children are deliberately taken to the sandpit since

it is not visible from the c/ass area.

Mrs Robertson is interested

not simply to see whether they can work on their own but also
whether they can work at such a distance from the class base.

At 11.35am Mrs Robertson gathers the children together
in the home base and tells them the story of the three
bears.
Sov of the children keep interrupting. Eventually
Michael_is told that 'When I'm telling kstory, you sit
very quietly and listen. When you're telling a story,
Before letting the children
I'll sit and listen' ......
return to their individual activities, Mrs Robertson
reminds them to bring their pinafores the following
day .... Douglas and Michael tecome noisy;
Mrs Robertson takes them 'for a walk' while the rest
of the class continue with their drawing, painting, e -c.
Meanwhile Miss Dean (another primary one teacher
comes into the area to...report that the toilets are
-awash. When she. returns Mrs Robertson takes her entire
class back into the toilets and reiterates the correct
procedures (eg, 'turn .the taps on gently').. At 12.25
the children are asked to find their schoolbags and put
on their coats.
Peter is sent with Julie to show her
how to put off the lights. When the children have
gathered in the base Mr$ Robertson reminds them about
the toilets.
Finally, she says a formal 'Good Afternoon'
to the children. Their reply is ragged.
She asks the
children what her name is and then repeats the greeting.
Their response is more appropriate. At 12.30 the children
pick up their schoolbags and move out into the communal
area where their parents are waiting.
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Comment y (colt I'd)
17.

Mrs Robertson's decision to recount a story that the

children already know is deliberate.

She tells it 'for

security, not newness' (see note 2).

Nevertheless, this

decision also relates to another purpose.

As Mrs Robertson

expects, some -f the children have not yet learned how to listen
to a story.

Unwittingly they contravene two important rules.

First, that listening is a passive activity;

and second, that

unless their questions are to the point, they should be asked at
the end of a story rather than in the middle.
18.

Mrs Robertson maintains her policy of talking to the

onildren individually.

Thus her reaction to Michael and

Douglas's noisy interaction is to take them quietly outside
the class area, not to make a public issue of it.

Although

unsure of the reasons that underly their exceptional behaviour,
Mrs Robertson deliberately chooses this course of action. On
the basis of her earlier Interaction with these boys, she treats
their outburst (and her own diagnostic ahd rowedial reaction)
as something that is of little relevance to the other children.
Had she considered that the boys' behaviour was related to a

more general issue (eg, a failure to replace equipment) she
might have used the occasion to address the class as a group.
As this incident suggests, Mrs Robertson's strategies for
maintaining classroom control vary widely from situation to
situation.

Indeed, the most invisible strategy - that of

observation rather than intervention - is probably the most
pervasive at this stage in the school Year.
19.

The pupils' day is built round very short units of time

and a generous supply of activities.

In catering terms the

curriculum is rather like a smorgasbord.

The children help

themselves from tables laden with attractive dishes produced
earlier in the day.

This analogy can be extended.

The children

can sit where they like, 'eat' as much as they like, and follow
the courses in any order they like.

One effect of this buffet-

like arrangement is that the teachers are relatively free to
circulate around their own class area and, for similar reasons,
to enter each other's teaching areas.

(Later in the year, this

form Of teacher movement becomes less pronounced since, in
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effect, the buffet is transformed into a more formal dinner
party.)
20.

By asking Peter to show Julie the location of the light

switch, Mrs Robertson begins to capitalise on the fact that the
children cctn teach each other.

Again, this is important to her

overall style of individualised teaching..

She also uses a

similar chain-message technique to spread information around the
class.

For example, she is Able te gather the entire group in

the home base without ever addressing them publically.
21.

The fact that Mrs Robertson has to take her class for a

second formal visit to the toilets is thc first evidence that her
teaching strategies are not always successful.

Repeatedly

throughout the year she has to retrace her steps and 'start
again'.

To the extent that the children's learning is uneven

and partial, Mrs Robertson's teaching must be cyclical and
reiterative rather than linear and cumulative.

On this occasion

the children are taken through the same steps as before.

On

other occasions Mrs Robertson might vary the strategy and use
a different route.
22.

Mrs Robertson's rehearsal of the formal greeting ('Good

Afternoon 1N') at the end of the day is not merely for her own
benefit.

She realises that there will be other occasions in the

coming weeks when the children are likely to receive a similar
greeting from an unknown (outside) visitor.

By stressing this

activity, Mrs Robertson hopes not only that the children will be

well-prepared for such an eventuality, but also that no one
(herself, the visitor or the children) will find it embarrassing.

DAY

TWO

(This and later extracts ftom the fieldnotes
have been chosen selectively to illustrate
new and changing features of the classroom
context.)
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By nine o'clock eighteen children are present. Parents
are hovering in the doorway. Julie stands watching
Three
the others. Morag has burst into tears
children are drawing, four are working with the
plasticine, two are painting, two are building with
unifix, one is working with beads, one with a jigsaw
and one with a set of wooden dolls. The remaining
two children cluster around Mrs Robertson .... Julie
sits alone in the home base reading her birthday book.
Nicola tells the
Morag is looking for Mrs Robertson.
boy sitting next to her that he is 'not allowed' to
Laura (a
work with plasticine on the table
newcomer) has left a tin of crayons where she was dra ing.
Julie puts it 'Jack with the other tins. A boy from
another class looks into the area.

Commentary (cont'd
23.

Mrs Rob rtson is not surprised that one of the children

bursts into tears.

Her subsequent action, however, is hampered

by her lack of knowledge about Morag.
can only be one of general reassurance.

Her response, therefore,

Later in the year she

will be in a much better position to identify the precipitating
factors of such behaviour,

Thus her rasponses will become much

more specific and person oriented.
24.

This episode indicates that the 'old' children have not

only learned but also have begun to teach the newcomers About
soMe of the special rules concerning the use and location of
equipment.

At about nine fifteen Mrs Robertson shows the children
who have been working with plasticine what to do wnen
In particular, she warns against
they have finished.
mixing the colours. Nicola's tea party has turned into
'bathing the baby'. Morag plays with the unifix
blocks but eventually leaves them to look for Mrs
Robertson who is in the painting area helping Michael
Later, when all the children
to wash his hands
are gathered in the home base, Mrs Robertson explains
the difficulty of removing plasticine from the carpet.
'What's that clock for?'.
Douglas interjects:
Mrs Robertson takes Morag to the toilet. She fears an
'accident' had happened (it hadn't). The remaining
children talk among themselves. When Morag returns
Mrs Robertson asks Julie to show Nicola how to put the
class light out. All the class are asked about their
brothers and sisters. At 9.36am Mrs Robertson begins
to teach the children an action game. Michael repeatedly
pokes his neighbour, and is moved to another place. The
group move on to a number game. Morag begins to cry
and, at Mrs Robertson's suggestion, moves to sit beside
Everyone sings 'Happy Birthday' for Julie. Rona
her.
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shows St phen.the light switch. The 'old' pupils return
to their activities while Mrs Robertson takes the new
children to the toilet.
Commentary (cont'd)
25.

Some children take up more of Mrs Robertson's time than

others.

Basically this is because they.do not fit easily into

the type of teaching that she is trying to establish.

In some

cases, for instance, the children a:i-e unable to work without

regular supervision;

in c,ther ca% 3 they are quite capable of

independent ,,,:ork but choose to ignore the rules and conventions

that are accepted by the other children.
26.

The differentiation between 'new- and 'old' children is the

first occasion when the class fall into well defined groups.
Nevertheless, this structu-Te is only temporary and will be

dissolved by the start of the following week.

Generally,

Mrs Robertson does not make use of formal groups to organise her
teaching but, as above, forms them on a temporary, ad_hoc basis.
Likewise, the location of the 'plasticine table' may move from
day to day.

While the new children are at the toilet, Emily and
Michael, Keith and
Nicola reconvene the tea party.
Douglas join them. A few minutes later (9.53am)
Douglas and Michael start a mock knife fight at the
Keith watches and the girls carry on
tea table.
preparing the party .... Douglas puts down the knife
and starts to pass the toy iron'over Michael's hair ....
The toilet group return and Mrs Robertson reminds
the boys in the tea party to behave more appropriately.
She then moves into the painting area. The knife
(10.08am) Douglas
fight becomes a sword fight
moves out of the house and begins to wave his knife in
front of Peter who is seated at the plasticine table.
Mrs Robertson intervenes, smacks Douglas' bottom once
with the palm of her hand ('i'm very cross with you'),
and makes him sit on his own. Christina wheels a small
pram through the class area while Mrs Robertson reminds
the remaining members of the tea party about the noiseMrs Robertson then
level of their 'playground' voices.
takes Laura for a walk round the painting area ....
At milk time (10.20am) Christina asks 'Do we have this
every day?'.
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Commentary (cont'd)
27.

The 'knifefight' and its eventual resolution is a turning

point in Mrs Robertson's relationship with Douglas.

Her

decision to smack him was taken in the Light of the knowledge
she had accumulated over the preceding two days.

On balance

she felt that the gravity of the situation justified the
;ntensity of the remedy.

about his experience.

Later that day Douglas told his parents

They came to see Mrs Robertson and, upon

hearing her explanation, endorsed the action she had taken.
too, were concerned about their son's behaviour.

While at

nursery school Douglas had suffered from asthma.

As a

They,

con-equence, his broken attendance record allowed him to contra-

vene the standards that were normally applied to other children.
In addition his nursery teacher had been reluctant to enforce
such standards for fear of reactivating the asthma.

In the

parents' own words (as recorded during an interview) Douglas
had become 'uncontrollable' at nursery school.

Although he

continued to be a regular focus of Mrs Robertson's attention,
Douglas' general demeanour became much more subdued after this
shared experience.
28.

The fact that Mrs Robertson chooses t

take Laura into the

painting area illustr tes a dramatic shift in her attention.
Unlike Douglas, Laura does nrt place any overt demands on the
teacher (see Note 25). .Nevertheless, Mrs Robertson is quite
aware that she has not previously shown any apparent desire to
naint.

Thus, although certain children apparently receive more

atteLtion than others this does not necessarily mean that the
remaining Oaildren are beyond Mrs Robertson's field of vision.
29.

Christina's question 'Do we have this every day?' indicates

that while some children (especially those with older brothers
and sisters) may be fully conversant with the nature and
conventions of schooling

see Note 5), there are others who

find it a significant source of wonder and amazement.

At

times Mrs Robertson builds upon this atmosphere of fantasy and
mystery. She feels that it is a useful way to excite the

children's curiosity and thereby retain their attention.

For

instance, each number (1, 2, 3, etc) is introduced to the

children with a story which features a character or object of
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that shape.

In the case of the figure 2, the story is about a

swan (see also Note 40).

DAY

THREE

At 8.30am Stephen works with the piasticine while
Mrs Robertson moves the tables to give better access
to the bricks. David arrives with a group of other
Christina
children. Nicola bursts into tears.
tries to befrind her but is rejected. Douglas
David works with a puzzle on the
starts to paint.
high table. Mrs Rotf-xtson asks him to sit at a low
(8.45am)
table or to take it on the floor.
Mrs Robertson and Christina discuss the previous
Nicola (now
day's events over the telephone.
recovered) takes over at 'Mrs Robertson's end.
Keith shows
Several new parents arrive at once.
his father where his schoolbag is kept. Simon wanders
about carrying a tub of plasticine. Julie arrives
clutthing her birthday cards. Michael instructs
a new boy on the use of crayons ('Take a whole box;
(8,57am) The entire class are
take a whole box').
present for the first time (10 girls, 13 boys),'
David returns the jigsaw puzzle with the pieces
dismantled.
Commentary (oont'd)
30.

Mrs Robertson moves the furriiti

about since, specifically,

none of the children have yet used the bricks that are stored in
a corner.

This strategy also eases the demands that the
In

increased class size places mpon the existing 'Iquipment.

general, Mrs Robertson deliberately ar-anges (and rearranges)
her class area to make the best educational use of the available
resources.

In thJ.s sense her teaching is quite consciously

interventionist.

Some areas are made more accessible than

others, some equipment is brought out from the cupboard, some
items are hidden away (see Day Ten).
31.

By this stage in the year so e children have already

internalised the ruling conventions of the class area.
as Mrs Robertson is concerned this is

mixed blessing.

As far
The

children begin to feel at home but at the same time also begin
to show signs of restlessness and disenchantment.

For this

reason, if no other, Mrs Robertson tries tIschedule her work
at this stage so that something new appears in each day's work
programme (see Note 29).
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32,

Just as Mrs

obertson Learns about the children, they also

leans ahcmt each other.

rrieniships and social grOupings btgin

to be formed.
(9.02am) Mrs Robertson walks round the tab es and asks
the children to tidy up and go into the home base. The
experienced class members are asked t4 help the new
'You have to push
Emily tells her neighbour:
ones.
Ewan
points
towards
the home base and
your chair in'.
A
boy
and
a
girl
fran another class
asks 'ts' that it?'.
Robertson
if they, can
cone into the area and ask Mrs
(9.08am)
In
the
home
base,
Mrs
Robertson
paint ....
reiterates her jigsaw policy (viz, they should be
replaced on the high table but not before they have been
reassembled). She then says a formal 'Good Morning
to the class and, for the first time, marks up the
register. When Julie (the second person on the registe
is asked 'Are you here?' she pauses and then replies
'Yes' in a tone of voice that suggests she finds the
'Yes, of
question totally pointless. (As if to say:
After
registration,
Colin is
course I'm here today'.)
asked whether his brother is older or younger than
'Is he bigger or
Re is unable tc reply.
himself.
Colin
gives
an
answer ....
smaller than you?'.
Mrs Robertson reads the Mr Happy story to the class.
There are very few random interruptions although some
children mistake pauses in the story for invitations
(9.26am) The experienced children
to ask questions ....
'You don't
are told about choosing their activities:
If yOu want to paint and there's an easel
need to ask.
free ....'. Morag starts to cry and is taken onto
Mrs Robertson's lap.

C'iaentaxy (contfd)
33.

The arrival of two children from another Class' to ask if

tlay can paint reinforces the idea that the children have not yet
developed a strong sense of classness.
34.

Julie's amazement at being asked 'Are you here?' when

Ms Robertson marks the register is a unique event never to be
repeated in the context of 'Jlat class.

By the time the

rgistratxin has been completed she has learned
others - how to give the appropriate response

like all the
Yes, Mrs Bobertson').

A4 all levels teaching is characterised by the repeated use of
1)suedo questions' (ie, questions which axe not designed to be

tuatmd literally).

Aa this illustration indicates, children

are rut always aware of the real meaning of these guestione.
A.t the same time, however, it also reveals that; if shown,' they
can rapidly learn their real Parpos.e°
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35.

The discussion between Mrs Robertson and Colir about his

family is a good illustration of the fact that discourse betwe n
teachers and pupils is multi-layered.

For the teacher's part

ane not only learns about Colin's hame setting but also ibout
his competence with nathematical relationships, bds knowledge
about family structure (eg, brother, sister) and his ability
to keep to the point of a discussion.
36.

This is the first time that Mrs Robertson reads a new

sto-y to the children.

To control them:without constantly

interrupting the story Mrs Robertson varies the inflection of
her voice.

Nevertheless, snme children still misunderstand

the messages that she convays by this means.

Her dramatic

pauses are sometimes taken to be opportunities to ask questions.

DAY

FIVE

After listening to the
9.28am in the home base
children's 'news', Mrs Robertson produces Hamish (a
She then
matchstick man made from pipe cleaners)..
gives each child a book made.of sheets pf droving
paper stapled together.. Different, Shapes have already
been traced out at the top of the-pages in thelook.
The children leave..the home base, put their books-on
.

the small tables and then !:-it.on the floor -facing the
blackboard.' David has to be remindecl.-to putAlit'book
on a table.- Mrs Robertson-leads the children in_

making shapes in the air.--The chilArtn-thenT0tOn
to their seats. Christina points to her naMO on the .
book'end lisks. Mary *at don that- say?'.. ',Douglas.
and Nicola-begin to.trace out---the'shapei--uttnaCrayons.
Mrs RobertSon Interrupts them.H They-are 4sked:to ,
put. Jleir crayons back In the tins and,miithtthe rest
of the- Class-,' put their hand-sen-theirle0S.:: The
children'are requested- to point to'their_litmes at -the
Mrs Robertson scans:.the class..
top of the page.
David has his'book Upside'down.- Three_children are
moved to different'teats. (sothat all the left-handed
David has already:started.
children sit- together).
The children are asked- to choose a pencil and trace
out the shapes, starting from 'Hamish's rtd dot' (a
matchstick man marker on the left-hand side 'of the page).
Colin (who is left-handed) works from right to left.
When the children have finished Mrs Robertson demonstrates the next exercise on the blackboard ....
(9.48am) The children are.then asked to sit on the floor
Each child has the sane
around the drawer units ....
number on.their tray as on their writing book. One' by
one they pUt their books, away under Mrs Robertson's.
supervision.
.

.
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Commentary (c ntld)

The distribution of

37.

writing materials represents the

first time that the,children are seated as a class group for a
book orientated actiVity.

For approxtmately the next ten,days

Mrs Robertson uses this all-class approach for the introdmotion
of new topics.

It is the 'dinner perty' curriculum referred

to earlier (see Note 19).

A fixed, no-choice menu is foilcwed

by all the ptpils in a definite sequence.

The teacher sits at

the head of the 'table' and the courses are brought out at the
same time for each child.

Although Mrs Robertson has spent a great deal of ttme in

38.

preparing this wrlttng activity, not everything goes to plan.
Vaverthele;4e, this outcome is not entirely unexpected.
time

Each

e has previously introduced this topic it has produced
and unforeseen difficulties.

Mrs Robertson is quite

pared, therefore, for the widely different degrees of
competence shown by the children.

However, to bring the activity

to a relatively tidy conclasion, Mrs RobertsOn deliberately

chooses a follow-up activity which retains the whole-class
form of organisation (see Mote 14) but which, by contrast, is
relatively simple and easiLy completed.
39.

During this episode (which lasts less than twen y-five

minutes) Mrs Robertqon moves the whole class through four
different positions (home baser in front of blackboard, sea ed
at tables' in front of drawer units).

She makeo the naximum

use of available space but, most of the time, keeps the
children very close to her.

Again this had implications for

the monitoring and control of individual children.

By her close

proximity to the children, Mrs Robertson can see and hear nach
more than in a disperSed situation.

For the same reasons, her

owm behaviour is much nox0: visible to the rest of the class.

Fu.thermoref in this position she can use techniques

(eg,

touetAing children) which are inevitably (or conventionally)

ruled out in a disperSed teaching situation.
40.

Mrs Robertson's use of 'Eamish' to show the children where

to start writing illustrates the strategy of building upon
their sense of fantasy.
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-At-10 o'clock six children are asked to,sit on the
floor 1).9 the blackboard.
The .others.are askedtlf they
Want to-paint. Douglas asks -Mrl Robertscin..what'he.might
do; ,shelives hinta. shapes-board. Mrs Robertson,
then Moyes-the:group Of siktey the .Window where-they
are-given:boxes of tokens-and.t4s to. sort Out:into_
.

different, groaps.----,They do this while she attends:to-

the. reSt Of.the Class. (10.l2am):Mrs Robertson asks
-the sorting.group, one by one,--to -0.Unt out the groups
they have,-prepared.(eg,- three flowert, four peas, ....
etc). She keelds a:record of their athievements..

(l0.25m) Mrs.Robertson:announces Oat this ,will be
the last time that the class take their- milk all
together.
She explains that in fUtUre the children
can take their milk whenever they wish, Michael-ash
'What kappens if we don't know when'to go?'. When
Michael has finished hisaillk Mrs Robertson talko to
him about_the grouping exeroite. When he asks
is maths?' all of a sudden,soMeone else replies
Afttr milk thr- class are asseabled in front of the
blackboard and then introduced to 'Dick' - a cardboard
figure stuck to a Magnetic board. Mrs Robertson
writes 'Dick' on .the blackboard and asks the children
what it lays. She then tries 'clod(' and 'dish'
While the class are putting on, their coats to go,-out to
playtime, Michael bursts .into tears:.
I 1ent'mummy'
(ll.5Dam)AStop and listen' (twice).
Mrs Robertson
asks the class to try and-workapre quietly ...
David,James and .John:re-enect'a._minor war with the
wood blocks. -(12.00).MrsilObertson goes .round the
classarea asking the children:to go into the home
ase.
When the children are rmly.shetakes them round
Ole class area pointing out where the class rules have
been ignored - library, telephone table, games table,
and class chairs.

Connentcrry (contici)
41.

The teaching groupS that are formed to sort ,out the

counters have no other purpose arid are disbanded immediately
afterwards.

Nevertheless, the7 ;.epresent the emergence of

specialist group activities organised around. tasks deliberately
set by the teacher.

The Importance of this activity is under-

lined by the fact that Mrs Rcbertson keeps a written record of
the results.
42.

Day five is the last occasion when the children take their

milk,all together as a class.

As far as milk consumption is

concerned, the 'dinner party' is over.

On subsequent days the

children follow a self-service system and take their milk
whenever they wish.

The patterns of class organisation that

Mrs Robertson uses at milk time tend bo run ahead of those used
for other activities.

Thus, the whole class consumption of
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mi k is abandoned at a time when such patterns are just being
introduced for other activities.
43.

Although the children have already begun to learn the ba ic

skills of writing, this is the first occasion when they are
required to recognise word ahapes (a prerequisite for revdin
Furthermore, this is the first time that Mrs Robertson has
written on the blackboard;

a cogent reminder that it

i.e a

literate medium.
44.

When Michael bursts into tears at playtime he has m

-

The fact that the other

understood the nature of the occasion.

children were putting on their coats reminds him of home time.
He has not fully learned the routine of the school day.
45.

Of the nine days' observation this proved to be the most

tearful.

Six children cried at some time during the day (Monday).

Mrs Robertson had predicted thin state of affairs and attribated
it to the fact that the weekend had given the children the
opportunity to forget &bout school.

In this sense some of the

children had to re-start school - but in the some;Ose.t different
context of a much larger group, and a much more cros;ded class
area.

In a more general sense Mrs Robertson felt that thece

events marked the start of term 'crisis' - a turning point ii
the first few days of every school year.
46.

Mrs Robertson's double call for the children to 'Stop ani

listen' and her subsequent reiteration of the .classroom rules

is one indication of the fragile stabi ity of classroom life.
Although at any given time the overall atmosphere may appear
to be stable it is, in fact, more accurate to characterise it
as a state of conti ual oscillation:

at times the children set

the pace, at other times it is the teacher who takes the
initiative.

On this occasion Mrs Robertson feels that the

children are moving too far ahead of her.

To restore the

balance, she decides to remind them of the core rules that
govern the use of furniture and equipment.
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DAr

SIX

(9.26am) After telling Mrs Robertson their news the
Children listen to a story in silence. Shortly-after
9.30am the children- are asked_to fetchtheir writing
books from their trays and find-a seat... While
Mrs Robertson.walks round the class.checking.that the
children have the right book, Keith, Michael and Rona
discuss the significance of the numbers at the top
of their books. Mrs Robertson asks _the class to turn
to page two. Several children turn the book_oVer
completely. When the class are quiet Mrs Robertson
asks them 'What is the first thing to -do?' -('Look for
Hamish'). On this occasion the left-handed gro-up
no longer sit together. When the children are left
to finish the tracing exercise Julie starts one of
the lines with the crayon-in her right hald and
finishes it left-handed. As a second number group is
being convened by Mrs Robertson, Ewan asks if he can go
He is told that he can choose for
to the sand.
himself .... When the number group breaks up Emily
tells them that 'We've had our milk' ....
.

Commentary (cont'd)
47.

Although this is the second occasion that the children

have used their writing books, they still find difficulty in
making sense of them.

(Indeed, when the children eventually

come to the end of the eight-page books Mrs Robertson decides
to prepare another version to repeat the earlier practice.)
48.

Now that Mrs Robertson has observed the left-handed

children in a writing situation she no longer requires them to
sit together (see Note 26).
49.

Gradually the children learn the appropriate strategies

to follow in the class area.

At the same time they also learn

the specialised words that are used to deScribe the strategies
(eg, 'choosing').

DAY

NINE

Over and above the regular choosing activities the
children complete the last page of the writing book.
Emily complains that she hasn't got a page eight
(she has) and David writes on the wrong page ....
A final sorting group is convened .... At 10.20am
Mrs Robertson rehearses the number work that she has
'How do we make a one?'.
introduced on previous 'days.
The children chant 'down' and make an imaginary stroke
in the air. She then brings out a set of cards
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featuring the number 'two'. When the children have
answered her questions (eg, 'How many boots are
there? How many eyes has the cat?'), she makes them
practice the shape in the air. Before letting the
children find a seat to work at Mrs Robertson
distributes the number books by holding them up and
waiting to see if the dildren can recognise their
own names. The number horm are very similar to the
writing books. They are home made by the teacher
and comprise spirit-duplicated sheets stapled together
by the auxiliary. The children trace out the number
shapes page by page and also use their crayons to
colour the diagrams that go with them. This activity
continues after playtime .... After a further period
of choosing the children gather again in the home
bve. Mrs Robertson continues to tell them about the
seasonal events of autumn (eg, fruits and seeds).
While the children are still in the home base, she
introduces them to 'Fluff' (the cat owned by Dick
She then sits by the magnetic board and
and Dora).
'plays a game' with the children by matching (and
mismatching) the words against the pictures (Dick,
Dora, Nip (the dog), and Fluff). The children
correct her when she makes a mistake. Andrew asks
if they will be 'getting Dick and Dora books'. When
Mrs Robertson sends the class to fetch the colouring
books from their trays there is a period of confusion
since not all the children find the correct book
The children
(ie, the one with their name on it).
picture
of
Fluff
and one
are asked to colour in one
There
is
some
difficulty
because
there
are
of Nip.
not enough black and brown crayons to go round all
(12.15) Some of the children have
the children.
finished so Mrs Robertson asks them to take their
Colin complains that
schoolbags to their seats.
James is sitting in his seat. Mrs Robertson explains
that he doesn't have his own seat. He finds another
Colin
but wanders out of it. Morag takes it.
'1 was there first'.
returns to say to Morag:
Mrs Robertson helps Morag to find a new seat ....
Co

ntary (cont'd)

50.

The fact that the number activity spreads over playtime is

the first occasion that Mrs Robertson has allowed this to
occur. Previously all class activities have been drawn to a
conclusion before the children go out to play.
51.

Three different kinds of classroom procedures co-exist at

this time:

individual choosing, specialist groups and whole

class teaching.

As shown earlier (see Note 42) these

procedures are not insulated from each other.

At different

tioes they td.11 be applied to the same part of the curriculum.

For instance, children may learn to write as a class but later
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receive instruction in groups or even individually as an
optional 'choosing' activity.
52.

The'confusion that emerges when the children fetch the

colouring books from their trays arises from the fact that it
is the first time that they have been asked, as a class, to
fetch anything from their trays.

Previously, Mrs Robert-on

gave the books out individually to each child.
53.

The episode when there were not enough grey and brown

crayons for all the children to use them, is a specific but
rare instance where the teaching strategy used by
Mrs Robertson runs up against a (relative) shortage of resources.
The most visible outcome in thIn type of situation is that
the children are forced to wait their turn.

In most instances

Mrs Robertson pre-empts this type of queuing by forethought
and suitable planning. Furthermore, if it does arise ehe is
usually able to prevent it reaching disruptive proportions by
the redirection of children or resources.
54.

The seating policy followed by Mrs Robe :son is that each

child can sit wherever they wish.

The only time this conventicin

is breached is when she asks individual children to sit on their
own - usually because they have been interfering with someone
else's work.) Thus, each Child may use several work places
during the day.

In these terms it is an exceptional occurrence

for Colin to complain that his seat has been taken.

What i

fact has happened was that his temporary seat reservation
(marked by his schoolbag on the table) was, inadvertently,

doUble7booked by another child.

Colin's general behaviour

suggests that perhaps his nursery school was organised around
the idea that every child has their own chair.

Thus, before he

can learn the new regime he must unlearn the old one (see
Note 4).
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DAT 'TEN

obertsongtvesTout'a set of new
(home-made) books, Julie puts a tin-ofcrayonvo
The:front page )o.r the books has
each table
drawtngs of DICk, Dora,-,Nip,and-r110f with their
names on the right-hand side of-the page but not
directly oppositethe-griwtnit. The-children are
shown how,to,drawa :Tine between-the picture and
Mrs,Robertson-calls out the
the correct word
names'of the children who areto,jotn her when they
have fintshed their =Win 'books: "the,remainder
Some chltdren can't find
are left tochoose
the right celour.croon to:c01our0tck etc.
Mrs Robertson.stops,the classo-aSks them to put
their crayons back,in the tins and then impresses
upon them thit"they'are to Work quietly
(10.00am) Ewan itaishes, puts his book in the base
to be Marked and.thetrgoes to-find the telephone
(which Mrs Robertson-has'deliberately removed from
the clul area).. Ltura asks 'What do we chooseV.
At Co7in's suggestion they both go to the milk table
and drink their milk;,_ Some thildren have forgotten
whether they are to choose or to-wait for
Mrs Robertson. Laura is wandering about;
Mrs Robertson takes her to the painting area but finds
she doesn't want to paint. -Mrs Robertson looks for
Mrs Lee (the-auxiliary) as some of the paints are
(09.37) While Mrs

missing. MeanWhile -the special group have assembled
(10:08am) After'an initial
near the blackboard.
.

briefing, the grou0 retumto their tables.
Mrs Robertson holds up shapes (vcircle, a square,
etc ) which they,copY on to individual sheets of paper
div ded into fourfquarters.

Commentary (oontld)
55.

The word and picture ma ching exercise did nct emerge

unheralded;

it had already heep,foreshadowed by the home base

activity of the previouarday.
56.

In several respectp, this thirty minute epi&ode of class

room lfe did not develop as Mrs Robertson had hoped.

For

instance, many children forget tha.detailed instructions about
what they were to do after the Notching exercise,

As a result

the children sought guidance from each other or from mrs
Robertson.

Inevitably, the noise level increases.

(Much late

in the year Mrs Robrtson avoide ttie type of problem by writing
the work ifietruotione on'the blackboard.)

unanswerable) questions

Similarly, Laura's

'Mhat do we choose?' indicates that

not only was she unsure of the available options but also
shown by bar behaviour in the painting area) that she was

d by same ofthose that were most visible,
'7 7
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The shortage of

draws attention to the role of the

choi auxiliaries (three are shared among fifteen classes).
Like many of ths support servxces in education their importer. e
r,111 becomes apparent when the system falls to function.
tractl e Mrs Lee carr es out many o:if the or

4

In

onal and

plaimlg tasks that w uld otherwise fall to Mrs Robertson.
.11n

rect, she underwrites many cf the processes that ...re

:.nt_ hat= to the sype of teaching methods used hy Mrs Roberuson.

;During the rest of the term the children gr d-ally learn to

h Mrs Robertson irm Mrs Lee and, at the

taiiy

e--

ame ttme,

to go direc-ly to hex- when they need the

assistance which she can provide.

Tn --gh Mrs Lee's help

MI5 Robertson can focus more Lontinuously -n wor4Lng with
children.)

DAY

T ELVE

(09,36) The class sit around the board which has
'Here is' written on it.
Mrs Robertson complbtes
the sentence by adding Dick etc.
The children eead
out the full sentence. They are then introduced
to a new word:
'Mummy',
Mrs Robertson draws a
series of balloons on the board.
She asks individual
children to read the words -written
in the
balloons,
if.they can, they are asked to 'blow the

balloons away' (ie, they are rubbed out) (09.45)
Mrs Doertson introduces the children to the word
'assignment'.
She takes a pile of 'everyday' books
and shows the children that 'You've all got different
things to do' (the tasks are already written into
the books by Mrs Robertson).
Rona asks to.go to the
toilet.
The class are told that when they've finished
Aeir everyday books they are to put them on the
pile and then 'choose'.
(09.58) While the rest of
the class work at the' tables, Keith, Julie and Michael
have a session with Mrs Robertson and their retchbox
words (individual words written on small pieces of
:-ard that the children keep in a matchbox and take
home to their parents).
nentary (ccnt'di

he introduction of the

nt (a daily

s-hedule)

marks another shift in the kind of teaohing used by
Robertson

.

The children are being introduced t_ the indi

ed (or better still, personalised) curriculum which

duel-

111

gradually displace, but not entirely replace, the smci.qsbord
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and dinner

ity curricula int

duced earlier

In e f c

children begin to follow specie ly prepared individual diets
which complement the more staple fare offered by the accessible
smorgasbord and the formal dinner party.
59.

The reading words not 'only mark the introduct on of hom

work but also provides the children with a visible school-based
criterion for differentiating among themselvee (eg, 'Row many
words have you got?').

Although Mrs Robertson tries to avoid

this cutco,'Ie hy giving each child four pieces of card (some

with repeat words),

dhe children soon discover their relative

Levels of progress.

Later, this differentiation becomes even

more visible when the children move on to their first reading
book.

Thus, the children not only begin to read but also begin

to cope with a set of more pervasive school-based ideas about
success and failure, cooperation and (=petition, work and play.

(The schoolday continues.) Morag comes out to
Mrs Robertson as she cannot find the place in her
ever day book. Emily is reminded that if she does
not know what to do, she is not to call out but,
instead, sit and wait besides Mrs Robertson.
Michael has difficulty in distinguishing 'Dick'
from 'Dora' (his new word). Shortly afterwards he
is sent to call up Simon but the message does not
arrive. Children start going out to Mrs Robertson.
(10.03am) Colin is
The register boy arrives.
chastised for interrupting Mrs Robertson. Eight
children are still working in their veryday books.
Dayid has started writing on a random page in his
book but is redirected to the correct page. Morel
takes her book for Mrs Robertson's inspection but is
told 'You don't really need to bring it to me ....
ut it on the pile'. Christina and William are
overing around outside Mrs Lee's room - waiting for
paint. 'Mrs Robertson gets up end goes to find out
their difficulty. She takes Lucy end Stephen to the
(Sttphen had been on his own but had found
sandpit,
th door locked,) Back at the blackboard Mrs
Simon
Robertson listens to Andrew shd Rens reed.
Stephen
complains
that
asks to go to the toilet.
Keith hss interrupted his work with the bricks
At'10.20am the olass'are engaged on the
activitioc building with woodblocks (6), milk 1)
painting (3), jigsaw puzzles (2), unifix blocks 4)
drawing (3), reading (1), observing (2) ....
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Oamentary Gaontld;
60.

This final extract from the fieldnotes is deliberately

left unabridged.

It is included to underline the fact that

although Mrs Robertson's teaching is individualised, she also
has responsibility for up to twenty-two other children at the
Thus, before she can develop person-to-person

name time.

teaching she must also design activities for the rest of the
class.

In this sense her overall unit of organisation still

remains the class rather than the individual child.

DISCUSSION
In certain respects the practice of teaching is like the
art of cooking.

It involves the transformation of a set of

ingred ents (the syllabus) into a finished product (the daily
work programme) by means of a set of procedures (the teaching
methods).

Yet teaching is rather more than the application of

recipe knowledge.

Competence is not unequivocably guaranteed

by the terms of the cookbook.

Other background skills are also

relevant.

The final sec ion of this essay focuses
of teaching.

on this aspect

That is, it considers some of the 'intangibles'

(here described as preparation, experience, continuity, vision

and responsiveness) which might help to differentiate the work
of a competent teacher from that of a trainee.

112Eststin
One central if not paradoxical feature of Mrs Robertson's
work is that much of it takes place when the children are not
at school.

In short, the form and content of her classroom

activities are only made possible by a considerable amount of
off-stage preparation.

This preparation takes different forme.

Its moat visible

t relates to the day-by-day MaIntenance of the work
amme.

This type of preparation encoMpasses taken for

d activities such as the marking of book* or the repair
lacement of disposeable or damaged equipment.
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Lena

72:
freqeen-1

e but perhaps more sienif.c_

ly e Mrs Robert

preparation is also directed towardr a qualitative change in the
day-to-day routine.

This second kind of preparation is

reflected in the rearrangement of furniture, the introduction
of novel materials (eg, TV broadcasts) or in the rehearsal of
new techniques (eg, the dinner party curriculum).

A third type

of preparation probably occurs least often bet requires the
greatest amount of intellectual investment.

It relates to the

development of classroom activities which are as new to the
teacher as they are to the children.

In such an instance the

teacher has chosen to branch out into relatively ill-defined
and risk-laden territory.
The cliff rence between th se types of nreparation is not

so much in the activities themselves as in the degree of
experience brought to them by the teacher.

Student teachers,

for example, may find an element of risk in all their
preparatory activities whereas unadventurous teachers might
never stray beyond the well-defined boundaries of their own
eeperience.

Sxperience
An important adjunct to preparation is the exi tence of
prior experience.

Mrs Robeetson's teaching, for example

is

not merely the outcome of her more immediate preparation but
also the result of her initial training, her five years
experience in the same ochool, and her regular attendance on
in-service courses.

In general, however, exPerience is not something that
autamatically accumulates with the passage of time.

Changed

circumstances can always neutralise the rehearsal value of
earlier experience.
out new stratee,

outside events,
to the test.

Whenever Mrs Robertson decides to try
or whenever her teaching is interrupted by

_

e puts the value of her previous experience

Sometimes she is Able to keep ehe resultant

activities within the realms of her exiating knowledge;

at

other timed she is forced to move out into unknown territory.
Thus, to the extent that it changes or is induced to change,
Mrs Robertson's teaching always contains an element of
inexperience.
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Nevertheless, the advantages of a propriate exporiance
cannot be ignored.

In Mrs Rob

teon S =MD, there ars throe

distinct benefits which accrue to her from previous years.
First, she has already fully rehearsed many of the actions that
she undertakes day by day.
,fithiu A

As a result her eoaching operates

t of oerefully understood limitttono and thcroforo

takes careful account of the availability and aoceseibility of
resources.

Second,

1rs Robertson's varied experience gives her

a wide repertoire of options to draw upon.

Thue, if her plans

go awry she can readily switch to another well-tried activity.
?inane, Mrs Robertson's' experience also gives -'1r a better

idea of the consequences of her actions,

she oa

h eac/

alternative in the light of its likely ouecome

coetieeety
This potential ahility to forme the results oe her
deciseoes introduces e strong ehread of continuity into

MrpRobertsen's teaching.

She realises that each decision may

create new situations which require further decisions.

To

this xtent, teaching is not about making 'one-offl decisions
but making ohains of decisions.

The fact that one deoisi n merely leads to another also
lates to a teacher's snse of achieve'

.t.

Sven if Mrs

Robertson reeohee her immediate goal she knows that there are
still other peaks to climb.

Likewise ahe realises that each

success may be only shortlived.
work is never done.
more fluid entity.

In this sense a teat:barg

Necessarily, achievement becomes: a mu h

It is not so much the attainment of isolated

curriculum objectives as the overall maintenance of continuity,

whernce and progr
Vision
IWOJil=r

Although a set of peoifio sctiee_

-s

entral to

Mrs Robertson's day to day work programme, they ars really only
a part of a much larger set of more diffuse and long-term goals.

These more distant goals - relating to the general ocial,
intellectual and emotional development of her pupils - are me e
difficult to specify but are of equal importance to the entire
process.

Without them, the former activities would be
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meaningless (eg, word recognition is not an end in itself but a
means to a more elaborate end).

In these terms comnetent

teachers are marked out not so much by their detailed knowledge
of

Iparate curricular milestones but by their understanding of

the relationship between these and the more long-term goals.

The possessn of this latter skill

demonstrated by an over-

riding sense of direction and purpose - makes it much easier
for a teacher to overcome irritating holdups, negotiate
awkward diversions and anticipate oncoming obstacles.
Competence is a matter of perspective:

the ability to visualise

the entire forest, not just the individual trees.
nsiveness

Armed with this understanding a comItent teacher can more
readily respond to interruptions and diversions.

Such

unintended consequences need not be treated as failures;
can be re-interpreted as potential growth points.

they

The wisdom

of experience and preparation (as demonstrated, for instance,
by a teacher's sense of timing) can transform unexpected
outcomes into new sources of innovat-

Here, as elsewhere in this ess
of teaching which serve to different_

nd change.
_s the 'intangibles'
,2ducation from mere

training.
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THE

CASE

OF

THE

MISSING

CHAIRS

'The structures of the open classroom ... are
designed to meet needs that-the structures
of the conventional classroom cannot fulfil.
But prescriptioos for structure alone do not
tell us how the work of the. classroom ...
can be performed.'
n Westble

Educationali

This essay is about the relationship between teaching
It f-cuses on the
methods and material resources.
recent suggestion that a modern primary school can be
organised around less than one chaip per pupil.
Overall, the essay does not find fault with the
motives that promptad this suggestion. It does,
however, find ir- isistencies in its logic.

There is a school of thought in primary educatic,, which

argues that there is no need to provide every child with a seat
or a work surface.
sources.

Support for this idea comes from various

New schools find the concept financially acceptable

since it releases money from an otherwise fixed grant for the
purchase of specialist furnishings such as display screens,
storage units and mobile trolleys.

Architects endorse the idea

since the resultant increase in free space enables them to
create more flexible designs.

-And finally, educationalists lend

their weight to the scheme since it ylsibly undermines a long
tradition of simultaneous class (ie, wbole group) teaching.
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The force -__ these economic, architectural and educational

According to one recent English

azguments has been considerable.
feview:

'new purpose-built open plan schools rarely contain

sating accommodation for more than about seventy per cent of
tivi children at any one time'.

Not all practitioners, however,

have found this innovation equally acceptable.

Hence, like many

other Oements in the modern primary school, chairs and tables
have become the object of prolonged and often emotive debate.

Superficially, the arguments and counter-argtrents are about
the allocation of financial resources and the utilisation of

At a deeper level, however, they also interact

available space.

with more Fundamental concerns about the theory and practice of
primary educa

n.

In short, discussions about tables and chairs

ara aJo debates aboL ethods and curricula.

The first part of this essay explores the origins and
The second part relates their

assumptions of these debates.

logic to the experience of the case study school.

Throughout,

two questions are considered:
1.

What are the shifts in educational thinking that
have given rise to these diacussions?
How do these shift

-

_

relate to a reduced provision
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The standard answer to these questions is

lat a lowered

requirement of chairs follows automatically from a weaker
emphasis upon class and jotter-based teaching.

The experience

the argument of this essay)

of the case study school

suggests that the case for this innovation is we

and

ORIGINS AND. ASSUMPTIONS

Debates.about
long history.

Typi,-

most appropriate furn
,:urriculum.

ai

arnish:Ings and fittings have a

--hey reflect disateme..ts about the

re for a given teaching method or

In 1725 the rmstc,r of St Andrew's Grammar School

complained to the local council that, for lack of suitable
writing surfaces, his pupils were obliged to 'wreatt upon the
floor lying on their bellies'.

At that time writing was

coneidered a major (and somewhat suspect) curriculum innovation.
Even by the earl') nineteQnth century seats were still regarded

as peripheral to curricula which emphasised reading rather than
writing.

For instance, one of the seA.ing points of the

monitorial system was thar cml: fifty per cent of the pupils
needed seats at LAny one

(Each half of the claes took it

in turns to stand :In groups and be 'drilled' by the pupil

monitors while the other half sat on bemches and practised
their 'clphering'.)

Further controversies arose with the development of textbook curricula in the lnte nineteenth century.
that Scotland was clef:

period not all school
torage of books and w,

school furniture.

.

It was argued
During that

ed suitable 'locker' desks for the
-4 implements.

In turn, the heavy locker desks of the elementary school
also fell out of favour.

By the 1930s it was held that they

were too cumbersome or ill-shapen for the 'activity' methods

officially advocatd as suitable for young children.

Neverthe-

less, locker desks sui:vived until well after the Second World

War - though largely fc- economic rather than educational reasons.
In the 1950s, a rise in the birth rate triggered a new
demand.

School furnishings - like new school buildings - began

to be designed with an explicit concern for compactness,

7
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flexibility, and appropriateness of size.

Standardied

modules, interchangeable components and child-proof materials
became key-note feateres.

Showpiece schools of the 1960s like

13veline Lowe (London) and Kirkhill (West Lothian) deliberately

incorporated these new developments as part of their total
design.

However, according to the official reports, the

specification of chairs for these schoolg remained at the
fiaure of one hundred per cent.
Chairs

A Vanishing Resource?

At so

point in the late 1960s (or so it appea

the

idca began ta circul-te that a primary school could he efficiently
,=urnished with less than one hundred per cent seating.

source of this notion is as yet obscure.

are no reference

The

The fact that there

to it in either the Plowden Report (1967) or

the Scottish Education Department 'Primary Memorandum'

(1965)

suggests that it may have been a grass-roots or even an imported
(American?) idea,

The rationale for limiting che number. of chairs in a school

der ves from three assumptions:

That the basic eeit of teaching should be the
individual eeild rathe- than the whole group.
That _t is possible to organise work programmes
whereby childree can he employed on different

activitee.
3.

That not ail lea

iing

etivities regu-' e a chair.

There are two problems with this rationale.

First, none

of these assumptions specifically requires that the provision
of seats should be fixed at less than one hundred per cent.
In fact, it would be possible for a teacher to accept all three
ideas and still legitimately demand a full complement of chairs.

This would follow, for example, if she added a fourth
assumption:

that children should be free to choose their own

sequence thrcegh the various activities of their work programme.

Indeed, if a teacher considered the last assumption to be the
most important, then it wollid defini ely rule oub a reduced
provision of chairs.

The freedom of individual choice would,

by necessity, include the freedom for every child to choose a
seated activitY.

Thus, to restrict the number of chairs in a

school is automatically to limit-the number of curriculum
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options open to teachers and pupils.

Certainly, an increase of

chairs may also produce a shortage of space;
an equivalent problem.

but this is not

Space can be created more easily than

extra seating.

The second problem s

rounds the leVels of seating that are

usually considered as realistic (le, sixty to seventy per cent).
The derivation of these figures is as obscure as the origins of
the initial idea.
cen

It is sometimes- stated that a sixty-six per

ie, two-thirds) seating level fits easily where classes

are sdbdivided into three groups.

In such cases the expectation

7.:ds of the class group will need chairs whereas

is that two

of

one third will be working at non-seated activit es or
the class area.

It

On balance this explanation is inadequate.

does not justify the choice of three groups or indicate how a
policy of groupJalg squares with the assumptiu,A that the

individual child should be the basic teaching unit.

(By the

same token it would be just as reasonable to divide the class

into four groUps and hae a seating level of seventy five
(or even fifty) per cent.)

Given the educational weakness of the foregoing argument,
an alternative source for the quoted figures is that they derive
from the application of a standard architectural formuia.

By

this means a school's optimum seating requirements are caJculated
in the same manner as tl-a,

,Jf its playground and staffroom.

Nevertheless, these requirements cannot be predicted
unambiguously.

They also depend on the kind of educatio

policy followed by the Lchool.

An optimum figure in one

situation may be totally inappropriate in another.

Accidental Dissemination?
The rather hybrid mature of these ideas about seating levels
suggests that they may have come into being for no other purpose
than to focus attention on out of-date classroom procedures.
That is, they were formulated primarily to draw attention to the
shortcomings of educational practice, not as a model for
changing it.

There is a historical parallel for this explanation.

Thu call for a reduced provision of seats in a school is
analogous to the rally-, a Lry Of an earlier generation that
locker desks shou'ad be unsczewed from the classroom floor.

9
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If this last explanation is, in fact, correct, then the
initial adoption of reduced seating levels may have been an
accident - the reluctant or ill-informed act of a financially
hardpressed advi er or administrator.

the rapA and widespread dissemina-

Whatever their origins

tion of these ideas is almost certainly attributable to the

concerned pressure of administrators, college lturers and
architects;
education,

th1,-0

,r

Al

iThe most powerful groups in primary

ctung fot different reasons - expediency,

conviction or f

utility - their combined advocacy has

been considerab1,7,,

THE CASE STUDY SCHOOL
In the early 1970s Leachers fl:om the case study school

attended a local college of education for courses leading to the
Freebel (early education) certificate.

During those years,

they first encountered the idea that a primary school class might
be organised aroand less than one hundred per cent seatin,,

At

that time, however, the issue was of academic rather than
practical concern, a matter fer staffroom discussion rather than
school-wide decision.
In 1973 the situation changed.

The plans for the new

lower primary building had reached'the stage where a seating
level had to be decided.

Consensus among the staff was

difficult to achieve since imk.vidual members reacted differently
to the idea that seating levels might be reduced below one
chair per chilcL

Basicelly, three viev7,ints were exp.:essed.

One (small) group of teacher

-7ere prepared to put -heir beliefs

to the test and try out the i ea.

A second 4roup (proLably the

majori y) accepted the general notion of a reduced provision
but felt that their own situation constkzuted a special case.
(For example, one teacher argued that she preferred to teach
writing by means of class lessons.)
were less easily converted.

A third group of teachers

They felt reluctant to abandon
.

either the principle or the practice of providing a full
complement of seats for their children.

A characteristic

feature of this last group was that they felt it was educationally
important that each child should have their 'own' chair.
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To resolve this issue the headmaster of the school 1463

asked to act as an arbitra_or.

Zy his decision the seating level
In principle this action

was duly fixed at sixty per cent
closed the debate.

In practice, howev:x, the teachers w-rc
if the designated seaCyl

left with a possible alternative:

level proved inadequate, ie could still be topped up with
The

infant-sized furniture left over from the old bytldings.

flexibilitv of this arrangement became apparent when some of
the ordered ful.miture failed to arrive in time for the opening
of the new building.

The old tables and chairs were immediately
the original

pressed into service and.,-in a complete reversal o

intention, were 'topped up' by th, -riew furniture as it arrived.

Eventually, a _arplus of-chairs was created - which meant that
each teacher could operate their own seating policy.

Some

chose the figure of sixty per cent while others retained at
least one chair )7,..r Rach

This

aLciment did not last for very long.

Within a

term all the teachers had built up their seating'levels to at
least one hundred per cent.

The topping up, however, did not

herald a return to class teaching.

Quite the reverse: as

shown below it Tlarked a recognition that an adequate supply of

chairs was vceessery to the individualised and balanced
curriculum '

case study teachers were trying to implement.

Thus, despite a certain sense of public failure among the
teachers who tried to work with a reduced provision, the
intervening experience had taught them a great deal about the
relationship between teaching methods and seating requirements.

At Classm-m ievZ
The teachers who found themselves unane to operate wi h a
reduction in chairs reported the following experiences.

In tht,

first instance tey all fnund it impossible to avoid timer, when
their entire teaching gro,1

re sitting on chairs.

Sometimes

this arose through the teacher's own decision;

At other times

it arose through the actions of the children.

itugh the

frequency of these occasions was rare and their

arion sho

lived, the teachers regarded them as an esr-2ntiaL part of t"7 _r
work.

IL so far as thesa expericuces serve& -:a,loational

purposes that could not be achielTed in ay

9

the
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teachers were unwilling to abandon them for the sake of a
handful of chairs.

A second experience related to the use of chairs as a
moveable resource.

The teachers conceded that it might be

possible to use less than one hundred per cent chairs for much
of the school day but had found that this usually required a
certain proportion of chairs to be moved constantly from place
to place.

This occurred, for example, when a group of children

wanted to set up a 'school' in the 'shop', or a 'hairdressing
salon' is_ the home base.

The teachers not only felt that the

movement of chairs created avoidable disruption but also that
ociated shortage of chairs inhibited their pupil's choice
of activity.

A thi_d observation (madelDy the teachers of younger
children) was that a limited supply of chairs could inteefere
with the educational principle that certain well-used areee
or activities (eg, milk, sewing, reading) should have a fixed
allocation of chairs.

The justification for this policy was

that the presence of chairs could help children to perform
activities that might otherwise be too difficult.

It was also

argued in favour of such a policy that it helped to prevent
certain practical problems

spillage of milk, loss of

sewing needles, damage of books).

In these instances the

combined weight of the educational and administrative advantages

was sufficient to convince the teachers of the need for extra
chairs.

Finally, all the teachers reported that they were
unwilling to allow children to write while standing at a work
surface or lying on the floor.

The notion that children should

be allowed to write in theee positions has been one of the
outcomes of the chairs debate.

Without exception,

teachers reacted unfavourably to the idea.

case study

Like the ezst-while

master of St Andrew's .7-rammar School, they felt that ehildren

are learning t) write should be encoura ed to use a suitable
5erface and a cciefo table chair.

rondZuau
TPL

e, ly e:eam::.nes a rather curious discrepancy between

it focusps

on a school of thought ve.lich
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holds that a modern pr. ary school can be adequately equipped
Overall, it questions the

with less than one chair per child.

practice whereby chairs are shared rather than a guaranteed
resource.

In effect, this means that chairs are downgraded to

the same status as painting easils, water tanks and sand trays.
As a re uit, sp9r7ia1 rules are needed to regulate the pupils'
access

of meth

In turn,, these r1,:.!s have an impact on the type

'h

a

and curricula which ci, tl used by teachers.

It may h

provision of the

expedient to it

painting eas at the expen

,

there is surely no need to tE

-dur.

But, in the process,
,ional virtue out of an

economic necessity.
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a furnitw

erial provided T
The rationale .
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irs with classes of three
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Routledge & Regan
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ALL WORK AND NO PLAY?

'Learning experiences in.so far as they
are a school responsibility are structu ed...
They are.arranged according to more or
less defintte views about learning
processes, about geneN.1 human development,
about the expectations of various groups
external to the school, and about What is
feasible and desirable in an institutional
setting where many constaints limit the
rrllisation of the values to which educators
asptre

beck, Educationa

(Malcolm S

The labels 'work' and 'play' arc
differentiate the various actil, r
school day.
This essay highlightr
of these terms by analysing the vi

rzonly used
f the pri,avy
r

ngini7 ,4'e

group of eachers who wanted to abc2
on a
distinction.
Overall, it suggests that debates about
wOrk and play are not so much about differentia ing
the curriculum as about changing it.

One of the basic distinctions in parimary education

betw en

work' and 'play'.

intellectual a

The fot,r4r has -:70nnotations of

rb, industry and publ 6 achievement whereas the

latter iusUally expresses ideas about social development,

recreation and personal fulfilment.

In turn

ork is sometimes

con3idered central to the primary school curriculum whereas

PlaY is treated as a more marginal activity, optional rather
than essential.

This distinction between wor) and play'is proMinent in many
conteMporaiy-discussiOns abdUt early education.

Basically,
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there are two (longstanding) schoo s of th yr-Tilt.

One vLew

sometimes associated with the name of Friedrica Froebel
that the early school curriculum should provide for and buila
upon the spontaneous play of young children.

The alternativrJ

poLdvion - sometimes associated with the name of Maria Montessori
is that the early school curriculum should, from the outset, be
organised around a much more interventionist type of teaching.
At the risk of over-simplification, the Froebelian view is that
work is a special kind of play whereas the Montessorian position
is that play is a special kind of work.

In recent years the increase of pre-schooling has given

these debates a new ease of life.

Thus, play groups reflect

the Froebelian view whereas nursery schools tend to embody the
id(Jas of Montessori.

The distinction between work and play

can also be used to characterise the difference between preschooling and primary schooling.

The former emphasises the

educational value of play, the latter stresses the tmportance
of work.
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These v ews about work and play w

he teachers in the case study school.

e also reproduced among
In particular, a small

group - the starting point of this. essay - took up an extreme
position and arr!ued againT:t any kinc2 of work/p2L7..y (11.sr., ,ction.

For instance, c:iuxT the course of an interview one teacher
prefaced certain remarks by:

'When

say water play, I mean

On a differeLt occasion another teacher argued

water work'.

that all references ' o 'play' in a description of her teaching
should, in the

Yrsion, be replaced with the word 'work'.

In short, this grou: ot teachers aimed to overcome the arbitrary
nature of the work/play distinction by labelling all actdvities
as 'work', irrespective of their content or purpose.
At first glat.ce this j.ssue appears to be a personal

atte

If a teacher decides to regard certain activities as work

rather than play then

(

so it seems) her action need be of

However, in certain respects

littic- concern to other peoole.

this relabelling acti

ty had a much wider impact.

To remain

true to their beliefs, the work-not-play teachers also tried to
moclify their classroom language.

For example, children would

be asked if they wished to 'work' in the painting area or in
the 'house'.

This oubic demonstration by the work-net-play

teachers inevitably brought their 7iews to the notice of other
teachers, pupils and parents.

In this way the work-riot-play

debate became a social rather than a personal issue.

And, as

eoscribed below, it created all kinds of new problems.

ATTITUDES AND PRACTICES
Beliefs about work and play are not on_y expressed
verbally during informal discussions and staff meetings but
also actively in the day to day organisation of teaching.
Basically, the work-not-play teachers tried to implement two
related assumptions:
1.

That the same degree of seriousness shoull be
accorded every aspect of the school day.

2.

That every.school activity should be regarded
as contributing to a child's education in some
way or another.

In practice the first asumpt±on was particul4rly difficult to
demonstrate.

For Instance, to treat every activity with equal
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8 7

riousness does not necessarily -man that each one should
calve the same asount of a teacher's (or pupil's) attention.
Neither does it necessarily mean that all activities should
receive the same priority.

rhe second viewpoint was expressed more visibly.

This

occurred when teachers combined 'work' and 'play' activities or
when they gave greater priority to activities that conventionally
take place later in the day Cie, after work).

For example, some

teachers included 'milk' as part of their pupil's daily MOrk
schedules.

Similarly, other teadhers encouraged their children

to use the 'we

Lie, play) area, before they started their

Cie, work) activities;

'dry'

or read to their pupils in the

middle of the day rather than at the end.

The second assumption

was also demonstrated by the way some teachers devoted more
tbme to optional or extra activities.

That is, they made

the music mom, library and courtyards

more conscious use o

and set fewer jotter-based tasks for their pupils homework.
To this limited extent the work-not-play teachers were
able to reorganise their teaching around a weakened distinction
between work and paay.
less successful.

In other respects, however, they were

One minor problem was that the teadhers often

found it linguistically olmmsy to replace 'play' by 'work'.
Games, for example, are still'cOnventionally 'played' nor
'worked'.

14.kowise

antonym for 'work'.

'play' is still the most acceptable
(If a child is not working, what are they

doing?)

A more deep-rooted and delicate source of difficulty for
the teachers related to the contrasting views about work and

play evressed by their pupils.

By the time children start at

school most of them already have well-establisbed idasui about

these activitiesjeg, sandpits are for play, boo)cs are for'
Thus, by abandoning the-notion of 'play', the case study

work).

teachers were quite aware that their own behaviour might
worse still, they
conflict with their pupils' expectations
realised that their actions' mi ht be interOreted as a deliberate
attespt tc neutralise the values 14hich the pupils had learned
at home and elsewhere. Thus, albeit unwittingly, -the teacher
orva the boundaries between woek and play were
,

ential source of confusion at schOol and conflict within
a

-

rak.1
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Despite these practical and ethica

work-not-

problems,

play teachers were reluctant to abandon their viewpoi

-

To a

variable degree, they continued to use 'work' instead of 'play'
in their discussions with the children.

Overall, however, they

accepted that the counteracting strength of outside opinion was,
at least in the short term, probably far greater than their own.

THE VIEWS OF THE PUPILS
During the course of the research an attempt was made te

put these ideas in context by looking more closeW at the views
of the pupils.

A random sample of five children Xrom each of

the five classes in primary one, two and three Cie, a total of
seventy five children), were asked six questions about their
school activities:
1.

Where do you have your milk?

2.

When do you have your milk?

3.

What sort of things do ypu,do_in the courtyard?

4.

What do you do when you've finished your assignment?

5.

When do you usually paint?

6.

1-,ho usually decides what you paint?

The expectancy - based on earlier observation and discussion was that the responses of the older children would reflect a

strcngthening rather than a weaening of the

woric1p5,ay

distinction and that, in part, this would result frem a gradual
differentietion of space and tine into areas and 'units of work

endplay.

For instance, it was anticipated that e higher

proportion of primary three childzen would:
k) area.

a.

Drink their milk outside JIA class ( es

b.

Take milk at break.(iei play time) r ther than a
other times of the day.

c.

Work inside the building rather than outside in the
courtyards

Although the interviews show d considerable variation from cLass
to class, the overall expectattor was sustained.
were as follows:

The respoises
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Primary
On4

ZYPimary

Three

Children who rep r ed drinking
their milk outside the class
areas

0%

100%

Children who used the wnrds
'break' or 'playtime' to desc ibe
their milk time

8%

43%

Children who reported that they
had not been out into the
court7Nrds during the autumr
term

64%

A related observation had been that a greater

t of the

primary three day was deroted to activities deened to be wurk'.
To this extent 'work' begall to predominate over 'paay' which,

became relegated to the status of an out-of-school

turn

activity.

The interviews re:Inforced this observation.

Whoa

asked "Mat do you do when you've finished your assignnont/
jobs?", the replies from primarr one more frequently contained
the word 'play' than those from primary three children (39%
as against 22%).

Instead, the primary three children usually referred to
other curriculum activities,

Yor example, forty per cent of

their replies contained the words 'painting' and/or 'drawing'
(compared with four per cent of the replies in priMary onn).

At first glance painting and drawing - especially if they are
optional and pupil-directed - might seem to be synonymous with
play.

However, in the case study school this did not appear

to be true.

By the tine the children had reached primary three,

raft work began to fill a specific slot in the day and in mcst
cases was organised around topics outlined by the class teacher.
Againithese overall differences between primary one amd three

were reflected im the way the Children answered the qUestions
about when they painted andl who decided what they should paint.

For exanple, more primary three children reported that they did

painting at a special time or after their

'

V _It

4.9

do you

Jrte

Primary
Three

)6%

20%

Any time

20%

4%

After 'worK

20%

48%

(none of these

44%

28%

7'r -!mary

S?ecial tipe

'after lunch')

(100%)

(100%)

Similarly, more primary three children reported that their
teacher decided lerhat they should pa.Lnt:

rrio usuczZ Gb d -icTes ti#1.4-t you paint?
-PriPlary

Primorw

One

Two

nree

Me

56%

24%

32%

The teacher

12%

16%

441

4%

40%

16%

28%

20%

8%

y

Both (me or the

cher)

(none of these)

(100%)

(100% )

1 u%)

These separate reZerences to the activity of painting
suggest that at smme intervening stage bet.ween primary one and

primary three it shifts across thc school curriculum from being
a play activity to being a work activity.
provide further support for this idea.

The interviews

In so far as the largest

group of primary two children gave both 'me' and the 'teacher'
as the source of decisions about painting, their replies come
somc.ohere between the contrasting patterns of primary one and
primary three.

DISCUSSION

The first part of

ay discusses the concepts of

work and play as used in the primary school.

In particular, it

focuses upon a small group of teachers in the case study school
who sought to abolish the work/play distinction.

In many

respects this work-not-play group were the leading edge of a
more general trend within ale school
education),

(and, possibly, in primary

However, what made them particularly conspicuous

was not so much their classroom practice as their classroom
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The second part of this essay considers till concepts of

work and Play from the point of view of the pupils in the case
study school.

Contrary to the (short-term) hopes of work-not-

play teachers, it suggests that there was a hardening of the
distinction between work and play over the age range from primary
pre to primary three.

Although the school day was increasingly

dominated by activities labelled as 'work', this does not arise
from the breaking down of barriers as from the gradually
wAthering away of those activities which, lower down the school,
Were conventionally defined as play.

In the case study

instance some of the earlier activities (eg, painting) were
incorporated into the working day whereas others (eg, use of
the courtyards) progressively disappeared from the curriculum.

The fact that the primary three day was m re work-oriented than

he primary one day reflected a change in the curriculum, not
a change in the labelling practices used by the teachers .

In this sense, debates about work and play are not only
about a search for a suitable terminology but also about a
se&rch for a suitable curriculum.

5th
Febru
_

1976.
_
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EPISODES

OF

SCHOOL

n-olon school
than I imagined'

'This

LIFE

is more structured
(Parent)

Tus seay ia prsm

£nfoinave

Three

deeoriptive snap-shots - one ftom each of ti
three yeare

try to captmre the complexity

continuity of life in amodern primary school.

A DAY IN 7HE LIFE OF A PyPIL

Rae has spent almost a year at school 4,11. is approaching

his 6th birthday.

Compared with the other boys in his class te

is slightly smaller in body weight &nd height.

Hie most obvious

ginger

identifying features are a round freckled face end lipt
hair.

On the day in question (13th Nay 1975) he got u

after 7am, put on his school uniform and tidied his rOom
k his younger brother to
hod off the breakfast:prepared

.
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At

20 Iorag and her rather arrived in their car tc, take Ian to

school.

En route they collected Mary who is also in Ian's

08.50

By the time Ian enters the school playground most of
the 24 children in his class have already hung up their
coats and emptied their school bags into the drawers
that serve in place of desks.

Ian comes straight into

the learning area but before he takes off his jacket

is attracted by Peter s reduniformed 'action man'.
Returns to lobby to hang up coat.
case.

08.58

Unpacks his brief-

Rejoins Peter to talk about the action man.

Without prompting Ian is the first to line up for
assembly.

Holds the door open for the remaine,er 0

Brings up the rear as they enter

class-to file tfirough.

the hall.

09.11

After a short biblical story, two prayers and a hymn,
the children return to their class base.
sit on the floor around Miss Dean's chair.

As usual they
She asks

Although Ian is at the front and

them for their 'news'.

puts his hand up immediately, he has to wait while Miss
Dean gives other children the opportunity to speak.
Eventually Ian is given-his chance.
garden.

"I was out in the

I thought it would-be awfully long while I

waited for mummy.

We went shopping.

Some for mummy,
For

some for me (pause) and we lekt some for daddy."

the rest of the time he sat silently except when drawn
into Alan's news ("Ian, you know where I live.

09.28

")

Miss Dean reminds the children not to,forget .their milk

and then gives out two sets of jotters and the-newlymarked workbooks

09.30

s near the-blackboard'-at

Ian takes his bOoks and
small table with Maurice

Iris and aanet.

AS a claa

exercise Miss Dean dictates a Set of words whiCh the'
-children Write'in their 'sounds

jotter.

I made a wish.", dish, crash,

ash, rash,rahelf,

Abeeta
09.33/

ships, shells,,Ir
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Beftre leaving the class to work on their own, Miss Dean

09.33

indicates the layout to be used in the sums book, and
("What is a

rehearses the individual work on sounds.

What is a chimp?....What does this word

match?
say?")

The bladdooard already displays the programme

of work U(1) suns
(4) choosing'

(2) sounds

(3) workbook

and, to one side, indicates the

supplementary material for certain of the tasks.

The

children can complete the work programme in any order
they wish.

Ian gets up, goes over to his drawer and puts his work-

09.44

book away.

Then, apparently changing his mind, puts

the sounds book away and retrieves his workbook.

(The

workbook contains printed exercises which require the
children to fill in words - in this case 'eye', 'ear'
and 'nose' - and then use them in A variety of contexts.
Each child is expected to do at least one page.)

Ian

makes a mistake (writes 'nose' on a diagram of the face
instead of 'ear').

Fetches rtbber from side table and

makes the correction.

Puts 'nose' in the box for 'ear'.

Fetches rubber again.
Reads sentences aloud sounding out the key word:

09.51

"This one has no e..a..r..s./
This one has no nose."

This one has one eye./

Delvs into the two tins of

coloured pencils on the table to colour in the face.
Has reached seccad page of workbook.

10.00

Mild dispute

breaks out between Maurice and Iris as to which coloured
pencils they should be using.

Ian seems oblivious to

this discussion but eventually bredks in to tall them
"You two use these pencils, and we'll use these"
10.02

Ian wo

t let Iris use his six inch ruler.

again.

Ian refuses but adds a reasons

Iris asks

"It's a new one".

Mhe children are free to use the class rulers which are
kept along with the

Ian turns to a new page in his workbook bUt decides

10.05

to continue.

Puterruler in his leather pencil case and

places his chair neatly under the table.
,

workbook/

:t.104
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rkbook to Miss Dean before putti g it on the pi e for
marking.

Returns pencil case to drawer.

Goes over to

Peter and Moira who are playing on the floor with wooden
Ian seems more attracted by

blocks and the action man

the latter,especially when Peter indicates that it can
talk.

10.14

Ian re ains the action man while the other two build a
He tells them to "sshh"

fortress out of the blocks.

when they make a noise turning over the blocks in the
storage tray.
10.18

Miss Dean joins the trio to talk about the action man
Before leaving the group she

and the fortress.

announces breal, to the whole class by reminding then to

be ready to come back early for P.E.
10.20

(Morning breek.)

Ian spends most of the time chasing

about the playground with 4 classmates.

Occasionally

gets a little perturbed when they become over-boisterous.
10.43

Class line up at the edge of the playground while the
remaining 250 children continue their playtime.
(the auxiliary) marshalls them into school.

Mrs Lee

The P.E.

teacher, Mrs Aire, is waiting for them in the hall.

Children take off their shoes and socks and spend 20
minutes on various running, stretching, curling and
Like the rest of the class Ian

jumpiug activities.

participates fully in the spirit of the occasion
("Jump up like a rocket taking off"
11.05

Ian puts on his sandals and is fourth in the line
waiting to leave the hall.

Chats with his neighbour.

Since the masiC 'room' is in use, the clesc return by
gOing the long way round through 4 other teaching areas.
11.08

Ian sits with three Others at the milk table.

Their

discussion is interrupted when Mr Hamilton asks them
about their morning's activities.

11.

Ladybird

request from the teacher, Ian fetc
reeding book and ,sits with Jane' and Iris

chair.

ound Mise Dean's

They take it in turns to read from prose
and.wcrd lista.
4

r%

11 u5'
gra
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11.30

Ian puts his read _1g book away and goes over to the other

side of the class area to join a boy °laying with a
plastic interlocking construction kit.

After a few

second he changes his mind, walks through Mrs Barber'
area and out to the toilet in the lobby.
11.32

Comes running back and talks briefly with the bey using
Fetches pencil case and sum

the construction kit.
hook.

On a fresh squared page he copies two number

lines (0 1 2...9) and the first column of eight sums
(At this point Ian could not

fram the blackboard.

refer to his teacher since she.had briefly disappeared
Begins to fill in the answers:

fram the teaching area.)
8

11.37

8;

6

8;

etc..

Gets up to fetch rubber but realises hat Maurice
Another boy comes by and asks to

already has one.

Maurice asks Ian for help with his

borrow the rubber.
sounds work.

Ian sugsts he should think of the sounds:

"Ch, its got a ch in it".
11.46

Ian takes 1 cuisenaire rods from the tray left on the

table by Iris but makes very little apParent use of
them.

Begins to write out the second column of sums
8;

(eg, 7

work:

11.57

8).

1

Talks to himself about the

"I wish its finished"..."(later) Oh dear".

Rubs out the second answer column of 8s and writes them
in again.

(By this time some children have completed

their set work and begun to do 'choosing'.)

Ian

completes the sums.

12.01

Takes his book for Miss De

inspection.

Replaces it

embers that it should have been put

in his drawer but r

Starts work in his:

on the marking pile.

ds' book.

(Although the jotter comprises blankpages,
has already inserted suitable guidelines- on a-blank
doUble page.)

The right hand page is divided into 6

sVares and Ian begins to preloar, a picture
d 'catch'.

Fills the entire

colouring and then,remembers he has

omeof,the colo
'i

!at'

word.

asis Ian
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12.19

All six squares -illed (catch, match, stitch, witch,
pitch, rich) .

Ian begins to write his sentences on the
He reads the key

bottom half of the left hand page.
words from the blackboard.
'I
I
I
I

--

see a cheek.
see a chimp.
liek cheese.
choose at scool not always.'

He carefully enters all the full st ps as a
flourish.
12.22

Ian begins to make up words and put them against the
numbers on the top half of the same page.

shot
ship
shop

(1)

(2)
(3)

12.25

ch

st

sh
(4)
(5)
(6)

star
still
stick

(7)

(ID
(9)

choose
chat
chose

Puts book to be marked-. 'Watches girls playing at
'hymns' in the base.

Moves on-to dismantle some unifix

blocks.
12.33

Starts playing fuotball on-the-floor with another boy
using pieces Of modelling apparatus.

12.35

Miss Dean asks the class to tidy up and-then gather round
her chair for 'stories'.

Maurice-has brought a sub-acgua

diver's wrist compass/pressure gauge.

Miss Dean uses

this opportunity to give a short object lesson:

"Who

would use this watch?...What else does a diver wear?"
Ian answers three of her questions ("I kmow why they've

got flippers - to help them swie).
12.45

Ian listens while Hiss Dean asks the plass
a book brought in by one of the girls.
a cook put on a white hat?

12.55

dd es from

(agi WLy does

To cover his-headO,

Entire class are sent to fetch theircOats and school
(Although there is no homework/ the.chi dren

bags.

take their reading books home.)

The class gather round their tea her,
and unison "Good Morning Miss Dean"

immediately to go-home'for hi -dinne
As tha last children

-
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cleaners began t o appear with their vacuum cleaners,

brushes and rubbish bags.

Only 37 days rematn until

the summer holidays.

May 1975

THE T4FE OF A TEACHER

A DAY

Although this is her t ret year in the operv-plan annexe, Miss

Law has been w th the school for 4 years.
just like any other working day

On Thursday, 15th May

she arrived in school before

08.30 and went straight to her work area and began writing the
day's programme on the (brown) blackboard.

As she wrote, the

space became filled with a set of eight sums;

work for the

children's busy books;

and a-summary of the basic tasks of the

day (1(1) red sum book

(2) busy book

a landing oraft').

(3)

4 sentences

(4) paint

Much of the work is planned round the theme

of 'space exploration'.

The children's ages rehge from 6 to 7

years.

08.40

.Three of the class are already standimg around talking
among themselves.

Mrs Michie (an auxiliary) is topping

up the painting jars with-fresh paint.

lass Law goes

to the staffroom for a quick cup of coffee.

08.50

Returns and talks informally with Kr Hamilton and some
of the children.

Build-up of children in the class

Some of the boys are paaying in the space

area.

rocket.

0

Miss Law asks Hugh to round up the rest
from the playground.
(11 girls and 14 boy

(There axe no bells.)

class

The children

line up in the class area and

file into the hall for the Primary 1Um hymm practice.

The other teachers leave their children in Miss Law's
are.

140 children sit round the piamo while she

rehearses the difficult passages aiud checks that the

children can match the tune to the words.

09 08

Mrs Nuthall cones into the hall and briefly changes
place with Miss Law.
i

on's/

She- isn't satisfied with the-

g9

childven's inirg t the previous asseehay
them to try tte hymn asaLz.
09 .12

Miss LAw returals to the piano and reles.rees eacit of the

six oLaasee in- tarn. As some cf the non.-rattpating
childr-en become restleas Mies Law stops the prectice
to renmin t1. then of the iatubazce they are Qreatiridg.
09.24

Hymn practice le brOuglit to a cloec ywith all the

childr-en Arlo* the flrst verso of thc hymn,- 'The
childr-en file out row ly row. Upon returning to her
class Miss Maw Asks the clildren to joill Mr in the,
seeci-encLosed class base Iringing their hosesworic books.

Tells them that she is postsning 'news until the end
of the day . owe by- one, five difrerent- obacirer axe

asked to teed 3/hat they have written about a si?aolecraft
1 Mini on earth' , The Opole- grotmp are invited to
comment on the answers . 'The discussion- leads to a
minor diversior to coneider- the relatiouship between
heat a.nd frActiors.

Mims Zaw asks the caki1dren to

ub

their Muds tosethe
09.35

Miss L.aw moves no to
Alegi stance
childL-en

CLCU1ate8 the answers .

asked, three o1ii1dren"1.nd4cate that they rade art
Mies Law cciznezta on their answers b aa)cing

inatmce, wbetter they have the rtght nanher
'handr eds colmorx.
09.37

The W- rk rogc J.a cet,24.a.
space _on the baeakboerd, Vise Law is urtable r-C,ivrilte
ant the vocabtaarl beerds tintil -,''oliileiren have
,

entere4 tle'suns ,inco their ivo,
some 'times brefbie Irask .4, ._,Iite','It.12i cii1rn
thosiplit, their hoeeveerikr-ii_nttara; __i
their '-enial,,iolce`ier- tiii- &aeI t'es

in the

;

tat,'

mut cle,

--,,

.,

the process vith th
09.49

Leaves the children to continue with the sums or to move

on to another activity. Miss law consults her maxk
book and then calls out the names of one of the rend n
flour boys bring their books to where she is
sitting. The boys read individually as Miss La

groups.

continuously scans the rest of the class Occasionally
she intervenes to elicit infotmation, to pronpt mod to
encourage.

09.58

Miss ,Lav gives bl ei1 permission to go cut to the Lobby..
Reading group disbands. Neil returns with a painting

overall but is unable to find paper
area. ppeals to Miss Law for help. Mies Law goes
over No the painting area and finds sane paper.
Reaninds the class to =caplets their busy books an&sum
hacks before break. Sally and Martin are asked to bring
.out 'their reading books.
10:05

Miss law explains t
writing out the sizes so- that
daring -break.

10.10

E d of scone rea&iflg group. lliss--Law
.fetch the crate and straws from the 1
.boye
Asks Simon to bring his reading book. Rem-Inds Rugh to
co

20.15

the sums.

Begins zinarktng the 'homework hooks 4112

milk. -Exhorts the front table to'f nish
their sums. Reminds the -children to :coos `:suitabiy
dressed the -following meek for the,
20.24

Min the, children go odt, to tip tp_,

discovers that:a
Juleiks theAset zuf

steffrosms th4is thattihvidrawn-lmto a diSaussion ,of the
461,4
.C1aws

tonic

ead-ang
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fetch their

-uncle' hooks. Mis Law stands

t the

ites iw the 28 special words ctlered by
ldrem doon, crater rockets. capsule-, spacewalk).

blackboard

word )! provoke discussion.

le
11.15

/mut'

_seaman*

to choose four of- the wrd and wri e
'their
_sentence for each
children
patntj.ng (arid leave the sentences iutit later) .
Miss 'Law sits down and begins to inaric tIiC 5tm book

'Ago boys Lntemt her carrying-a long thin "Outing
of spaca- rocket She discusses with theni 'where, it
igbt be displayed. rventualli she Cliriibsoi 4 stool
to
g it in the open space betWeen the class amd

painting areas.
11 '25

ldren cohe cut tr.) collect
Returns to 'larking.
their books
there are- any errors the children'
return them to be cheaked.
correct thea

11 27

l'he phone
rUsbes

sistentlY- in- the, lek)

Law

,

r, it.- Returns and- Siesks . Eugh
k mg at .his_ suds.' _.,,Tricia asks to g9
'who' is
to ,the toilet . bire Mackiumbn , one oi the !other 'teachers
stops bY to Spa* to Mtge Law. TirC, boys elk' ho' go
the Library. The roarking'-uontinuesi.
11 .40

Miss Law' finished narking, the, available
thee doves, around,
the' oleos to .visit,thta,
are_ still -Working a
r t)es

fini'
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children give out scissors, sti ky paper

in card.

Miss Law shows the entire class how to mike

ocket by
Hugh

folding, cutting and mounting the sticky pep
continues with his sentences.

Miss Law helps

children who have cut incorrectly.

The children decorate their cut-outs

12.20

Some use scraps of stickr paper
pencils.
flag.

othe

One b y asks if.bwcan include the Immrican

Miss Law finds one for him in a

book.

The children who gave out the equipment ire asimd bo

12.27

collect it in again.

Hiss Law writes t4e houwwork on

the blackboard for ths children to copy im their homeworJ
books (six spelling words
3-digit subtraction sums).
jotters.

three sentences an
She gives

One girl asks for a new book,

Some children begin to pack up their sohyoL bags and

12.41

go into the base.

Hiss Law chats informally vith them
e toilet,

while waiting for the others.

five are writing out the homewor
12.45

ewe' session.

Miss Law starts: the

stand up and receunt uCh:activitiesas:viOiting.

dentistor staying at graatnas.

Others tvebrou

books on space travel to show the rest of the class.
--

These

activities spill over into the-timajdisis Law:-

normally sets aside for reading a stipry 0.11ece-cbiLdron
12.57

Mist Law dismisses the class frapfthe ba

the milk boys-to Carry:out thecr
anothili taadher while-ther2hildxe

After lunch Miss LaW ,supervises-a-pr

school 1ibiari.from 100 until
dutrfas adhocollibrnian.)
stes= bei

tvigo.,:01:4§

During,the,r

and to write

er work plan for the foLlowing day.
uth Ji.Lne 1975.

A. DAY IF TI

LIFE OF A CLMS

3M comprise 30 h ys and girls whose ages cluster around B
Along one aide their rectangular class area (designed for 25

e

children) opens out onto a wet' zone that is shared with two other
classes. On Tuesday, 20th May 1975 the children began to arrive
in the school building by 08.30. When aohn came in carrYing'
bucket of winkles, the other children gathered round. Me took
some out of the bucket and claimed that "they might attack the
school". The other children seemed- to he both horrified and
amused.

08.50

Mrs Thomson enters the class area. Immediately the
children foous their attention on her presemoe. After

counting the class while they sit at their tables, she
asks thee to gather round her chair by the blackboard
Most of the children sit on the floor.
08.56

The last child arrives. For the next 30 minutes
class eagerly confront their teacher with photo iZeOle7 and

loits.

with the excitement of their weekend

of the -children had been away from home ,nce Monday had
been a local holiday.) Mysterious plaistic :bags are
unpacked to reveal see shells, foreign coins, holiday

leaflets ,and other objects for ,thedisplay areas .
has brought a model windmil/

Other children desCribe

.

their holiday activities - a Visit ,froi
in an aeroplane, a shopping expedition, a wee
caravan In their aivciety to- Catch :the- teaciheile:,
soma children forget ,what they are;',going.,to a
Mrs Thomson asks if anyone,had a bad weekend,

repiies in the affirmative.,
09.25

'Aithaii*not
te their:

ori alr

Gay

ride
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noon, she feels under some pressure to give them the
maximum tine to complete their formal activities.)
7

The children disperse to their desks while the jotters are
given out.

Without any-apparent sign, 6 boys move into

the painting area and continue their cooperative_art work
(preparing a life-size portrait of a vi)cing warrior, and

Remainder of the

a scaled-dovn painting of a longship).

class begin the workprogramme.

Not all of them start

Mrs Thomson reninds these,who have

with the first item

'see ma' in their books to-join her in the reading. area.

Three children come Durward.

Stephen asks to-

oilet.

09.45

The blue re ding group (2. boys, 2
While the'

bring their books to-the reading area.

children ere reading aloud, Mrs-Thome n maintains Contact
with the rest of the class.

spellivg word;

anotherbrings

about possible alternative Procedures. Mrs 711

him to wait until Mrs Anderson (the =Mary) becomes
available.

10.00

on's

End of first readin
attention end sits oppo
give hex his 'news'.
marked.

e

:bench:,t0

aean takes:her nathe took to' be

Suean has broken the-buckle on

hone her mother tp

Mrs Thamson offers
replacement at homettme.

Different

spelling words - ocean, tu1epone,.

One of

group asks for white sticky paper.to make
the viking's helmet.

Susan is sent to 'Omi-

t° fix: ter sandals.

10.15

Julie receives a reminder that s
since last tine".
tables._

can k

All the children are

(Although nat conyenXional,

s

e;
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1.0.20

.

Fa it is raining, Mrs Thomson cautions the children to take
care while they are in school during playtime.

Within

two minutes the whole class have migrated into the wet
atea to eat-their sweets,-crisps

apples.and sandwiches.

During playtime they gradually drift back into the class
atea and stand around chatting.
10.55

After break Mrs Thomson giveathe entire class a short
spelling exercise based on the previous day's homework
(stayed, clever, drove, home, next).

Puts the new

homework on the blackboard for the children to write'in their
homework notebooks.

It is linked to the class work and

includes six spelling words and 4 simple division sums.
The other activities continue.

Someone asks "what colo-

is an octopus?".

The yellow reading group convene (5 members).

TV

go out to paint.
11.15

Some children begin to finish their work programmes and
move on to optional activities (painting
'my hook on the vikings ).

their formal tasks sin

ticine,

SomaOhildren take longer at

they have additional work

specially devised by 4rs Thomson.
11.25

Children move between the tables ("Can I borrowyour felt
pen?").

Gordon ,and Julie are searching fOr a'rlibber.on

Children approach ,Mts Thomion with a range of

the floor.

problems (difficultiem with spelling and -maths

for the large scissors).

While answering

theii

she moves around among the,pupils' tables tacki
as they arise;

Richard asks for help with spoil

'fiddlesticks' and 'bottle'.

other children'

at items in the display areas 'time each for,
'Rolland' and' 'the vikipgs').

rour-OpArian

plastinine.
11.50

Julie receives someindividual tuition.,
stands near her while markin4,work'br
children.

,Sows of,thesnroceive

oosplete -the' ork beft5ire

Two

g.1*4t: begintoi
_

spaciIi

requests,.
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class area.

Eventually, all the class are ready for lunch.

Some-go off to the hall while the others remain to eat
their packed lunches in the wet area.

The weather begins

to improve and by 12.30 most of the children have moved
out into the playground.
13.05

Mrs Thomson

The class reassembles and sit at their tables.

Mrs Robertson

ends the knitters out into the wet area.

(the craft teacher) arrives as they are unpacking_their
knitting bags.

Under her supervision the group rapidly

settle to their task of knitting small garments for soft
toyst

13.07

They continue with this activity until 14.25.

The- purple reading group assemble in the reading area.

Julie

Martin asks permission to go'to. the Library.

OnlY 6 children

complains that she is-not-feeling well.
remain working at the tables.
orange pencil.

Scott searches for his

Mrs Thomsen catches his gye while listening

to the reading group.
3.27

Julie approaches Mrs Thomson and is asked to sit bes de
her.

Mrs Thomson marks Julie's book.

to the toilet.

Jonathan asks tog,

TWo girls comm back from the L

Julie gets up to sharpen bex pencil and returns
eat.

Mrs Thomson

Reading group move on to a new story.

End o

discusses it with them in relative peace.
group.

Gi 1 starts work implatticine. 'Goirdon is,draWin
windmill.

Julie completes the work programme

Mrs Thomson's assistance.

14.00

Two boys prepare a collage to decorate the sails of the
-

long ship.

Mrs Thomson convenes a 'poetry

corner.

Eight children gather -'somm with their ownspoems .
take it in turns to read 'aloud.
,

14.05

Julie sorts out the jotters into nestpileS.,
sone paint offihie jacket.1Catie,coleurChirt,"
lowers.

Only five:children**
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1istenng to the poems altbough not part of the poetry
group.
14.28

Pau' asks Mrs Thomson to inspect his plasticine model.
Some children begin to pack their school bags.

The

knitters return.

At 14.35 the class listens while mrs Thomson announces that
she will be absent the following day.

She also reminds them that

it will be the last day for the photo money.

When the children are

ready and standing by their tables, they reply as a group to
Mrs Thomson's "Good afternoon".
first (it is Heather's birthday).

The 'party

people are dismissed

By 14.40 the children have e

disappeared leaving Mrs 'Thomson to complete her masking and write
out the next day's work on the blackboard.
June 1975.

Note:

.

These three accounts have been prepared to give s_ e idea of
the pattern of life within ah-opentplan school. A clas re:pupil
and a teacher were selected at random from a population Cf.17.
classes. The only restriction placed upon the selection procedure
was that the final saMple should include one reprasentatiVe,from
each year (1 - 3).
"
The Class teachers were given at least a day's-advance notice
of the observation. .It 'vas skplaimed that the purPOSeof the, daia
collection,x00:'tc iirePere-a0:eg.douithat VOuld be'Opliptehensible
to an intprested outsider- Within a few clays of each c;biervation,
.

the tiaOhere_vere:providedtk-aprOlininarydraftto;:cOmnent,.1
upon. -In two cases-a further draftwas- sUbmitte4'Iheae:teachers'
suggestions have-been incoprporated in rthese-finarversioni:'
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THE LOGIC OF THE OPEN PLAN SCHOOL

'Knowled e one has acquired without sufficient
structure to tie it together is knowledge
that is likely to be forgotten'

(Jerome Bruner Pew

ogiat)

It is a truism of education that the daily lives of teachers
and pupils are affected by the political, economic and intellectual
The extent of this influence, hoWever, Is

climate of a nation.
less well understood.

It is very difficult to translate national

statistics into the day to day realities of the classroom..

Wry little is known about the real or potential impact of,'for
example variations in pupil/teacher ratios,lchanges in school
design, modifications in the length of the achool-daY or
alterations in the duration of compulsory.schooling.
In traditional

scientific' researohterms thege questions

have proved unanswerable;

even where all the relevant,vari

have been identified, the problem of-untangling their:reiativ

effects has remained intractable

Nevertheless, queitiOns_of
,

the form:

what are the conditions necessary fpr the'strebelation

'of an untrisd idea into the realm of educaticia1

atib

still central to any consideration -Of_iducationalche
Clearlyi this issue lies at the_heart'Of

-

ry education!

Fornsore'than tWo:iepadeSi:

educationaliite and--_teach

,
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This essay attempts to explain these developments by
drawing out some of the more crucial ideas, events and pract ces.
It treats the open plan school not as an isolated entity but
merely as one of the more visible aspects of a much broader
movement affecting secondary as well as primary education.

OUTSIDE EVENTS AND IDEAS
BasicalLy, the open plan school attempts to provide for a
particular type of teaching method and curriculum.

No claim

is made in this esSay that these methods and curricula are new.
Their contemporary significance arises from the fact that a
separate set of bistoricll and demographic factors has enabled
them to take root and develop.

What are these factors?

One ma or influence on the nature of primary schooling
relates to the gradual raising of the school leaving age.
Whenever the duration of compulsory schooling is increased, the
proportion of time that a child spends at primary school is
As a result, primary schooling takes on more and more

reduced.

f a preparatory char-ea.-el..

In other words, it receives much

less pressure to provide the elements of a complete education.
The primary schools of today prepare children for secondary
There is, however, a

education/not the

rld of work'.

confounding factor.

The preparatory role of the primary school

is made very unstable by the current rate of social and
educational change.

It is extremely difficult, therefore, to

identify and devise a suitable preparatory curriculum for the
primary school;

the pattern of future events is toO,unpredict-

able.
The iniiereiit instab lity of the pr

is reflected in,

way.

it :has vadcileted, in response to

educational fads and fashions.

Although ,these vaccilations

education's.chioni

ometimes considered to be one of

weaknesses, they can also be regarded as one of its enduring
strengths.

The readiness with which'unworkable or Outdated
,

techniques have been dropped from the primary school cUrriculum
,

suggests that it has diVeloped a degree of 40n-testi and
flexibility which, until recently,

has

been absint

roin the

Aligher'reichee of the education yst
A
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A second influence on the primary school has come from the
gxowth of pre-schooling.

In one sense this development

undermines the curriculum of primary education by pre-empting
s me of its traditional tasks.

pre;schooling has

In a different sense, howeVer,

or can have) an enhancing effect.

It can

provide children with some of the basic social, intellectual
and emotional skills that are necessary for the sucessful
Although such skills (eg,

organisation of the primary school.

the ability to share resources, to listen to a story, and to
survive for extended periods away from home) may seem trivial,
their acquisition can take up a large part of a child's first
year at school.

A third development in primary education relates to the
The teaching of reading provides an

explosion of knowledge.
Illustration.

t is commonly stated that the purpose of

teaching children to read is to introduce them to the 'world
of print'

Not much more than one hundred years ago the world

of print was comparatively small.

For most Scot ish school-

children it revolved around the Bible
vocabulary.

'

a book with a finite

Today, however, the world of print has become an

expanding universe.

As such, reading is no longer simply a

c-ase of word recognition

In short, the modern requirement is

not only to teach children reading (a passive process) but
also how to read (an activity).

As this example suggests,

primary schooling is not so much about teaching facts as about
teaching children how to learn.

The three Rs are still central

to this process but they take on a d fferent role.

raw materials, not the finished product;

They are the

they are the means

to

an end, not the end in itself.

A fou th influenceon primary education arises from.the
fact that,there are fewer Andfewer prior gr=oupds for,stressing
one area of the curriculum rather:than:Another,.
always been the case.

This 'hal-ndit

Xn the nineteenth Oenti4ryl,for Ocample
,

,

the demand for literate clerks and numerate,shop-assistants
helped to shape the elementaryi,school'ourriculumlunaMbisly,
around the three Rs

Nowadays the situation iiii.'changid;::A-=.

child'sutUevocation n is much,
modern,Primary schoola_ha*S

v-
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that do not yet exist.

This uncertainty is reflected wi hin

the school setting by a greater concern for the whole curriculum
r, as it is sometimes expressed, the 'whole' child)
This attention paid to the whole child is also fuelled by
a growing belief that children can learn from many different
In this sense, for example,

sources and in many different ways.

painting is not simply to be regarded as an aesthetic experience;
it also provides opportunities for muscular coordination
(essential for writing], for the appreciation of space and

scale (mathematics) and for the differentiation of colour and
tone (vocabulary).

To the extent that every activity contribUtes

to every other activity, the boundaries of the primary scheol
curriculum are relatively arbitrary.

As-a. result, it is

educationally much easier to justify the inclusion of an
activity than to demonstrate its irrelevance.

Again this makes

the primary school curriculum much more open and fluid.
Finally, research on child development-has had a profound
For many years - to oi e a

influence on primary education.

trivial instance - it has been known that children must learn
to crawl before they can learn to walk.

More recently, a

comparable level of understand ng has been reached with respect
to a child's intellectual growth.

It is now more widely

realised, for-example, that children must be 'able to distin

shapes before they can-learn to read, that
sense of two-dimensional space before- they can-appreciate a map,
and that they must be Able to differentiate volume and weight
,

before they can develop a concept of densityClearly,.
information about developmental learning' has.had a_considerible

impact on the organisation tf the pr

_

-school cUrrioultm.

In particular it has led to a much closerintegration ofthe
varioUs-elements. _The teacbing_of'readincfPwoVideS a*urther
illustration.

atiLe now unfashionahle=to use'

'-COncep

reading,readiness',-'a-yvieW wiliCh implied that, ad

separate from other activitiei of-the curriculUm- -NoWad

is usual to adknowledde the:imPortance of-14ititra.
-activities bSo'riferring
-

,q14;
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IN THE REAL(4 OF PRACTICE

The

n l factor

described aboire ais

have had an

impact on the way teachers behave and on the wa
Ossignel and equipped.

Teaching Methods

promote iitaL1ectuL

Primary schoo

employ closed teaching

through the use of open curricula cum
methods to achieve thia end.

lexibilitY

In short, 'drill and practice'

may be an efficient way to transmit factmal knowledge bUtit is
a much less effective technique for fostering curiosityand,
self-a surance.

Similarly, didactic class teachirg is a'clUmsy

if not contradictory method for teaching the kind, of,skills

required of an independent but,flexible miad.

Once again, the

teaching of reading provides a practical illustration.

Children can be taught to 'bark at print' by means ofclass
teaching, but need a much more personalised form of _tuition
before they can 'read for comprehension'.

As this example

suggests, the development of-new curricula also regmiresthe
formulation of mew teaching methods

In this case,:the major

shift is Iron impersonal to personal teadhing Methods, not'from
whole-group instruction to individual tuitior

A mave,away

from class methods does not guarantee a move,towards
personalised methods.

for,instance, whole-group teeohingoanbe

highly personalised (especially if the taacher:ead'cliai have
Likewise, individu

known each other for a long time).

tuition can be highly impersonal (as in prog

At the present timethe amergeTyk,tethode.primary school bear a 'close reedit:11a*

Oxbridge tutorial.
.

-difierfant., 'RriM

basis' ,that_teacher
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of their entire teaching group.

This has important implications

for the organisation of primary teaching.

To establish and preserve the 'privacy' of their tutorials,
primary school teachers must first design a core of activities
which the rest of their children can follow without direct
supervision.

Second, they must L. vise methods for monitoring

their pupils' progress by indirect rather than direct means
(eg, through the use of self-correcting .apparatus).

Third, they

must plan a layout for the class area so as to make equipment
accessible and pupil circulation possible.

And finally, to

achieve an uninterrupted flow of events they need to develop
work schedules that allow individual children to switch easily
from group activities to individual tuition.

This type of

preparation is essential to the successful implementation of
tutorial methods in a primary school.
whole story.

It is not, however, the

The day by day tactics of teachers also pre-

suppose a set of long term goals related to the overall social,
emotional and intellectual-development of their pupils.

The

formulation of these strategic goals is a.teaching task that
cannot be realised over-night.

It requires the wisdom of

experience rather than the virtue of preparation.

Just as the

running of a home is mUch more than the making of beds and the
planning of menus, so the implementation of tutorial methods
is much more than the marking of books and the organisation of
reading schemes.

Besides an appreciation of its short and long term
significance on the part of the teacher, the development of
tutorial methods also requires a high level of independence
and responsibility among the children in a teaching group

pupa attributes complement those of the teacher

not hawe-

These

They are

entirely separate. .If children;do not possees

e skills then their realisation must be- a 'necessary `part- of

(*OWE. overall:planning. 'For instance", imeflore0-

n-

follow-a tuorial aystem,,:they needto-learn,irh
tored, hat; it shciuld b

rePliced, ,where:

y;yent,to

"k

A
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Equ4ment
An open curriculum also requires a much more varied and
extensive provision of resources.

There would be no point, for

instance, in introducing children to the world of print if they
were simultaneously denied the resourCes of a library.

Likewise,

if it is considered important that pupils should be allowed to
exercise their own choice, then they must'be offered a range of
realistic alternatives.

Resources can

1so be provided in other ways.

As suggested

earlier, a generous supply of space Ceg, for pupil circulation)
and ample provision of time ieg, for teacher preparation) are
also connected with the successful development of tutorial
methods.

Not surprisingly, a curriculum that stresses personalised
teaciling methods can also benefit from additional human
resources.

In recent years this extra human capital has been

created in various ways

Most important has been the gradual

reduction of pupil/teacher ratios.

Clearly, tutorial methods

are more feasible with smaller teaching groups.

The redistribution and refurbishing of existing capital
is a second way of releasing human resources.

of team teaching and cross teaching

The emergence

and the growth of in-

service training are two examples of such a redistribution.

A

third kind of human.capital has been created by the introduction
of extra non-teaching staff such as classroom auxiliaries.

To

the extent that auxiliaries are able to take over many
teacher's tasks, they inevitably create more time
work on lesson preparation and tutoria

aching.

FUrthermore,

teachers and auxiliaries can jointly protect the privacy of:the
tutorial situation.

That is, if children need certain kinds of

help, they can be taught by the teacher to go directly to an
a- a.

aiy.

,Pupils provide a fourth kind of humau res

helping each, Other, children can aupp3.yuthofth
-

th4t igght- othprwrse et1:610,-frop:teachet
-

ELM -imit
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School. DesIvn

The type of curriculum described in the foregoing analysis
is not specific to schools designed on the open plan principle.
It could also be used in a classroom school.

However, to the

extent that classroom schools were designed_as a series of
separate self-contained rudimentary schoolrooms, their specialist
services (eg, water', fresh air, books) were inevitably located

quite separately from the individual classrooms;

that is, at

the end of corridors or outside in tile playground.

Nowadays,

the increased importance of these resources in the primary school
curriculum has meant that they need to be located much closer
to the child's regular working milieu.

Very often, however,

it is not economical to provide them within every classroom.
Therefore, to make such limited materials generally available,
it is important that they are made easily accessible.

This is

a design problem which, in part, can be overcome by the removal
of doors and walls and by the recasting of building regulations.

One of the teachers in the case study school highlighted the
significance of these factors when she said 'my teaching methods

haven't changed (since I moved into the new building), but
so handy.

Nevertheless, it is also true that the design

of the case study school did not overcome all problems related
to access.

An interview study revealed that children whose

class areas bounded the courtyards were four times more likely
to have bee- out-doors than children whose class areas-wer
further away.

(No class area, however, was more than .eight

metres from a courtyard door.)

To this,degree, the development of open plan schools iS
not so much an educational response
methods as an architecturai response

a change in teaching
a greatly increaSed use

of speoialist'raant,:an4 e011:415ment-

CONCLUSION

This. essay MS tried to mxplicate and
,

.`

,the diverse notions end aOtivs'that''oh
developments in' open' plan Schoolin_

n erre

of

.,
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have been quick to exploit any apparent discrepancies between the
aspirations of educationaltuts and the practices of teachers.
Sometimes the educationaltsts are blamed, sometimes the teachers
and their pupils.

Nevertheless, as this essay indicates, such

explanations are inadequate.

The successes and failures of

schooling are rarely the sole responsibility of any one group
in education.

The implementation of tutorial teaching in a

primary school demands much more than well-trained and skilful
teachers.

Without a generous supply of equipment, space and

preparation time and without the kind of support offered by
auxiliaries, its potential will always remain unfulfilled.
,Likewise, all the resources in the world cannot establish an

open curriculum unless teachers, pupils, parents and others
begin to acknowledge, understand and share the a sumptions on
which it is based.

Open plan schooling, like any other kind of schooling,
not simply a oluste i. of theoretical assumptions, less still a

set of individual practices.

If the teacher's task in

education is to translate theory into practice, it is the
researcher's task to translate practice into theory.

In so

far as the case study school attempted the former, this essay
has tried to accomplish the latter.

2.2Ed
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A PRELI INARY NOTE ON CASE STUDY METHODOLOGY

The

As a na icnal erga isat

h

with resea eh of a country-

ducation has always b
endea

Central to e

wide relevance

fni Resea

sh

has been the correct

assumption that valid inferences about the dlstribuLon of
educational phenomena ean only be maie by studsing the entire
population or, failing that, a randcm sample deawn from itOver the last 45 years the Couneil'e wcrk in this sphere has
drawn international reeognition.
sec against these facts
is based

e Open-pian Stuuy ie unusual:

it

n intv rerI:h in a single s&1t-siectad school:

ImmediatCly, then, a variety of methodological questions present
themselves.
generalised::

context?

How can the resuits frem a non-random sample be
How can the researcher place the school in a wider

In addition, doubts ere sometimes raised as to he

conduct of such research.

Sutely the reeearcher's presence

the school affects the teachers and the pupils?

How can bias in

the selection of data and interpretation of reselts be avoided?
Nevertheless, desoete these problems The Scotti
for Research in Education agreed to sponsor the study, and the
Social Science Research Council agreed to fund
offers some of the reasons that may have guided

' IL.

This accou

:heir decisions

Ganeraiisation
Tne notion of generali ation used in survey research
derives from the natural sciences and assumes the constancy of
the object under investiga ion.

To take a simple example

under controlled conditions experimental results pertaining
sodium chloride can be extrapolated from Scottish samples,' to
English samples, to French samples and so on-

Should there be

any discrepancies betWeen the initial and the subsequent resUlts,
they are usually attributed to measurement error or
impurity of the experimental sample.

Whichever the case.

difficulties are overcome by removing the impurities and/or
repeating the experiment. ,-Strictly speaking, then, rsu].ts ,f o

one batch of samples cannot be extrapolated to new

a Unle

the latter instancep are taken to be identical with each meMber
of the'original set..

remains intact when

ed tu the 20'1 aciancas since, in many

cases it is the non-xemo,eable 'impurf-ties'
specific effects) which cccount fcr ti-1

(ia, sit

observed res its°

While

the survey approach can eliminate certain impuricles by
statistically controlling for their effects, there are limits to
this procedure°

original sample

It does not apply to cases that lie outside the
Hence if outside cases COI

n impurities not

present in the original study, no amount of - atis

al %an pule.-

tion can bring them into line.

Given a growing recognition of these difficulties, educational
researchers have .ought additional or alternative approacnes to

the problem of extrapolation

One suggestion has pointed out tl

in practice, the generalisation process rests as much upon an
analysis of the new setting as it does upon appraisal of the
original exemplars.

For example, suppose a group of teachers

develop a new read ng scheme for their own school.

In the fir

instance they will be more Inter sted in its applicability within
the school than in its potential transferability elsewhere.

due course, however, outside teachers may show an interest in

he

scheme and try to assess its suitability for their own classes.

To do so they will have to examine information generated in the
original sehool and combine it with their own experience.

Thus,

only through a detailed awareness of their own requirements can
the new school sift the outside information and make a considered
choice.

Clearly this type of generalisation differs sharply from
the arbitrary application of statistical inference.
requires three conditions to be fulfilled:
of the experimental setting;
receiving conditions;

and

(

Instead, it

(i) detailed knowledge

(ii) detailed knowledge of the

the active and critical part cipa-

tion of individuals.

Recently, it has been argu d that an important role fo
educational research should be to meet the first condition and
provide detailed case studies of individual instances - pupils,

classes, curriculum projects, even entire education systems.
Certainly, surveys can also provide detailed information but
because their priority is to examine the attributes held in
common by c variety of settings rather than those. unique,to any

particular setting they ar

telative.ly. inefficienor chits

ntras, ca,se stuli!JF4n

M3

requirexnent wIthin Lheir

they ai'e free from such external

in principal, examine any aspect of a gven

constraints -nod

situation.

71m1r;

al fl,i,xthility - a cernerstone of case

Thi_ przxr,d

study research - is part_-.. uiarly pertinent: to investigations that

are exploratory in scyle.

Neverthess, to be adegua e uo uhe situation under review,
avlexity, the researcher must be able to

and acccu t

place it within a b.oade :, educational, historical and social

context by using other, often tac-flung, sources and materials.
Thus, while case studies arc built round individual settings

their investigati nal boundarLes ae extensive - governed more

by the avallab:aity of research cescIrs than by any cluster of
theoretical prescriptions.
Object-ivity and RE,searchor Int.e rVcnt ion

Whatever clalm

are made to the contrary, the presence of

outside personnel has an impact on the workings of a seool.

In

the past this argument has been used to undermine the credibility
of research conducted in this w y.

Detractors have claimed that

the published findings are not an accurate or objective

real y' obtained within the school.

representation of the

In

many instances this criticism holds substance, particularly when
the researcher has tried to ignore the impact of his or her
presence.

However' it is equally true that research of this kind, by
succeeding in 'telling it like it is' has also promoted the
opposite critical reaction.

Through moving up close

the

day-to-day world ci the school it has produced accurate portrayals
the concerns of teachers and pupils.

Herein, it seems, there

lurks a paradox which can only be resolved by accepting that the
quality of research o nducted in schools has little, in fact, to
do with the presence

f the researcher.

Rather, it relates more

to the purpose of the research, uhe way it is conducted and the
issues that are explo ed.

There is a further p Int.
time

As suggested above, i

supposed that objectivity can orOy be achieved if _he

,investigator maintains a social or physical distance
object of tho r aearch.
cpestionnaires,

Typically, this mealiiu1singjoastal

concealing the real,parpose,o
A
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another way of defining objec ivity - the one used in this study is to say that it can only be achieved through a deta led and
intensive study of the phenomenon under review,

at can be aigued

that when the recearcher immerses himself in the data the degree
In short,

of subjectivity will diminish rather than increase.

increased knowledge arrived at through close involvement is held
to be an additional basis for objectivity.
guaranteed by this procedure;

Of course, it is not

other strategies must be deployed

to check the veracity of the findings
Observer Bias

Besides cross-checking findings by using multiple measures a
further procedure for e..tablishlng the truth or falsity of data

and interpretation is to establish whether they are acceptable to
the participants in the research.

Thus, to feed back preliminary

results is not regarded merely as a research courtesy but also as
an important element in the overall strategy.
The outcome of such a process need not be overa l acceptance
consensus.

Indeed different viewpoints among the participants

Will almost certainly generate different reactions.

Nevertheless,

What ver its consequences, the process can greatly increase the
accuracy and relevance of the mutually generated accounts and
nterpretations.

To the extent, then, that these outcomes are

independent of the researcher and those researched they also
contribute to the overall objectivity of the investigation.

iographic Note
This account draws together ideas from the fol
Cronbach, L J (1974) qieyond the tWo disciplines of scientific
psychology!, paper presented to the Annual Conference of the
American Psychological Associat on, New Orleans.
Scriven, M (1972) 'Objectivity and sUblectivity in Educational
Research' in L G Thomas (Ed) PhilosophicaZ Redirection of
Educational Research (71st Yearbook of the NSSE).
L M (1974) 'An aesthetic education workshop for,administrators: same implications for a theory of oase_studies', paper
resented to the Annual Meeting of the AmeriCanEdUCational
,Research Association, Chicago.
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The aims of the Open-plan Study have already been set out in
arAd in the information sheet

the proposal submitted to the SSRC

/n two respects,

prepared jointly by the SCRE and the school.

however, these documents contain problematic assumptions about
the research.

First that its goals are purely educational

(eg, 'to prepare an account of the setting up and workings of an

open plan setting

and second, that the investIgator is

This paper aims to compensate

competent to carry out the study.

for the ithbalance of the previous statements by outlining certain

items on the 'background agenda' of the study.

That is, those

additional elements (methodological objectives, controversial
issues) which, in research rather than pedagogical terms, are
also vital to its overall survival.

One important goal of this study is to feed back preliminary
reports during the course of the research.

On practical and

epistemological grounds this is thought to be desirable, yet few
researchers have been successful in the attempt.

Do the prOblems

arise from the quality, volume or timing of the feedback;
conflicting definitions of the situation;

from

or from a lack of

attention to audience exlctations?
A second interest relats to the relatively short duration
of the study.

Xs it possible to maintain f_eldvork thrOUghout

the twelve month period (and th,.Treby remain sensitiveto the
changing school nituatien)?

Is'it possible to 4160 time for

discussion within the school by samitting the final report
before completing the fieldwork?

If so, can a satiefactory

balance be achieved between primary and secondary fiel4work
(analysis-1 interpretation, writing up)?

Likewiee, tcithit_e*tent

can a Short-term study depend upon other agenciesAerg
librariene, inter-library loans) to meet its-relattwely urént
servicing demands?

4Lthird Concern is to re-exaolne the idea
-

'tie and writing-up,of data need be-compartme
vities conducted separately and in

aecinen'Oe,

rt ba written up as the_researchlgoesed
a,series,og Mini;4tudies'which

M7

nal rep

t?

ndicated -in the SSRC proposal,

this need not be the only style of reportingI

different analyLas

may also eme ge at a later date.)
inally, and perhaps all.-embracing:

how is it.poseible to

sustain the legitimacy of the research over a 12-month period?

How can the research 'contract' be made mutually beneficial?
How is it influenced by the background agenda of the school?
How relevant, if at all

is the written feedback materi,x1T

All of these issues are central to the Ope -plan Study .
yet, they are examined but untested. At a later date it is
planned to prepare a complementary document which re-examines them
in the light of the pro

it's experiences.

David Hamilton
15th_ivri4L1p75.-
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A

METHODOLOGICAL

DIARY

When the SSRC Educational Research Board Anded this
'We hope that the
case study they added the rider:
report will include an account of the difficulties
This
and opportunitiee that you encounter .:..
diary attempts to meet that request.

Most of the difficulties that emerged during the case study
were not in the methodological but in the theoretical domain.
The basic problems can be indicated in the form of two
questions:
1. What is the best way to allocate the finite resources
(Thus, for
available to a project of this kind?
instance, the problem is not 'how to interview'
but 'whether to interview'.)
2. What is a suitable (theoretical) framework for
reporting this type of study? (Thliso the problem
is not with the collection of data butwith'its
organisation.)

.

The following pergonal account tries'- albeit i
truncated form - to illustrate these;Probleme. lt:ia,based on
biographic material collectOft diming the coUrie of the research.
All cited documents are included elaeWhere in this:report.

jgovember 1974
Approaehed by Bryan Dockrell (Director, SCRE)mto;do a
'oase study/resPonsive' research prolictrin4 niw-open'paen
school,RePrOpiosed that we should apply to theiSSRC'for a
This type, of proposal Afor less rth
£6,4200 con, be prOcessed tore rapidly tfian,a'pro

4;chairManqinodgrant.
PrOgramem proposal.

The case study .dea aPpea,leCtOlee'no

titilybecaUse'WWould provideele withregularemployment ,but
:alSohecaUsejt:,WOuld give me thelopporttinitto'extenik,some
earlierHintereSts. I began to Sketch out a proposal. while
:orkingOn'a,,fiVe week assignMentfor the

Br &bcrólI d
Visited the case study school 'wi
Wrote
(and
rewrote)
the
r.nainder of the
Malcolm Corrie.
The
SCRE
offered'to
emPlalvele
out of Enternal fund
sal:
Offer
gratefully*ef
f,
'Uiry-February.
',

1 cmpleted y Christmas

ea to :

or

,

M9

research problem: that the study was to be conducted in a
grant-aided rather than a local authority school. Many people
consider such schools to be irretrievably atypical.

January
Research programme cut-from fifteen to twelve months to
(Final application was for a year's
keep within £4,800.
Proposal submitted
salary and E150 for travelling expenses.)
on the 13th January. Began to clear my desk of other commitments
(eg, conference 2aper, chapter for proposed Schools Council
book). Attended British Education Research Association
Conference on the training of researchers.

February
Able to devote more time to the proposed case study.
Began to draft 'A note on methodology' and an information
The latter took shape following three meetings held
sheet.
(It could be regarded as the 'research
with the school.
contract' negotiated between myself and the school.) Arranged
a school meeting for the 5th March to meet all the teachers.
By then I expected the SSRC to have made their decision:
'Phoned up two colleagues to inform them of my proposal.
Discovered that they had already been asked to act as referees!
Visited the NFER. As the month passed, I heard through the
grapevine that my proposal was unlikely to be ratified before
the Sth March. Rescheduled school meeting for the 12th March.
(It was later put back until after the Easter holidays.)

March
I gradually began to find my way around the SORE ;Drafted
'The background agenda' and began to formulate'an oVerall
research strategy. Decided to integrate,data collectionand
and to build the resparCh aroun4::airlei4eemof
report Writing;
three daysfieldwork per week.: AtthiS'Stage (andythrOUghOUt
the research) much of mlvthitkin4 was influenced by the fact,
that I might not be at the SCRE (or eVen in'Scottand) when the
research came to an end. Thus, it,was vital that the report(s)
should)De completed before that time. As Ionly had typtng:pcolTsupport, the production-time for the report couircVnot`be._
It also depended onTthelother
WorkedHeut by a simple formula.
Work Presented to the secretaries. For thie'reason,rjhbise to
itia.agertee of essays(which could be tyPed Up indeOPpiently
as theywere written). This strategy also fitted with,thw:
,tdea that My:report would be selective.
_ThOught up a provisional title: )EssayS-From.an,OpenT an
School'', :This title seemed appropriate (vaistly'inperiar'io'LessOns,from an Open Plan School') since it,lindiCaedlthe
el
:selecttVe nature of thelresearch-and, ktiiti*pliiri

direotthe reader's-attention,tothe-taiueeki

SchoOOttessay fromYratheethin:essayeldhOM
spp0t alreitdeal of tiMedeCidtig:Whethertoins,
In'the end I left tt outv,many ot_the-ideas-in the el
could relate to,decohdary as,wellite,priMary'education

MlO

My attention caught be a quotation from Albert Einstein
reprinted in the Atlantic Review ('space is not merely a
background for events, but possesses an.attOnomous structure').
The juxtaposition of 'space' and 'structure' rang a bell.
The concept of structure had also been used-by one ,of the .
assistant head teachers I had ,met at the case study School.
Eeturning from a.conference on 'Applied Anthropology'
bumped into a colleague oh Waverley.Stetioar. Edinburgh,: She
told me that My grant had been funded. .The official-notification
was dated 31st March (11 weeks after sUbmission of-the proposal).

Air
The unanticipated delay meant that.the research schedule
was put back by a month. Ny first full meeting with the-school
staff, was on the 16th April (the second day of the aumMer term
After being.introduCed to the teachers. by-tho'headmaSter,
talked briefly about what I might be doing over the-next year
(see Meeting with rt-3 teacher). Discovered later;that, for
most Of them, this-was their first realAnowledge of my
research. One of the teachers asked whenZPIAnnsd to Start
Although the various delays had made me fairly anxious to sta
straightaway I decided to wait until the beginning.of the next,
week so as to give the teachers time to talk it.overin my
absence.
My first two weekeof fieldwork were spent.v siting eaPh
class area for at least half a day. Thus,' as I learnedigy way
around the school, the teachers had an opportunity to see me
at work. Almost always I needed to consult each teacher,about
what I had seen. This also gave them. the' 0040rtunity to'ask
questions about my researdh.
As in earlier research I kept a long-hand recordlOfthe,
general flow of events by writing on the left-hand-sideof a,.
pocket size spiral-backed notebook and,adding explanatary
comments in a different colour on the rightrhand:SidsTwo'
other forms of daily records were kept.' Theet ofIthese_was
.a field diary. Each entrY began by recordin
spent in the school and then addedi-lor
or activities I had observed,-and the4
Finally, the diary-recorded 'qaotable
incideats. The=second type of dailyre
;

'intierpretative,asidee':Aouis Smith7;_

geherated,during theScoaree of
the timethe'relear-ch disigif;to:St-,406
of'recordAceepiirigqiellanalY
Thisr
,wsi ik-diliberail6ittpt-YtO confront

overflow.--:Imsffect-it4t6duasd'co,

at'Oó
-' ' During-the ,firstAw'eelr
descriptive account 'of One class _area
de-A,

I'vei, J.ntereeted ,.
',Despi
4;es
% -,
t

4An

o a

'.;
:6

siig Y
4

WI

,

I dropped the
and being selective. In the end (ie, by November)
anthropology
terns ethnography and desCription' end Subatituted
and exTlanation'.' (To -use a-metaphor from physics,-I-became
more interested in the dynamics of the situation than the
Ultimately I realised that X.was. moving 'towards
kinetics.)
building as a form of condensed portrayal.

After observing each of the Primary one to Primary-three
day in
chars X decided to prepare three accounts based on A
and
a
class.'
Using
a
-telephone
he life cd a pupil, a teacher
directory as a source of psuedo-random 'numbers I selected three
classes and then approached the teachers concerned'. 'None of
them refused to participate. I explained that'I'wanted,to
prepare accounts that might give an interested outsider ,an
In
inkling of what it was like to.work in an'open pl.W.Sohool.
addition 1 told the teachers that I would,give,them,the,
opportunity to comment on my accounts; -that I' would notify
them in advance of the observation day; and thit I would use
psuedonyms in the final versions.
The field'notes that I took during the observation days
resembled those'I,hed kept-during-the initial-Observation
except_ that I kepti,much more accurate time record.' The'
preparation of these reports taught me-several leisonev
(1) that it is very difficult to capture an entiierday in seven
pages of typeseript; -(2) that it.ie not easy to convey
meaning through reported speech (many classroom requests by
teachers appear to be authoritarian commands); and (3) that
description and interpretation are two sides of the same medal.
,

The teachers began to realise thatty research-wairaimed
atmakinglsense::of the eVerydaydommOpplace-events-ofthe
'All in a day's,vork' bedamethe:catchphrale-that
school..
summed up this interest.
Up to this time I had done_most of my-writing away::from
the school but,whercl beganto intervieWieichera, Also, kiegan
to treat the'school as'part'of my offic. The teacher _
interviews were dirictiadtoW'
events,leading up to and,inel
building. :Each-teacher (t6t4:;

of the Old,building dJyouwr
at,theitimerof'the*V4I,
think yonr,teaching bee,.
teicheri loasedon,' my

proved- difficultsinCe 1and'criticei:audipnce...2,

June,
-
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In retrospect, I realise tha_ despite its
in that way'.
deficiencies much of the early report resurfaced in the final
essays. Also, I now feel it did much to establish an atmosphere
of open-ness between myself and the school staff.

Began to consider the topics I would focus upon in the
autumn term. Missed the last week of the summer term because
of a pre-arranged summer holiday.

July
The summer vacation .was taken up with two research teaks.
First, T prepared a draft of 'Becoming antlpen Plan School'.
on the basis of the interview material-that I had collected.
Second, I began to gather material for 'Open Plan Schools past
and present'.

August
During the holidays I visited the case study school on
two occasions. The second occasion WAS on the day befor
started to disnuss, with the teacher concerned-, my plan
focus attention on her reception class during the first
(This P1 teacher had agreed the
days of the school term.
previous term to take part. She WaS chosen by Myself - on the
basis that I had found her to be highly articulate about her
work.)

September
The early part of the autumn term was the most hectic part
of the research year since I was commited not only to day by
day observation at school, but also to attending the BERA
conference in Stirling (1-4 September), to making a hurried
visit to Sussex University and to writing a paper for a
conference at Jordanhill College of Education. AlthoUgh I had
not specified how long the intensive observation would last I
would'be:_ le to
eventually stopped when I realised that
analyse the material in the time 1,had available. During this
period I also began arranging interviews with,ifie
(I eventually conduct
the class 1 was observing.
interviews at school and the remainder, aver,the;te
At the end of September I spoke at the-Jordaihilion
C'Open Plan Schools past and present'Tandattende&S.-,
conference on classroom research at NottinghaMtAilieri
October
$eptember,had been a very

monthfq

the:SCRWvuch that 1 had found'it_Vetyr4if
work type&-:,-,Thus, / began,in earnest to pFe

report,ind decided upon'a seriee:ofe
notes.;Trcurthis_time, I,tried,tO-drg_
couidjj
a steady flok 15f material
To this'extent the-prodiCtion-Ofth0
before,thehalfrway stage of the reeeirc
'decided

topreEà

c

11T1,14431.40:
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fulfil contractual obligati ns but also to collect comMents
which could be incorporated in a 'final, more Imblic verSion.
Any decision regarding the dissemination of,iy research
report rests with the SCRE who hold.the copyright.) Took a
week's holiday. Much of my,time during the rest of.October w
taken up with drafting _half-completed -essays. This-marked a
gradual .stift from data collection.to data analysis and report
'BecoMing an open-plan school' went through three
reparation.
to different members of:the
separate versions that Were 'stoWn
_
Oty,the end of the rasaarch 10 staff members,of the
school.
school had.seen part of all of theireport..) Draftedra'
report-back-information sheet for the parents I had interViewed.
"

November

and nO,:P

pupil ,nterViews used in 'All work
ranising
',C000leted 75Ainterviews- inlive_ days. ,tUbsequently

realised that I had made:a-:tactical error by choosing to look
If I"had
at inter7-year:rather than inter..Class differences.

includedmore:children(eTi,,.tFerclaas rather than fiVe). I

Would haVe enoUgh interviewsto:eXaMine :either kind-Of:Aifferences.
X

had:originallychOsentoloOkat:intyear_differenoes,-:

level
not pnly:to keep thanuMber oginterviews to a,manageable
interpretativedifficulties
ofexplaining
but alsoto avOid the
When:the essay eventUally,took
differences between teachers
shaPe I could tave madagood use of interclass:,differqn0s,

Visited by Neville Bennett from Lancaster_ University.,
Distributed information sheets to parents. $pent,most of
November redrafting and expanding 'First_days at school'.
Also taught for two days. On November12 I was,askeeltp-spea
for fifteen minutes at aperents evening. The'severe,time lie
forced me to think hard about what I miOht say aboUt-open plat
schooling. By the time X had finished writing mitatklrealised that I had solved a_probleM that had,beei bóthering,me:'
for some.time. My talk to the parents (together,witha-second
opportunity in DeceMber) laid the foundationi;for the final
essay 1The logic of the open-Plan echoolY.
Made contact with someone who was inte e
illustrating the final report.

December
,

Before I left to go tO a week-,4ong corn
onthe 13th December, thad:three-essayi'read
Two es &IFS, however, remained-Unetatte_

_Early

Janua
_e,w4S)

Began to draft the proposal for my next piece of research.
Februavy
.011 the 1.9th February I met the headmaster of,the_ca0e study

school'and listened-to his poimenti:on the entire*Opert (notOn the Previous twe days rted,giVen
all of it-in final form).
seminarsebout mY,research'atthe,SCRB ind,et Lanalst
University. The-final eisaywaiLbendietO the iecrst40,08,,on'
the 23rd rebrUiry.: I'was,dble to ,take eCcount'af'
made by-the headmaster and the'particiPekts
Arranged a final meeting'it theildhoolon,*00th
order to collect the comments of-the case-study-itafeand-toanswer their questions about the research=and the x*Net.,

POSTSCRIPT

A number of issues reverberated:throughout the period of
the research.
There was a constant need to-put the research In àantext.
In the event I needed tospend as much time-reading-aroUnd,the
subject matter as I did inside theoase etudy:schooL'.:This
suggests that a major concern for cese_stidy-reiearch
maintain a flekible relationship between the specific-cand the
general.
1.

-

In some respects I was ewers that by, *selecti4i4Ocu
could be regarded as taking,_a 'so t'-,ung4tioal":linei
school. I recognise-thet,Z,tinded,toexeMiW
tholó
rather than_ how it . didn ¶t wor]:
2.

separate cineitione.,

is also to-begiA:to

feel that'he
of an open=plan-

An .unresolve0
3.
aro4elbedau'irr -"
stand 'each:*

-4**-Pt

-Atai,4471low,io140,0

invidious to cite written sources while ignoring the (unwritten)
contribution-made-by-teachers; colleagUes and pthersThie
problem proved Most acute in thelinal esitay_since sitne pf-the
ideas and emphases were triggeredsby comMents made by'parents
whose,names are unknown to me. 1n-the fullneSs.of_tiMe'X,-,plan
to expand 'The logic of_the-open plan school':and'inclUde,much
more-material and Many more exaMples and references.,'
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THE CASE STUDY OF A NEW SCOTTISH OPEN-PLAN PRIMARY SCHOOL
(Copy of proposal submitted to the Social Science Researth Council
13th January, 1975)

This proposal a ises

rom a request made to The Scottish

Council for Research in Educat on by a Scottish school.-

Funds

are sought to conduct a twelve month study of the school's hew
open-plan primary department.

Background
Following the publication of the Scottish Education Department

TWmary Memorandum (1965), the educational provision for young
children in Scotland has advanced in a number of directions.

The

emergence of new specialisms, the transformation of existing
schemes of work and the build-up of resources for 'slow-learners'
have all been the subject of detailed discussion and recommendation.
Alongside these organisational and curricular changes there has
been a parallel movement towards rethinking the educative
environment that contains these developments

The architectural

label 'open-plan' has often been used to characterise such trends.
Yet, the implied link between the educational and architectural
usage of these terms is not always sustained in practice - its
empirical status remains problematic.

Indeed, the initial

approach made to the SCBE reflected a similar uncertainty on the
part of the headmaster and staff of the school concerned.
Until very recently, attempts by researchers to address
issues such as these have been hindered, even foiled,

-both

the absence of a suitable and accePteble-methodology anctby the
dearth of satisfactory channeli for feed-lback:and'dissem nation
Questions posed by practitioners and other interest gronpl,have
remained unexamined in research terms.

Nevertheless,

extension of open-plan provision continues,luided,.,it seems
largely by the conviction of its advocates and the'vageries,of
educational economics..

Currently, however, developme ts'in'

ibulum.evalUation

classroom research and case'study methodology ofsr Is

means'of overcomingsformer difficultiesl

gation plan to exploitthese iotentielit,41
the cognate et-tidies alreedy conopeted:

of over,70imp1thaet*On

issu,ch repearh:u0s1

logical

perspective.

rather than a 'pure psychome

.

(i) to augment the und rstan ing atd awareness of those directly
to furnish a broader appraisal

involved with the school;

neni

appropriate to the expressed:4n ereste of-o

,

audiences - the Scottish Committee on Primary

ducation,,paren
ators;

teachers, 11141s, colleges of education, a

and

(Ali) to provide information relevant to the future development
of open-plan research.

Further, to the extent that 'underatanding

and awareness' are conceptual and imaginative '.the propaS01:-

udy will also contribute critically to-a growing Corpus of
pedagogic theory5.
Methodology
Consonant wi

its summary designation as applied anthro-

pology, the investigation will rest heavily upon fieldwork
methods.

At first;

the school and compr

t of the activity Will ,take place,outside

open-ended interviels with members of

those groups described above

6

Gradually,., however, the emphadi

.

Already, a number of

will shift towards the open-plan setting.

For example, how ar

possible issues can be foreshadowed.

public areas of operi.-plan space penetrated as the teachers and

pupils becoMe acquainted with their.opPortunitied and limitations?
.

What use,is made of-

How do the 'reception' children respond?
private space (egi custom-built 'quie

areas)?

What are the

existential boundaries used by the different partici:Pants?.

What effect, if any, do open-plan developments have upowother
educational boundaries (eg, sUbject and temporal.'distinctions)Z

How do pupils and teachers establish and retain their,e4ucationa1
identities?
Although necessarily posed in very ,general terms

guestions.can be tackled eMpirically usingj%
lappitg,techniques.

Interviews, etruature
r

obserVation, and paper and Pencil proced
-

,

-

repeatedly over time to,illuminite the

ities ofopenvlan schooling,

Further,

,manifets- can 'also,be 004404,

iSt
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move closer to the day-today concerns of one particular school.
From an intensive study of this kind it will be possible to
establish an extensive data base.

In turn, this will optimise

the translation of practice into theory.

Reporting and Dissemination
It is envisaged that the feedback will take three main
fo

a research 'folio' contain ng progress
rep rts, mini- tudies, documents, letters, offprints, etc. The
1.

The preparation

wain purpose of this device will be to provide the school with a
running account of the investigation.

It would, of course, also

enable the teaehers to respond to the account while the study
requi ite
Wes still in progress. Given sufficient demand and the
permission(s), this ma erial could be made more widely
available - either in its entirety or in an edited version.
Besides offering very rapid feedback, it would be relatively
eagy to produce.
2.

Return vis ts to the original 'int_ est groups'.

the first visits they would have been

(Euring'

sked 'what form would

you like the feedback from this project to take?')
3.

The preparation of a summary report which would be

for submission to the funding agency, and, in apprcpria

wou d also be pUblished by the SCRE.
In addition there is the poesibility that the
this stUdy will merit dissemination threugh'apademiCchannels
(eg, conference papers) or through the mediuM of A pUbliehed"'
preparation ofr such
book. Should this be the case, however, the
accounts would take place after the concluSion of the investigation.

Timetable
Strictly, all these activities will.run-eoncurren
lievertheless, the priorities will change aa the, researCh

egetiatioh

March-April 1975

and:bther;

arch 1975-Dec-

1976

Schoplebaae4
wt4 17,1".PO'r
_ALuring..this:41
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er 1975-March 1976

_e

Gradually increased emphasis
on the preparation and
dissemination of feed-back
materials.

Notes
Eg, I Westbury, 'Conven ional Classrooms, "open" Classrooms
and the technology of t aching', J Curric Studs, 5, 99-121.

1.

Witness, for example, t e difficulties uncovered by the NFER
'Evaluation of the Primary School'. and the delays encountered
by similar proposals currently before the Schools Council.
For possibly the most advanced work in Britain see the SSRC
project 'The nature of classroom learning in Primary Schools'
(D Boyden. and B Simon, University of Leicester).

2.

Eg, R E Stake 'Responsive Evaluation', SCRE 1974; D Hamilton
and S Delamont 'Classroom Research: a Cautionary tale',
Research in Education, No 11, 1974; R Walker, 'The conduct
of educational case study: ethics, theory and procedures',
University of East Anglia centre for Applied Research in
Education, 1974.

3.

See M corrie, Space for Learning, SCRE, 1974.

4.

Eg, L M Smith and P A Keith, Anatomy. of= Educational
U P Lundgren, Frame Factor3 and
Innovation, Wiley, 1971;
the Teaching Process, Almqvist and Wiksell, Stockholm, 1972;
B Bernstein 'Visible and invisible pedagogies', University
of London Institute of Education (mimeo).
These exploratory interviews would also include research
colleagues with allied interests (eg, Deanne Boydell,
Leicester; Neville Bennett, Lancaster; Phil Clift, DIVER;
Susan Kleinberg,
John Elliot and Clem Adelman, Norwich;
Jordanhill College of Education).
The methodological approach will build upon D Hamilton
At Classroom Level: studies in the learning r,nlieu,
PhD Thesis, University of Edinburgh, 1973.

7

***********

po

script

Notification of the award was not received unti
1975.

Hence the research began one month later than

planned.
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COUNCIL. FOR

SCOTTISH

THE

RESEARCH

EDUCATION.

IN

16 Moray Place
EDINBURGH
EH3 6OR

CASE

STULY

Origina:

A

OF

NEW

SCOTTISH _OPEN-PLAN PRIMARY_ 'SCHOOL

This research arises from an approach made to the
Scottish Council for Research in'Education.hy a
school that had recently acquired a new purposebuilt open-plan annexe.

The SCRE then made a formal

approach to the Social Science Research Council who
agreed to provide the salary and overheads (typing,
travel, etc) of a full-time researcher.
Duration:

Twelve months (1st April 1975 - 31st March 1976

Staff_:

David Hamilton (Research Officer,

Aim:

To prepare an account of the setting-up and workings

CRE).

of an open-plan setting over a period o
aelaltiJai:

Initially the study will build upon toPics sUggested
by the school staff and other interested:people
-

(eg, parents, HMI's, the architeOts)_

Later,,' the:-

staff will be invited to comMent, during-the course
of the investigation, upon interim (and_provisional)
research reports.

Finally, to preserve th

integrity of the school and the researdher,prior,
and mutual agreement will be establiShid%asto_the

publication of any material that migbtem
the study.

-40i0 y: The research will be based u n f
within the school througbout the-dUr
study'.

-Xt is envisaged that thelzaee

present in the achool-fOru

Within this'frameworkivarA
teChniques will be,de
,

,ktec
_

-

be to collect the experiences and insights of
At the same time these

teachers and pupils.

discussions will be placed in context by linking
them to observation and 'paper and penci
techniques.

Observation, for example, might range
,

from detailed analyses of space utilisatión to
,more open-ended studies of children's activities
(eg,

The

'a day in the life of John Sm

paoer and pencil procedures Might include a
questionnaire circulated to all the teachers or a
drawing exercise completed bY all the children
(e9,

'My classroom').

The intention is to acknowledge the r -ge of
audiences who might be interested, in this research
(parents, teachers, etc)_

In the first instance

a variety of mini-reports will be compiled a's the
research proceeds.

-

In turn, these will,be revised

in the light of comments received from participating
teachers, re-wr tten aroundspeaific thethes and,

where appropriate, published bythe SCRE.

Finally,

for the sake of overall coherence: these reports

could also be bound together and published in a
single volume.

April 21st

9'75

practice, this research has developed two

Post Scrz

relatively distinct CoMponente4'. (i),sthhool
specific studies,

(ii),studies,Of_a:600

concern. ,TO date, 27 days:-have"beens:'
school observing classes,and,interriew
and children.

The data colIeletedih
,

been used to dGcument the mipierienCe, Si
ft

cellular-schoOl-buildin04'
'de

Ti
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request of tbe school statf.

th1ii .3 the

y

variety a d patterning of teachlng sic:ross the school

it tried to provide a broader basis for discosaion
than is usually accessible to the iscaated class
teacher or casual visitor.

In particmLzr,

explored the idea - widely professe

open-plan school Is a

-

-that

the

tructured' setting.

Finally, the hIstorIcal developmeint

f -cp-

la

schools in Scotland has also been reealdned and
written up.

1975_.

151

vs sent on school

Pipes Zett

zotep2p

to all the parents 1,:n 0

SccIttish Council for Research in

Education,

Noray Place,
Edinburgh EI-13 6DR.
16

8t1-1 September 1975.

all parent of children in l.
Dear Parent,
With the cooperation of Utile school)

I am conducti g a
l2-anth study of ths new open-iolan annexe.
Be tween August and_ October I shall spend most of my time
with Mrs Robertson's class. My intention is to investigate how
one group of 5-yeat-olas respond to their new school surroundings.
To augment the infornat.ion coll.cted at school it would be very

helpful if

could alsa intervLw at least one parent of each

These interviews rieed not last any longer than 10-15 minutes

and would focus on two questions :
Has your child attended a Tolay group or nursery schoo1?

ii

Ho'w bas she/he reacted at hone to her/his first days at
pr irsary school?
If yotl Twould like to assist in this research please could

you r eturn tite tear-off slip. ln due course Mrs Robertson or
myself -will contact you to arrartce a suitable time and place.
(The interviews could take place when your child is brought to
and from' school ox, altArnatively, outside school hours.)
Thank you,

David Hamilton (Research Of fcer, SCRE)
§S4-14Y

vould like

partioipat

I -1.4001d rather not participate

w

w

NaMe ........................

Hone telephone

15,2

09

SOF1E BACKGROUND INFOR?'iATIOt4 ABOUT THE CRILDREN IN PRIMARY ONE

tioi eic2tee to one pavticaar aZczee. However
2hia info
to the extent that this oLass was assembladat random
from tha entire L975 intake, the figures gi-ve some idea
of the patterns that are Zaeiy to prevaiZ across the
ent-ire first year Cfive cLasses).

Bcieia Data
Size of class ............ 10 girls, 13 boys
average age (as of
5 years 0 nonths
26th August 1975) ......
4 years 7 sonths
age range .... .
5 years 6 months
2.4
children
average size of family
children with older
brothers/sisters et the
same school

hooling
All the children had received sone form of nursery
schooling.

The patterns of attendance vere as

fon

s:

.15 chilldren
2 or more ysa s
1-2 years ................ 5
.

Every day (ie, mornings) . 21 children
3 mornings per week ...... 2

16 children
Private rursery schools
Local kuthority nursery
7
schools ...

The class of children had attended thirteen'different
nursery schools prior to their start at primary school-,
Nine of these nursery schools mere brivately roily, the
.

emainder were operated hy the local authari-tr.

addition, four'children had attended sore than one aurovry
chool - usually because their fami1yhadleo7ed=

hoot,

''o
_

.

- -These zeactioms were noted b

weeks'of the Autumn term.
e;thax

D10
9 cases
No negative reactions
disappointment (eg, "I dtd not
learn to read and write today"). 5
4
tiredness
. 44 . p@Og.#444. 3

tears g#0.6.4,.G. ..

tendency to be short-tempered .... 3
occasional reluctance to go to
school
occasional sleeplessness (waking
.
1
tp at nightl

-ta Occupation
Mother

Father
Trade/commerce ...
Medicine
Engineering ......
University/
research
School teaching ..
Banking
Other

.

Note:

7

Medicine

......

3

4
4

Secretarial ...

3

Nursing ........

2

Commerce ......

1

Other .em.o..m

2

2
2
3

The early part of this report is derived
from interviews conducted with at least one
parent of each child. The informatton
regarding parental occupation was provided
anonymously by the school from ite awn
that ie, vithout linkingoccupations
records;
to namea.

October 26th, 1975.

David Hamilton
Scottish Council
16 plorey Plaa

EraNBURGH
E11361)1i.-

(rhitalmformation sheet was distrlbuted to
provided the informati9a.)
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wh'10 had-

Dil
Draft for comment.

IN

OF

SEARCH

STRUCTURE

This paper was written in the summer term,
1875, as a preliminary repolit Pr the
teachers in the case study school

Introduc orp _ezarks
This brief document contains an outside observer's
impressions of the patterning across the first three years of
an open-plan primary school.

Its purpose is to make sense of

the apparent complexities of classroom life and, in particular,
to explore the idea - widely professed - that the open-plan
school is a 'structured' setting.

No claim is made that these notes are anything but
selective and tentative.

However, to the extent that they

refer to a broader canvas than is usually accessible to the
isolated class teacher or casual visitor, they may help to
illustrate both the individual variety and the overall'
coherence that prevails within the school. Likewise, no attemp
it made to 'weigh' these practices against any particular,set
of standards; the attribution of merit or the allocation of
blame is considered irrelevant to-the conc

f this accOunt

The, 7irst part of this paperdisCu 4es:the change in
emphasis between PT and

*IsoticifiloOk

potential 'craft' skills associatedwith teaching in,anopenplan school.

Finally, it considers the delicately-contriiied

nature of classroom 'structure
Overall, these_notes represen
studies already in progress or planne

PRIMARY I TO PRIMARY
Many of the,changes_,that,occur
el/ dent iza tn-Jer54;' ,The-ohildriew-gram'

versatile in thawaya of,ac

D12

related to the traditions of the school

the exigenci

its present situation, or to the interests of its teachers.

Briefly, they can be listed as follows:1.

rom 25-30
The class sizes increase by up to 20i,
ithout a proportionate inore se in teaching
pupils)
space.

2.

The school day is lengthened by 15
one extra teaching session.

3.

The PIII class areas are more rectangular in design
ond have fewer openings. As a result the boundary
between wet and dry areas is more obvious.

4

The PI work tables become replaced by pupil-specific
work raaces (desks or tables with shelves).

5.

More children sit facing the boaml.

6.

Blackboard space becomes a scarce resour e as the
volume of written work increases.

7.

The wet areas are more likely to be used later rather
than earlier in the day.

C.

The older children are lass likely to work o

9.

There is an increase in the level of veCialis
(In combination'mith the extra break, this
teaching.
Injects a more obvious timetabliug into the pattern

and divided in o

f daily life.)
10.

Romework becomes a re highly organised and
frequently.
PI the class teaChers remain relatively statio
while the children tend to move about. ln Przx
pattern la reversed: the teacher beco
mobile, the children more sedentary.

12.

(The remaining variations are rnarespeculativ
'piE
Activities that are comMonly
an obvious feature.of life In P1 but:have:virt4,
disappeared by FILI. .At-thia-later PtOe 41PY are
replaced by other aetivitiea:-164,ci'aft,'projeCts)

which, nevertheleser-snpPlesentthe basitaAi(en
eqpivalent way, At first glance these PI and PIXI
-activities bevetuch-in-eotton-- e,g4P,c.01.14Vatnce,they
tay involve the Sate materials..,(;044Pv194141,ine).,
iMportant
liowever, theY:differ'in't

'Play'Concernatheii14.44tial child 4 fort 'ofVeel
Oxpr!POig9 and ia,Idite setli*mie feam the ,beeics.
Wr*eis
crift.woik ia incb 'more, a -c014440-ve
actilitty directed towards vork-related,goals
13.

Bettieen Pt and PIL1 the distiriction,he
non.Twork beacnr 'Thorelittle4PlY 10=1000
in '11.40,411;usitx,414,
life. -Pexhikre
.

Im4terrob,11,81y4r,f4,14
ft0mtpof!,pheADr=:'mr4_

t&c
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may continue with their work programme while drinking
It may, indeed, be regarded as one of
their miLk.
their assigaments. By PITT most of this has
disappeared. Playtime is seen as an occasion for a
child to stop work, move from their work area and take
their refreshment. As in the expression 'play
pieCeS', these activities are regarded as synonymous.
14.

A final variation is that the ebb and flow of classDuring
room events is much more conspicuous in PIII
the
wet
and
PI the children are scattered all over
individual
tasks
areas, many of them engrossed in
that nmy bear little obvious relationship to that of
their neighbour. By PIII the children move much more
They are more likely to be
as a group or a class.
working on cooperative, subject-specific tasks, or
using class sets of equipment.

PATTERNS OF TEACHING

In all classes I found it difficult to understand certain
On occasions I had to ask a teacher or one of the
events.
This suggests that many

pupils to act as an interpreter.

processes relevant to the organisation of classroom life are
controlled by a silent language that is peculiar to the
participants in that situation.

For example, a teacher may re-

direct a child's activity simply by a slight change in speech
inflection or by a subtle shift in body posture.

As the children

learn the significance of these gestures, the teacher also
learns to read the signs displayed by the pupils.

The relation-

ship is gradually personalised as each ch Ld becomes an
individual in the mind of the teacher.

This idiosyncratic structure of rules and accepted
practices is crucial to the conduct of educational affairs
to am out ider, it is seldom immediately apparent.

Yet,

Thus,

observing the passage of classroom events is rather. like 'watching

a successful dramatic productionh

Given the polished performances,

it is very easy to forget the weeks of rehearsals, tle Occasions

when everyone spoke at once, or the night when the lights failed
and the scenery collapdedi.!

Toaching as a craft
Rather like the Sta
it

c a t associated with 'acting-,' there

_n Aquivalent craft associate4 with taadhil*
,

D14
related to a cluster of specific skills.

In many respects

these skills have little resemblance to conventional notions
about teaching that derive from secondary school practice.

Here

is a provisional (and incomplete) list:I.

Teachers have to learn how to initiate and control
activities in a non-verbal or indirect manner. This
is not only because so many activities take-place
the same time but also because there are limits to
the noise levels which can be mutually tolerated in
open-plan settings.
They need to be able to organise a complex set of
resources in order to maintain an appropriate level
of busy-ness in the class. The most crttical feature
of this skill is that it usually operates without
sufficient resources for each child to choose
(If the secondary
unilaterally what they want to do.
teacher is a ringmaster, then the infant teacher is a
juggler.)

4.

5.

6

At the same time, the primary teacher has to monitor,
evaluate and respond to a range of widely different
in-puts from the pupils and elsewhere. Paramount is
the skill of selectively neglecting invitations to
intervone,
Given the diverse curriculum followed in the primary
school (bookwor)c, craft work, painting, singing, etc)
much of the extra work (eg, tidying up, preparation)
must take place within the classroom setting. Thus a
primary teacher needs to organise her preparation so
as to make the optimum, use of the limited time she
(This skill is also
can afford to spend at school.
shared by secondary teachers of practical'aubjects.)
Given the multiple activities that may be taking place
at the same time, primary teachers need to devIlop a
sophisticated sense of timing and pacing - not only
(To
during the day but also throughout the year.
teacher
may
rttilise
an_
cope with these demands, the
elaborate system for monitoring pupil progress.)

Since there is very little of adult.-intorest-inthe
knowledge they are trying to tranitit, primary
teachers must be'able to find interest,in the'most
repetitive and boring tasks.
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THE STRUCTURE OF TEACHING
By themselves, however, skills such as these do no
-2

rirom situation

In any

guarantee a competent performance.

there are other equally relevant factors such as the size of
class, the availability of resources (eg, books and apparatus),
or the nature of the curriculum.

Thus, even among teachers with

similar views, a wide variety of teaching styles may be
observed.

In the school that forms the focus of this research, some
of the teachers stressed the importance of 'structure' to the
organisation of teaching.

In effect structure refers to the way

teachers orchestrate Ehe diverse elements of the curriculum.
Among other things it relates to:
1.

The strategies they use to underwrite the day-to-day
activities of their classes.

2.

The importance they place upon the sequence followed
by each child or class.

3.

The way they divide the cUrriculum into 'basics' and
'frills'.

Strai

These refer to the management and administrative procedures
used in classrooms.

Thus, some teachers plan their work-around

a daily cycle, others use a longer period.

Some divide their

learndng space into subject-related 'areas', others diVide thspace into 'quiet' and 'noisy' Zones.

Some make their own wo k

cards for English, others use printed materials.

Someuse

graded-vocabulary reading schemes, others allocate reading
books according to .interest.

Some use ability groupti-.others

prefer individual or class methods.

And so -on..

Sequenoe
This concept refers to the way a teacher p
day's activities.

A 'stron2

sequence implies that C

activities logically precede others.

'News' or 'stori

be limited to the first or last part of the day;

children

might be discouraged from taking milk until after break;

or

library might be 'out of bounds' until the assignments ,have been
completed.

constraint

By contrast, a weak sense of seivence piaces'no such
n,r:taa,cherA or

E16

is, presumably, ess ntial to the organisa

n of a 'truly'

integrated day.)

Dividing the curriculum
Over the last 70 years the primary school curriculum has
changed to include many activities previously considered
In turn, other areas of the

unsuitable or irrelevant.

curriculum have been displaced from the timetable.

Although

certain tasks (eg, rote learning of biblical passages) have
disappeared, there are still considerable areas of disputed
territory.

Hence one teacher's 'basic skill' may be another

teacher's 'optional extra'.

Such differences among teachers
Teachers may

are echoed in the organisation of classroom life.

justify the amount of time they spend on music, art or craft

work by referring to such debats.

The difference between core

and peripheral tasks is also revealed in more subtle ways.
For instance, 'frills' are likely to be taught by specialist
teachers and to include a high degree of pupil choice, whereas
'basics' are more likely to be compulsory, taught by the class
teacher and set regularly for homework.

An open structure
To the extent that teaching is a planned activity, it
presupposes some kind of organisational structure.

Nevertheless,

the structure rarely comes as a prefabricated package (except,
perhaps,

n programmed learning).

Instead, each teacher has to

select from the raw materials that are to hand and build up the
framework most suited to their needs.

In one important respect, however, this description of
s ructure is inadequate.

It conveys the impression that class-

room practices are carefully formulated and then rigidly carried
out.

This is not the case.

activity.

Teaching is also an opportunist

It cannot be entirely pre-planned.

therefore the structure must be adaptable;

In practice

ready at a moment's

notice to be modified, cannibalised, dismantled or abandoned.

in an

n-plan school much of the',

classroom life is missing. Malls have,be

al:. true

ved bells have

,

;

14,44Q-AT4

:40*.14*

lvrewed

446',414Airi9
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to the floor.

Other long-standing educational distinctions have

also been devalued by a similar process.
have been ccnbined ;

Neighbouring subjects

timetables have been integrated;

abilities have been mixed;

and boys and girls have been brought

together in the same teaching groups.
Overall

then, it may appear that the open-plan school is

a social setting totally devoid of structure.

This document

suggests that such an analysis is both superficial and
incorrect.

What, in fact, seems to happen is that the visible

structures of yesteryear (many of them outside the control of
the teacher) have been replaced by an invisible yet open structure
largely devised, controlled and sustained by the collective or
individual actions of teachers.

Paradoxically, if this is the case,

hen it may be

necessary to concede that the pedagogy of the open-plan school
in conventional terms, as teacher-centred as it is open.

9th June

David Hamilton,
The Scottish Council for
Research in Education,
16 Moray Place,
EDINBURGH
EH3 6DR.

Dle

Statement to Meetin

of F1:2_tnELTEEL_16ILEEELL2.221

(These ideas formed the basis of a spoken presentatiOn)

I'd like to sketch in same of the research background.

particular to indicate why the SCRE agreed to sponsor the
investigation, and the government - through the Social Science
Research Counc l Educational Research Board - agreed to underwrite
its costs.

For a number of years there have been growing feelings among
educational researchers that research has remained very distant
from the day-to-day concerns of practitioners within the system.

More recently it has been recognised that, in part, this has
arisen through an over-reliance upon borrowed ideas (such as
research conducted with pigeons and monkeys) and an overconfidence with the results of laboratory experiments conducted
under conditions L-eliete from the flux of classroom life.
One out::ome of these crit

4s m, has been the suggestion that

reseaZch should move much closer to the world of the teacher and
pupil;

in short, that it should incorporate an ecological

perspective.

The proposed Open-plan Study embodies these ideas and is an
attempt to prepare a dc,tailed aceount of one particular innovatory
setting.

However, unlike much of educational research . it does not

set out to test a hypothesis or prove a point of view.

Rather, it

aims to prepare a report which is both acceptable to the parti
pants in the study and comprehensible to interested outsiders.
Thus, although based in one school, it is hoped the investi4ation
.

will contribute, in a sensitizing manner, to wider disCuSsions
about the problems and po

lities that confrontopen7plan

schools.

16th Apri1.:1975
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Primary
Memo to research colleagues working in the field of
Education.

To:

Neville Bennett, Deanne Boydell, Phil Clift,
John Elliot, SUe Kleinberg.

Prom:

David Hamilton.

Subject:

Discussions on Open-plan Primary Schooling.

Date:

14th April 197S.

that I would
As part of my proposal to the SSRC I indicated
This memo describes
consult researchers with similar interests
and March 1975.
the outcomes of those discussions held in February
discussion around the
In each instance I tried to build the
12-month study of an open-plan
question If you were to conduct a
upon? Looking back
primary school, what aspects would you focus
little of direct interest.
at my notes this question yielded very
tangent. In most
Instead, most of the discussions ';ook off at a

casesthisprovedemtnently useful since it gave me further
(problems of
insight into a range o- other related issuas
theory
organising research teams; difficulties in generating

rather than data:

problems of definition etc).

led to visits to 2 schools.

In one case it

However, for the sake of completeness

in response to my
here is a list of the topics suggested
original question.

1.

competence/
The relationship between old staff (a source of
conservatism) and new staff (a source of incompetence/
innovation).

3.

issues.
The rhetoric _ ed. to handle controversial
open-plan set ing.'
The rules wh oh govern movement within the

4.

the SCRR.
The motivation behind the school's approach to

2.

5.

7

ideas-,
Whether a changed physical setup generates new
reactions, perceptions etc.
and ability.
The relationship between space utilisati9_
different
use
of
the space?
(Do different children malce
intervene
ih
this
usage?)
How does the teacher

The use of auxiliary teachers/helpers in an open
How are staff relationships affected by the open7he
does it all 'boil down to personalitiee")?
b
To what extent is 'shared'Apane-used egocentrically
infants),'or
the
teachara?
pupils (especially the

-pCsocial orqsniSipiOn_us0-arn

_
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INTERVIEW

TRANSCRIPTS

The following material records the interview
responses of five children taken at random
from each of the fifteen P1-3 classes. The
interviews were conducted in November 1975.
The purpose of the interviews was to compare
The year of the
ycar cohorts, not classes.
class can be discovered using the following
G, H, Mr;
E, I, J, K N; P2 = C,
key:
P3 = A, B, D, L, O.

cLASS A
1.

Where do you have your milk?
Out here (ie, in the wet area)
1 don't have milk
Out in here
(I don't have milk)
Out here.

2.

When do you have your milk?
Usually just befo?,:e break

At break time
Before break.

What do you do when you've finished your assignment jobs/
etc?

plaetio;:x.p
1 usually go and do somo painting
do My read ng with (the teacher)
We sometimes learn our words or do our speJ
or read in the library
Go hoMe
sometimes read my reading book or go to th
library
We normally give our books out to the teacher.

D2l

When do you usually paint?

old to
usually paint after N--k or wh
paint for an object
.kS Ycti
Don't know - we paint when (the teacher
After break
Don't really know - d n't paint very oftelm
%hen we've finInhed a 1_ our work.
5.

Who usually decides what you paint?
Sometimes its me if its plain.
wants me to paint she decides

the tea c

(The teacher)
(The teacher)

The teacher
It's normally Ole teacher.
ort of things do you do in the Courtyard/out,
I've never been out
We don't go out there
Play
I've never been out there
Read books.

CLASS

Where do you have your milk?
Out here (in the wet a
Ther

2.

When do you have your milk?
Om.

Before break
Before break

What do you do when you've
etc?

The work? - sort of
board
Play
do something like
tou play
Well I-draw.

D22

you

d or wh,--r I 'ye

when she pita choose
finished ail mY workSonetimea after luncly

Really when i've finLbed all my work. I really
just go mit and paint
After you've finished you work
Well I don't really pe.int very much.
Who decIdes 'what y-ou paint

eally paint enythii
the teacher does

t decide oursel-ves
auxiliaL-y)

allowed to paint anytfring .

Witat do

do out there C in the courtyard)?
haven't been out UeXe yet

Play gazaes and sometimes we draw

We 'vs never actually been out there .

actually if we!re allowed out there
dom't know

I.Te never been out there b e.

in our class has ei-tber.
CLA

Where clo 3/01.2 have you

la tile classroom (ie, at a

Well , tisualry about I-xere

don't take milk

a here
2.

When do you have
Before laytime

cpund ahOtut playtime

tit break
Just befoxs solo cu
3-

to play.

What do you novelly do wh-ri,you've finished your:assigruneat?
Choose

Play'

Go into tl'e ase and batne a stbry
Play
Go4 and ttlay.

P23
4.

When do you pal
e ines

Once we've finished doing oar work,
Well, just whenever you want to
When I've finished my work
Any time
Any time.
5.

Who decides uhat you paint?
The teacher CT when we're doing a s ory we do
pictures of the story and if we're not doLng
stories we paint anything
elf
No one - you just make it up yo
My friend)
The Teacher
The teacher.
do you do out there (in the co

tyard)?

Just play with the sand pit
Just play in the sand pdt and ge
you comm in you get cleanur
Play the farm out there
Make sandcastles
Play with the bricks.

and when

CLASS
L.

Whe e do you have your milk?
Over
Just
Down
Down

therr. (in the wet area)
down there
there
there

When do you -have your milk?

15 minutes before Lunch time
Just before break
At ll o'clock or something
Before play time - only.for si

do you do Whma you've f.nisbed
Wo oan.play or draw a picture
somsthls9
Well, I paint ordraw a pictur
Paint or make pictures ot somethinc
e what we oan do
You can do anYthing901.1

n3c
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4.

When do you u ual

int?

Before we go hone
When we're on a subject
When we're doing souiething - avemen or someth g When I've finished mq wo
When you've finished all TAir jobs - when the teacher
allows you to.
Who decides what you pal
The teacher
(The student)
Usually (tbe teacher)
The teacher - we can decide but the teacher may change
her mind
Either the teacher tells me or I think up something
myself.
6.

(In the c urtyard)

What do you do out there?

We're not allowed out there
We don't really go out there
We never go out there
I've never been oat the e
I've never been in that courtyard h]r in the P2
courtyard we played in the sand

CLASS
1.

E

%%ere do you usually have your milk?
Over there (pointing to milk table)
(points)
(points)

Over there
Over there.
2.

%%en do you have your milk?
Nearly at one o'clock
When we comm back from play ime
After playtime ama sometimes bcEore
have it after
ve been in the bee
After
Any time.
at do you do when
etc?
Play something to do
Just pia
What doe44 that mean

Play
I don

ow .

188

don't

1ngus and
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do you usually paint?

I don't know
I don't paint
Amy day
When we're playing
Amy time.
Who decides,what you paint?
The people who are what doing the paintings
Me
Me
Don't know.

What do you do out there

in the c artyard)?

Play a game too
Paint
Run about
Make models
Play things.

CLASS

F

Where do you have your milk?
Over in the library or on the
Over there beAdes the library
In the classroom
Over there besides the books
Over there.
When do you have yo
Usually after our story
Wien it's tiM
I think-it'Lafter play
Before play time
Sometimeerbefore break:.
3.

What do you do when:you'IM

irnLtied yo0. amsignment?

You do gums end thap_Voahook

Play
You play
Go hone
We usually go ,off,

re gOlinto_the:base:
4.

When do you Usnally-peint?'
Soeme!leet-

1-d00'
When'

Vho deOidea what you paint?
You decide y urself

You can decide yourself
Sometimes we decide and sometimes the teacher
decides.
6.

What sort of things do you do in the courtyard?
Play
r don't go out there
Nothing
That's another classroom
Wre would play in the sandpit.

CLASS

G

e do you have your milk?
(Points to milk table)
liere

X usually have lt here
Here
Round about here.
2.

%hen do you have your milk?

After playtime
Any time
After playtime
After playtime
Sometimes it's before playtime, sometimes

s after.

t do you do when you've finished yourraisignMent/jObs
etc?
Well, you can build or you can paint
things
Play
2 Usually read a bok or. go_into
do something-,

-

Play
My wor

40
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Who decides what you paint?

The teacher
ametizes (the teacher) and sometimes I decide
SoletiMes you-can paint anything and sometimes (the
teacher) wants us to paint something
If it's after sometimes I can do whatever I like .
f it's in the middle the teacher wants me to do
something special.
6.

at sort of things do y u do in the courtyard?
You've got bricks to build and Sand to dig ho e
and there's a fountain, a pool ..
Make castles and oaks holes
I don't really go out there'
Wfe play with the sandpit
Sort of it's usually digging.

CLASS
1.

in

H

Where do you have your milk?

Usually at ny table
In the classroom on our own chair
They usually sit on the chairs or wander about
just At-my desk
Sitting on ny chair.
When do you have your milk?
Either before break_or.after break
Before playtime or after-playtime
I've no idea 'cause I never look OU

here (at

he

clock)

Before we go out to play
Bound about ten o'clock.
3.

Mat do you usually do whenyou've finished your assignment/
jobs?

Choose to play what you want to
Nre sort of - go end choose'
You can play usually - and paint

Just play
Choose.

4.

her do you usually paint?
When I've 'iinished 'work
Really any ,tims
the morning or, when you'V
You oan ,paint'
teaCher,
wantm
you to 49 Aemethin
lf the:
at the-,ii4eafYCur- Of,
you` Ic
When' we're Oteioong`r,
me to
Whenever the';taacher
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S.

Who :sually decides what you paint?
CThe teacher) or you can choose what you want.
sometimes we're allo ed to
The teacher sometimes-but
do our own painting
if the teacher doesn't want you to do
You can decide
and
Tf the teacher.wants you to do then you do it
we'do it
The teacher.

6.

What do you do in the courtyard (out there
Not very-much
We don't go-out there - it's only for the ones:
there
You just play=with the sandpit - we never go out

'now'
I don't know really
Play in the sandpit.

CLASS
1.

Where do you usually have your

k

Where we came in
Down in the table at the corner
Down where the chairs are
Out there (pointing to the milk table)
At the table where we put our jackets.
When do you usually have your milk?
I don't know
Sometimes r don't have any-milk and sometime
When we come in from play when my teacher's w th us
When we're coming in from the playground
When we come back from playtime.
What do you do when you!:Ve finished your:a

We do work
/ ask the taadher if I can play
Like work? - We do play or go to prayers
Drink and play with the toys.

yhen do you usually paint?
---Petsr work

When Ive =tiny minafore
Every day T suppose
Sometimes
After having'my milk.

Who decides what :youpaint?
We-decida.What we-Want: o-do
-do-

me
sometimes
1 ,tell

029

What sort of things do you do out there (in the cou tyard)?
We just play i n the sand

We paay
Play usually
(clicks tongue
Play with the sand pit.

CLASS

53

Where do you usually have your

ilk?

Here fie, in my Place)
That table over there
There - where I was doing
There (painting to seat)
(Points to seat).

When do you u ually have your milk?

After playtime
After playtime
I don't know
A long time
I don't know what time.
What do you usually do when you've
jobs?

We play
We play with something
We just go in the base and sit do
sometimes reads us a story
We go in,the playground:
Get anything to play.
When do you usually paint?
er we've been out to the sand
Round there
Any time
Always when I want to
After'we've done our work.

Who decidei what you paint?
e teaCher
teacher
Myself
Nobody.
tiort:tif_thingq de:yoU

dJg

tdg
-

ig
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CLASs K
Where do you usually hr,ve your milk?

Over there (pointing to milk table)
At the milk
At the milk table
At that table with the straws
There (pointing).
When do you have your milk?
I don't know
At different times
When I've got time
I don't know what time
On the table at a desk - a long time ago.

What do you do when you've finished your assignment?
Choose
Well if I haven't had it (milk) I have it - some imes
I forget to have it
I sometimes have milk and I sometimes paint
Play
You can choose.
4.

When do you usually paint?

After my assignment
Well, when I've got tIme - I don't usually do it
After all the things we've done
Sometimes
Late on. I do it on Saturday.
Who decides what you paint?
Myself
I do

.

Sometimes witches, sometimes people and sometimes
patterns
I do
A man.
6.

What sort of things do you do in the courtyard?
Play in the sand
I only went there once
Make holes
Don't know.

17 5

LASS

L

Where do ycu usually have your milk?
don't talce milk

I don't bavt milk
Out there-Cin the-we
We don't have milk

area)

/ don't have ,milk.

When do you usually have your

k?

ally- in

y

tir

t & you do when

ou'v

We're allowed to choo
/ paint
choose thing
Well, sometimes I do drawings and well, make books
out of paper like that
Just take something out of the cupboard
paint.
4.

When do you usually paint

After mework
Straight after my atsignment
Usually when the teacher tells
Mostly in thg mornings
After lunch.
5.

or when

d to

Who decides what you paint?
do
I do
The teacher
1 paint what I like
You can paint anything you want to unless ,the
says you've got to paint somethlr

ial-

6.

n

What sort of thi.r.xgg do you_lo

the:,

Read, paint; sometimes

04-thee
Well
We t_Oie a few aamsq out &nd 'draW
1 usually:read:
We doei dà iluah bui_ tomAimess,
andeOmetimes we, ietlid koo6k0'.'

cher
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CLASS M
1k7

Where do yr.,J. usually have you

In there (painting area)
There
At the wet area
Just in there
In the wet area.
2.

When do you
After
Don't
After
After
After

sually have your milk?

we've been Out to play
know
play time
play time
paay time.

What do you usually do when you've finished your assignm n
jobs?

You can choose anythin
Go into the toys
Play
We play

ant to do

Play.
4.

When do you usually paint?
We just paint occasionally, not very much
I don't really know
After reading
We paint at any time
When we've finished our work.
Who decides what you paint?
We can decide ourselves

Me
You can do whatever you like
(The teacher).
6.

What sort of things do you.do in the ceartyard?
We don't go out - when we were in,the,ones-w
to play 'cause there were buchets'and things,
Play
No
We haven't been
What courtyard?
,
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CLASS

N

Where do you usually have y ur

k?

On the desk
1 don't usually have milk
Can't remember
There
I don't have a sort of place.I usually si
there's t space.
2.

ver

When do you usually have your milk?
I don't know
Don't know
don't know
Before playtime but I don't know when that i.

What do you usually do when you ve finisht,
jobs?

your assignment/

Choo
go to play
I play with the bricks
I play with the bricks
After we've done all our work we can play whatever
we like.
4.

When do you usually paint?

Any time
I'm going to pain: -oday
After playtime
I can't remember
Sometimes on a Thursday.
Who decides what you paint?
(The teacher)

I paint all kinds of animals
Myself
I paint anything
(The teacher) sometimes tells_us what colour and
sometimes we're allowed to paint what we like.
6.

What sort of things do you do in the courtyard?
I don't know'
don't do anything there
I don't,know
Where? 1 can't remember
1 don't think I've ever been
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CLASS
1.

0

Where do you have your milk?
Outside there (in the project area)
Outside through that door
I'm seven
I don't get milk.
There (project area)
I don't have milk.

2.

When do you have your milk?

Any time you like
don't know
We can have it any time we like

;ghat do you do when you've finishecl your assignment jobs?

You can look at books or play
Sometimes we can play - with toys or sometimes ue go
out to play
so th
The teacher says I can do whatever I want
what I do
Play
We caii paint or play with the clock or have a look at
the birds and study about the L -(1- and we've got
other things to play with.
4.

When do you usually paint?

When you've finshed your wo:k
When we've finished our work
When I've finished every bit of my work
I don't know
We usually paint when we finish our work and then we
study birds.

Who dapides what you paint?
The teacher if you're lea ning on anything
The teacher
(The teacher) tells us
The teacher and sometimes we do
We just think up our owr -)aintings or the teacher tells
us what to paint.' Toc_iv the teacher's going to tell
us what to paint and draw.
_t of things do you do In the courtyard?
I -*Dn't know

I don't know
We go out that way- usua door)
WS play in the sandpit and things
That's another class.
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THE ORIG NAL FIELONOTES FOR 'FIRST DAYS AT SCHOOL'

These notes - writ -n day by day - were not originally
l'ntended to be read by anyone -'t.se besides the teacher o
Inevitably, their
report.
c4, class or the ctthor of thi
They
should, therefore,
is rather cryptic and terse.
For
example,
many
of Ws Robertson's
oe read with caution.
instructions are repor-Led without indicating the fial

inflection of her voice or the actual text of her state ent.
Thus, her requests or invitations (eg, 'Would a71 of you
please put your chairs neatly under the tables') often
appear in prini:: in the form of coercive commands (eg,
Mis Robertson tenr the children to put their chairs under
the tables). Despite such intrinsic shortcomings, the
original material es reproduced here for two specific
First, because it provides a relatively continuous
reasons.
sample account of classroom lefe in the mid-1970s. And
second, because it makes public the fun extent of the
data used to compile the essay 'First Days at School'.
There are, however, two differences between thic account
and the original fieldnotes. First, the participants'
names have been changedj and second, a small number of
(The latter arc
factual corrections have been included.
tndcated by the use of italic type.)

DAY ONE

(Tuesday, 26th Augus

1975)

08.20: Mrs Dewar and Stephen are waiting inside the school door.
They are unsure where Stephen is to go. Miss Downie pasf 's by
and takes Stephen under her wing and shows him his class area.

08.30: Mrs Rolx.tson arris in the area and switches on the
lights. Mx and Mrs Windsor arrive with Michael. Miss Dvnlie
moves on. The two boys are settled at tables with their chosen
Other parents
activities. Nicola arrives with her mother.
trying
to
find
a
home for their
are moving through the school
children.

Michael 1eave2 the large shoe a toy for
learninl o_t..;tt tying shoelaces) and moves about the area.
Mrs RobertF,1 shows him how to replace the shoe in its 'proper'
place. W:ola is using the plasticine but putting it on the
aLher than the board). She is reminded to use the
table

08.48:

Emily arrives.

board.

As the last few children a iive Mrs Robertson also shows them
where to put their satchels and coats. The children queue to
be taken round the class area. Each one chooses what they'd
like to do. Some children are engrossed in-their'tasksi
others watch the new arrivals.
9

F2

09.00: Three children sit at the plasticine table, two work with
blocks Flook how high this
one assembles ur
jigsaws;
Michael puts his jigsaw back
three
just
watch.
tower is');
on the side table with th ni..ces scattered in the box.
1-,2 sure' to put it back 'readyMI:s Robertson asks him
any pieces are missing'). She
('so
that
we
can
sec
made'
continues to talk individually to each child (eg, 'Julie,
'What
don't think I talked to you when you came to school':
'Te l me about your
would you like to do next - painting?':

picture').
('At rursery school
Children ber;in to talk among themselves.
but
we didn't have
we had to piay on the floor with bricks to do sums with them.')

Keith asks to draw and is shown the pile of paper. He
sits down and starts crayoning on the top sheet. Mrs Robertson
suggests that he takes his paper and sits somewhere else. She
asks him what colour he is using. Michael is cautioned about
his 'playground' voice. Mrs Robertson leads Jule .?).nd Peter by
the hand and 'shows' them the room. They are taken to the
painting area. Michael lends Julie his pinafore so that she
Someone finds a piece of jigsaw puzzle on the floor.
can paint.
Emily uses the ironing board in,the Wendy House. Mrs Robertson
'Oh dear, someone doesn't
remarks (to the class in general):
She
is
given
some green foliage by
push their chairs in'.
Finds
a
vase
and
shows
Peter where to obtain
Mrs Nuthall.
Julie
comes
into
the
class
.area
with her painting
water.
Michael describes
finished (having spent four minutes on
his drawing to Mrs Robertson.

09.10:

Simon -Toes to paint. Nicola joins forces with Emily and
'T'll make the tea, you'll do the dishes...
;ea party:
prepares

09.20:

Keith uts his picture on his schoolbag.
I'll be mummy'.
Mrs Robertin suggentr:: that he puts it in his drawer and shows
are l3cated.
him :-Iern
re shepherded into the 'home base' ('What's
('Are you
The str7glers receive special reminders.
remembering to put the paint brushn back niroperly?') A
joiner arrives to replace the lock In the home base.
Mrs Pobert ,on changes plans ard takes the children in a
The children return to ther
crocodile to the (unisex) toilets.
activities. An occasional shout draws Mrs Robertson's
you see we've no doors at this school ).
reaction

09.25: TY
that?').

Mrs Robertson asks
09.45: The children return to the home base.
'Simon, how many people are there in
them about their homes:
your family?'. The children answer. Michael receives a
reminder about interrupting other people. Stephen is sent to
mr$ Robertson
look for the milk bottles. One bottle,is missing.
'steal
it!',
'Share it!'
asks the children what they should do.
tablet
and then
The children line up and walk over to the milk
are asked to take their milk to an empty table ('lwe don:t want
milky plasticine'). Mrs Robertson shows the class howgto open
their milk bottles and where to put the caps, straws and empty
bottles.

Peter and Keith discuss their fathers' occupations.
Richard works on the floor with a tractor and trailer. Paul
puts away the beads and, on request, C rolyn raps up the milk
The children are moving round watching eaoh other.
spots.
Sophie receives individual attention.
Someone has l_eft out a yellow crayon. Michael has found his
Nuthall's area to 71tay with her cars. Other
my into 14
children wrk in the sandnit L the courtyard.

10.10:

The children are taken in a group out into the playground
where the auxiliaries look after them.

10.45:

The children have bee:.\ in their class areas for 10 minutes
staff finish an informal
supervised by the auxiliaries while t
with Emily and Nicre.
meeting. Mrs Robertson is invited to tea

11.20:

Two children looeng at books. Mrs Henderson comes in to
find twe of her chiMren. Stephen fetcher water for some

11.28:

flowers.

1 m sit down in thf- home base. Mrs Robertson
Some of the children
-.,A.ory about the Three Beal.s.
lls the
telling a
keep interrupting. Michael is told that 'When I'm
When
you're
telling a
story, you sit very quietly and listen.
story, I'll sit anC' listen'.

11.35:

The

When the story is finished Mrs Robert-on reminds the
day.
children to bring their painting overalls the following
their
teacher
tidies
the
class
area
Three children paint while
Michae1
and
Iv putting equipment back in the right place.
of the class
Douglas become noisy; Mrs Robertson takes them out
and
paintings.
area 'for a walk'. Others complete their drawings
'Shall
I
take
the
olug
out?'
Someone in the wet area asks
Keith asks about 'home time'.
Miss Dean discovers that the toilets are awash. Mrr Robertson
takes her entire g.oup into the toilets to relearn the correct

1 .50:

procelures.
The clas_:, put on their coats and find their schoolbags.
'Peter go and show:Julie how to put the light off.' The
turn
children go into the base. Mrs Robertson reminds them to
She'says,
'Good
afternoon'
to
off the Z--.aps in the toilets.
name?') so,she repeats
them. Their reply is ragged ('What is my
the greeting. The children pick up their bags and move_out
into the communal area where their parents are waiting'

12.25:

Mrs Robert
,sChool unt
cuts up s'

ready for

tmkes 111?Ach in the' staffroom and then stay:4'ot
During this time_ohe talks with coll.eagues,
m.
= paper, tidies her area' and generally malc4s

cond day of term.

DAY _TWO/

F4

DAY

TWO

(Wednesday, 27th August
08.30: Two children are already in the class area, one of them is
painting. Nicola also goes to paint.' Her mother is still
talking to Mrs Robertson. James arrives at the same time as
Stephe;1 and Michael. Nicola finishes painting and moves to the

plasticine table. Mrs Robertson asks Michael to show James how
to use the pots and paint brushes. Christina arrives with both
parents.
08.40; Nicola abandons the plasticine and wanders through the
house. James is shown how to hold a paint brush. He is being
watched by his mother and sister who have stayed with him for
ICeith fetches
a few minutes. Stephen is playing with a jigsaw.
a tin of crayons. Emily arrives and puts her bag away without
being shown. Other girls and boys arrive. All together there
It is her
are 18 present. Julie has brought a new book.

birthday.

Parents are hovering in the doorway. Christina is asked
08.50:
to 'keep her plasticine on the board'. Julie stands watching
the others. Morag has burst into tears. Michael has made a
'Lock Ness Monster' with plasticine. Peter and Simon return
to making long chains with the unifix blocks.
08.57: Three children are drawing, four are Working with the
plasticine, two are painting, 2 are building with unifix, 1 is
Working with beads, 1 with a jigsaw and one with a set of
wooden dolls. The two remaining children cluster around
Mrs Robertson bet,vr:n activitl:m
09.00: Julie sits .*lcne in the home base reading her birthday
book. Morag is looking for Mrs Robertson. Nicola tells the
boy sitting next to her at the plasticine taLble thdt he is
'not allowed to do it on the table'. Douglas announces that
he wants to paint. Emily asks if she can fetch her pinny.
Laura has left a tin of crayons where she was drawing. Julie
puts it with the other tins. Peter and Simon have made a
'blue and white hamburger' with the unifix. A boy from anoth
into the class area but doesn't ste _zit° the
class loco.
carpet.
the
atcola and Rona ask Julie if she would like
Mrs
Robertson
talks
with
Simon
and
Peterhous.
Th
..they might pmfer tc, use the unifix on the floor..
They
of
a-table
of its constrution can exceed the size
Mrs
Robertson'shows
their:table.
decide to continue sitting at
the plasticine children hnw.to leave it,when they haVe finished.
The tea
n particular, she iJarns againet:mixing,the'colaurs.
'bathing
the
baby'.
-Mbrig.playi'with'Ala
party has become
blocks in a desultory fashiOn.. :She'leavimi,them:to 100k tor
Mrs Robertson,mho is showing Michael,how towash'hi6 hands
Douglas is restrained froth'running-bi-the
after
,
- painting.
class area.,

09.10:

.

09.20

children are in the home'basewher.
04.00
of'ramoVin
ei

ai'S thAt cckfor

F5

She fears that
09.23: Mrs Robertson takes Morag to the toilet.
The
remaining
(It
hadn't.)
'an accident' had occurred.
When Morag returns,
children talk among themselves.
Mrs Robertson asks Julie to show Nicola how to put the light
out. The rest of the group are asked about their brothers and
'a tortoise, two dogs
sisters. Rona talks about her pets:
and a goldfish that died'.
09.36: Mrs Robertson begins to teach the children an action game.
('This is the long snake ia the ground, wriggling among the
Michael begins to poke his neighbour
stones he found ...')
and is moved to another place. The group continue with a
series of number games (eg, One little elephant litting in the
sun, he found it such tremendous fun, he called another
elephant to come .... Two little elephants ....).

Morag starts to cry. By 'envf.tat7:on she goes and sits by
09.40:
Mrs Robertson. Everyone sings 'Happy Birthday' for Julie.

Nicola shows Stephen the light switch.
09.45: The new children are taken to see the toilets while the
others return to their activities, Emily and Nicola reconvene
the tea party. Michael, Keith and Douglas join them.
09.53: Douglas and Michael start a mock knife fight at the tea
Keith watches while the girls carry on preparing the
ta-le.
Meantime Peter, William and Simon aro playing with the
parLy.
plasticine. Douglas has started to pass tw. toy 'iroA' over
Michael's head.

Robtteon remowltrates With
The toilet group return;
-rea
to take someone to the
the tea party and then leaves ti
sandpit. The knife fight has become a sword fight. Mrs Nuthall
Christina asks her 'Where is Mrs RobertsonV.
passes by.

10.00:

Douglas moves out of the house' and begins to wave his
knife in frclt of Peter who is still seated at the plasticine
Mrs Robertson intervenes. Douglas recnives a strong
table.
warning ('I'm very cross with you ...') and is made tO sit on
clams area.
his own. Christina wheels a small pram through the
membeTTs
of
the
tea
pa:cty
Mrs Robertson reminds the remaining
She
takes
voickal.
about the noise of their 'playground
Laura for a walk round the palnting area.

10.08:

10.:0: All the children are asked to sit down, each at an empty
table. The plas4q.:Ine boys have forgotten to pat their chairs
_ ates
neatly under te plasticine table. Mrs Robertson
Thiagroup
of
drinking
milk.
the procedures to be followed when
children at each table are sent one by one for their.milk.
Christina asks 'Do 40 get this everY
Michael goes out of turn.
day?'. At Mrs Pobertson's request, Julie takes Michael to
put the li hts off.

The children are sitting in the bas . Petsr
10,30
the pile of debris outside (old climbingframes fr
Mrs Robertson takes them out for a closer look. The ohildren
also watch a cement mixer in operation.

The group return to the hame base where they diecupe the
dangers of going near the worke 1.- They give their own reasODS:
'A lorry might come along
'You might get cement on your face's
The
girle
are
sent
to
put their coats on and
and tip us up'.
'Will
I
need
my
hat?' (Julie). The
find their play pieces.
Julie
tells
Douglas
that
'You don't need your
boys follow on.
When
the
others
go
out
to
the
playground
Keith is left
hat'.
Suddenly
he
bursts
into
behind searching in his schoolbag.
ey
he
reallsee
Eventa
He
has
lost
his
pencil
case.
tears.
that it is in his drawer.

10.36:

The children come in and take off their coa s 11.15:
the toilet if you want to'.. lere Robertson takes them to e77'

music room where they sing some well-known nurse y rhemee ue,
begin ';o learn two action songs.
11 45: The children return t. their activitie
ohildren), plasticine (6)1 drawing
ll

ith two emcoption, are sitting down.
All children
5:
Morag plays with the beads on a eiee '_Able. Douglas ae%s to
uhon-laces tied.
have h.!
I

and Douglas become so noisy at the unifix
es Robertson decides to separate them. Christina
is taksn li-or a walk into Mrs Barber's area. She returns to
the unifix but Douglas has already begun to dismantle it.

12.00:

table th7,'

Douglas ie working with a shapes board. Mrs Robertson
Children put
askn heeher anyone wants to go to the toilet.
thetr drawings In their schoolbag::: or in their drawers.

12.06:

The children are putting on their coats and assembling in
the home base. Chrietina has taken the wrong blazer. The
class area lights ere turned off. W. child is left seated
at the tablee. Rona takes her schoolbag into the home base
but is asked to put it back with the others. mrs Henderson
is giving directions to a lost child from ano her , 288 at the
edge of the class area.

.081

tire Robertson arks h oleos to put their
Lase.)
inafoTes on when they arrive-forthe next day. She starts
the st4ry of 'Little Red Riding HOodl. There ere no irrelevant
interruptions. The etery book is put in the library A'Who
knows where that is?'1. Mrs Robertson reminds th* clase about
putting their hands up.
12:

12.20:
Rona
hate reoove

1la aveyone hat she's going

_a,

otmd ii smiling. The children are ask
up theit ooats and (ilterolly) pull up:their soolo.

ag
"Dutton

N' 'Good aftaLnconl. -The children
reply but are askee to repeat the prom,liation ofite mans.
The children line up with their lags. mhorailiAaiked-for,
'a big-smile' and 'imminded thst Jtomorrowl, thWwillAearthe
story of Mr Mappy. Vetter cumbers thelooation Of,thelir Sappy
poster And,points to,

...241

Mrs Robertson wilOtes

i.

,
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The class are allowed out to meet their waiting parents.
Emily bursts into tears as her mother has not arrived there.
Mrs Robertson brings her back into the class area and helps
Emily to gather up paintings which have been left to dry.

12.30:

12.31:

Emily's mother arrives.

DAY

THREE

(Thursday, 28th August)

0

Stephen is already Woriing with the plastoinMrs Robertson )3 moving the tables to give beter iwcess to the
Nicola
bricks. ravid arri,;es with a grou t. of other children.
bursts into tears. Christina tries to befriend her but is
with a
David
rejected. Douglas starts to paint.
RoberLon
asks
him
to
?uzzle on a side table and Mxs
table with it or move onto the floor.
30:

discuss the previous day's
08.45: Mrs RobertsLi. and Christina
Acola
(now recovered) takes over
events over the telephone..
Several
new
parents
arrive at once.
from Mrs Robertson.
schoolbag
is kept. Simon
Keith shows his father .3.)ere his
tub of plasticine. Julie arrives
wandLrs about carrying
clutching her birthday cards. Michael instructs a new boy on
'Take a whole box, take a whole box'.
the use of crayons;
(10 girls and 13 boys).
08.57: The entire class are present
with
the pieces dismantled.
David has rezx,rned jigsaw puzzle
The magnetic board is
library
corner.
A new Loy sito in the
distressed.
Laura
looks
a
little
being used by Keith.

plasticine (6
09.02. The following activities are in use:
drawing
(4),
telephoning (2),
children), jigsaw puzzles (1),
The
remaining
children
Library
(1).
beads (1), Pain ting (2),
the tables
Mrs
Robertson
walks
round
stand aroUnd obaerving.
base'.
and asks the children to 'tidy up and go into the home
asked
to
help
the
new
ones.
The ,xperienced class members are
in'.
'You
have
to
puEll
your
+hair
L'el13 her neighbour:
Alisoa is
'Is that
r
L,
to the home base.
round them
remaining
chairs
she
goes
.o push in the
ak
class
come
in
to
the area
X boy and girl from another
all.

and ak if they can paint.
Mrs obertson 5:eiterate her pc icy
(In the home base.)
09.08:
'Oood mcn.
with regard to jigsaws. She then says a formal
she
to the class and tells them that 'now we areal], here'
ulie
do this every day. She also completes the register n
a
tone
of
vo
iA asked 'Are you here? and replies 'Y
Main
which suggests she thought it was an obvious question.
reply.
asked whether hie brother is older or Youngere," No
'Is he bigger or smaller than.yul,. Calin mp/fe
fei
Mrs Robertson ;.aads the Mr_Rappy stork.,'-Theire,:are
chpAirespisrdsd
btr
pauS4s.
interruvtions -Ithough some
ijtentiy 'and ii the ml
1117
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their
The experienced children are told about choo,
09.26:
If
you
want
tf,-.
paint
and
'You
don't
need
to
ask.
aTtivities:
there's an easel free ...' Morag starts to cry and is taken
onto Mrs Robertson's lap.

Mrs Robertson takes the new children to the toilets.
09.30:
The remainder draw (3), paint (1), play with plasticine (3),
and engage in various activities in the house (7). The last
group discuss who should be 'mother'. Christina and Emily
take the pram and go 'shopping'. Stephen is telephoning hi
friends to invite them to a party. James is writing his name
in capital letters with a crayon.
She reminds
09.40: Mrs Robertson returns with the toilet group.
Christina about not running in school. The new pupils join
the existing activity. Stephen takes the tray of unifix
-blocks and sits at an empty table. Douglas, John and Ewan
have started a frantic cops and robbers game. Mrs Robertson
intervenes to calm them down. She takes them out into the
courtyard. Morag sits down with Stephen who immediately
dismantles his unifix and leaves it to her. Alison calls out
'teacher'. Mrs Robertson sits down with Colin who is sorting
out a box full of small animals, cars and lorries. Morag
leaves the unifix and joins him.

Mrs Robe tson takes three girls out to the sand-pit.
10.00:
The boys who wc.r2 workl:ng with plasticine move on to the
sorting activity (but need to be reminded to straighten their
chairs). 2 boys work among the wooden blocks. Rona is laying
the table. Mrs Robertson sorts out the crayons. The children
gradually find a table to sit at. The group who were in the
courtyard are gathered up by Mrs Robertson. r,:nglas and Ewan
receive a warning about running.
(The milk is in cartons rather than the usual bottles.)
Mrs Robertson sends each 'table' to collect their cartons.
Some of the children recount their experiences with cartons.
('We had them at nursery school'.) They are shown how to open
the cartos ('someone's not watching'). The children who are
David comes back from
unable ae asked to put their hands up.
Mrs Robertson opens the difficult cartons with a pair
painting.
of scissors. She discovers that David hAs been missed out.
She makes sure the children drink their milk sitting down
('We don't want any nasty accidents'). A tractor goes by
outside the window. Some 017 the children wave and point.
Rona asks if she can take off her overall.

10.15:

Mrs Robertson 'Children will you stop and listen. You'll
What you do is .2.2.2tand listen'.
hear that quite a lot
Colin has spilt some milk but fetches a cloth himself..
Mrs Robertson uses the opportunity ro show the entire group
where the cloths are kept. She confuses Ewan and Colin.

10.28:

F9

fetch their coats

10.33: The girls and then the boys are sent to
and 'play pieces' (kept 1.. thair schoolbags). Norag takes Out
is not home time now'.
her schoolbag. James tells her that ''

The children stand around having their coats buttoned and
schoolbags fastened. Keith has lost his bag. The children
are asked to sit on the floor in the class area.
Mrs Robertson tells them to 'remember where to go ...'
and asks them to line up at the edge of the class area. Keith
needs help to find his schoolbag. The line has become restless.

10.38:

10.40:

The line is led by Mrs Robertson round to the playground.

The children are brought in 1ate from the playground.
(Delayed because of staff meeting.) Mrs Robertson makes sure
that they go to the toilet. The class asseMble in the home
base. Rona and Andrew are sent to fetch the stragglers from
Mrs Nuthall. passes by with a lost child. Colin
tha ailet,
He pauses ... 'What's
1a asked whether he oa, find his peg.

11.30:

peg?'.

'How many of you
r birthday party.
are is a disagreement about the
,re not clear in their signalling.
then the four year
to stand up;
ikc
a,
The five year ol
The
class are reminded
e
register.
olds. Mrs Rober
,void
the
overhanging
cupboard.
,a_
to sit cross-leg_
Nicola
has
r
counted
out
loud.
Julie's birthday ca,
The
children
discuss
why
brought an African mother doll.
doll's
back
and
why
the
mother
had a
the baby is carried on the
'Some
people
are
painting'
(he
doesn
Douglas:
large hat.
realise they are in a different class).

Julie is askpr
11.37:
Han=
, , five?...
alnal tally. So
,

poems.
Mrs Robertson reads a selection of counting/ac
11.45:
There
is
an
oatburst
coming?'.
Someone asks 'When is my raa.

of noise in the painting area. The children are raminded
about not using a playground voice in school.
11.50: The children line up and go out into the courtyard whera
they sit down in a group. Mrs Robertson asks the children
'This is a looking at fountain - not a going in
to look:
forward (this was
fountain'. All the children get up and move

The children are lined up
not MrE Robertson's 1ntention).
Mrs Robertson takes the
to
jcir
them.
again. 'aavid is s'
a
different
door
and, when they have
children laic% thrcaa
the
building
to the music
remove* -nel : piaaforee, throuoh
TaaaAl goea to play with the unifix and needs to be
area.
fetched.

12.00:

The children join with another class for their music.

oats and
12.29: They return to the class base and collect the:1r
'My mum's outside' (seen through the window).
schoolbags.

Andrew has difficulty with putting on his jacket, Douglas has
hoolbag upside down. 'They both receive heip.
hi'

'Am
atather comes rushing in:
tae hane baae.;
12.331
a
She withdraws when She sees that MrS.RObertSon iS
lat
waiting tO.disoliSamthe,,ClaSs.
a
.
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DAY

FIVE

1st September?
09.10:

Class sit ing in the class base. Mrs Robertson takes in
the Prms she had given out the previous Friday. Morag is a
little tearful cnd nits on her teacher's lap. Different
children are asked about their weekend activities - 'cycling',
'guinea pigs', 'Sunday school', 'bee stings', 'don't know'.
Divid gets ,;p and goes to the toilet Julie has brought some
flowers. Everyone has a chance to talk to the rest of the
class.

09.28:

Mrs Robertson produces 'Hamish', an 8" figcre made from
plpe-cleancrs and then gives each child a 'book' made of sheets
of drawing papet staplrA together. The books have differentshaped patterns at the top of each page. The books are put on
the tables and the class sit on the floor facing the blackboard.
D.vid has not put his book nn a table and needs to be shown
by another boy. The class 2sturn to ,heir seats. Tl-e children
practice making shapes _A the air with their hands. Christind
points to her name on the book and asks Laura - 'What does
that say?'.
Douglas and Nicola have started to trace out the
shapes. They are asked to replace the crayons and put their
hands back on thar laps. The children are asked to point to
their names. Mrs Robertson scans the class to see if they
have understood.
David has his book upside down. Three
children are moved to different seats (so that the left-handed
children sit together). David has already started. The other
children are asked to choose a 1-'encil and trace out from
'Hamish's red dot' (a point on the left-hand side of the page).
Then they complete the lame shape below the first one but
without any guide-line to follow. Colin (who :;-a left-handed)
works from right to left.
Mrs Robertson completes the shapes
on the blackboard.

09.48: The children are asked to sit on the floor around the
drawer unit to be shown their trays. Rona and Christina ask
to go to the toilet. Each
d has a number on their tray

and the same on their 'writ-3' book. One by one they put
their books away. They jvst 7r,t the trays. At the end
Mrs Robertson pauses untit Zglas registers that she is
waiting for him to stop
by the blackboard.
6 children are asked to
pax
Some of tham are
The others are asked if they
left to choose (plasticine (4), r,1.1ting (4): arswinci'(1),
house (3): games (2)). Douglas asks Mrs Robertson what_he might
do;
she gives him a shapes board. The group of six sit'W
the window and sort out boxes of tokens Sfid small toys -into"

10.00:

different group.,-

,Keith,iti a littls mpsot.' :Michael-and Siion-

play with &jigsaw on the side taL,1. Mrs Robertson 'phonss
Ewan to remind him about the noise in the house.

:k90

The sorting group are asked, one by one, to count out the
members of the groups t1,-T have established (eg, 3 flowers,
Ewan receives
4 pezrs .... etc). Morag has finished painting.
Paul has made a tower out of unifix
anot,ier reminder.
Laura and Rona join in. Mrs Robertson notes down the performance
Christina sings to herself
of members of the sorting group.
while she washes up.

10.12:

Mrs Robertson asks the class to 'stop and listen'. She
10.19:
has to repeat it. The class put away the equipment. Aliscm
puts some 'number' apparatu on the 'games' table 'rid is reKeith is homesick (his father will
directed by Mrs Robertson.
be away all reek).
:Tether.
Milk - the 'last ime' the class will take j.t.
The
Douglas, 'What happens if we don't know when to go?
When
he
is
finished
Mrs
Robertson
children drink their milk.
He asks:
talks to Michael about the grouping exercise
'Work'.
'What is maths?' Someone else replies ...

10.25:

The
(The children are sitting by the magnetic board.)
children are asked questions about .Dick' who is stuck to the
board. Mrs Robertson writes 'Dick' on the board and asks
the children what it is. She then tries 'dock' and 'W.sh'.

10.33:

The boys go for their jackets; and then the girls.
Mrs Robertson
'I want mummy'.
Michael bursts into tears:
takes the children out into the playground.

10.37:

She joins them in the playground and gradually gatherE
her class together. They file into school, take off their
jackets and assemble in the home base.

11.10:

11.25: Mrs Robe tson reminds the children to sit with their legs
crossed. She talks to them about various kinds of grain using
a bucket containing fully-grown oats (scythes, combineharvester, threshing, bread-making, flour, miller). The
children call out and Rona is asked to put her hand up.
Douglas complains that 'he's not got his legs crosSaa'.

Stephen is sent for water to put in the bucket of Oats.
Another six children arQ asked to sit at the 'maths' table.
The remainder choose their own activities. Keith puts on his
pinafore but walks into the library area by mistake. David
comes back from the t,-;.let and agitatedly tells Mrs Robertson
thaL someone is locked in. F'.e. goes to investigate.

The maths
Peter asks for
library area.
telephone each

11.40:

group begin sorting the counters and toys.
something to do. Colin ard David sit in the
Within a minute they move on to the house
other.

The children are-asked'"t0
(twice).
'Stop and listen
try and work more quietly. In the house Christina tells'Emily
'I'm not' is the reply. David.
that she is the 'baby'.
James and John play with a wooden construction game; a minor
war is enacted.

11.50:

712

Mrs Robertson goes ro nd each group or table asking them
Douglas finishe, counting the
to go into the home base.
When
the children are ready in the
members of his groups.
base Mrs Robertson takes them out and round the class pointing
out where the 'class rules' have beer ignored: liAcary area,
telephone table, games table, disarr lged chairs.

12.00:

12.10: The children are lined up for singing. Julie bursts into
At singing they rehearse 'Ba ba
'I want my mummy'.
tears:

Black Sheep' and 'Jack in the Box'.
The children come back from singing and c7,nvene in the
home base. Several (4) decide they want to go to the tc4let.
Mrs rt'bertson ;,,a:its and aaks the rast i the: are using the

12.7,0:

She reads (and embr:ders) the story of
the 'Farmer's Wish'. Douglas asks 'What are wild flowers?'.
Someone asks 'When are the mothers coming?'.
toilet.; properly.

The girls and then the boys are sent for their coats.
They spent the last few minutes with a series of singing and
counting u acting games.

12.42:

Mr Robertson asks the children to 'make sure to go _o
Michael asks why the class
'Good afternoon 114'.
bed early'.
c&lled IN. The class file out at 1 o'clock.

12.53:

13.02:

Five children come back in as their mothers are not
two of them crying.

ouie

DAY

SIX

(Tuesday, 2nd Septe

er)

Colin has brought
The children file back from assembly.
09.10:
Mrs
Robertson
sits down
his action-man cnwboy to school.
--1:n the home base and wishes the class a 'Good morning'.
Colin is asked about the action-man and a toy car he has
brought in. Alison has brought in the sums she did at home.
Chr.stina aJts 'WheP do we get homework?'. Later she goes on
to say that her mother taught her to writ? her own name the
The
previous afternoon. Ewan's sister round a hedgehog.
children all talk at once. Peter describes the caterpillar
Clat he found. They offer suggestions for picking up a
hedgehog (leather hanky). Michael saw a hedgehog on Mull:
'Who has been to Mull?'. Christina has alJo brought a doll.
Morag tells about finding a lost dog. John tells about the
In the afternr n Mary plei--1 Ln her
car that broke down.
paddling pool. Mrs Robertson deliberately asks children who
are usually silent.
09.26: Mrs Robertson asks Peter to put a tin of crayons on each
table and then fetches a Story book 'The Very Hungry Caterpillar'). The children listen to the Story in (amazea
silence.

192

El]

'writing books'
The children are asked to fetch
c9,34:
from their trays. Ewan asks if he can uoe his own pens.

While Mrs Robertson goes round checking on the tables, Keith,
Dougl4s and Rona discuss the ruirbers on the top of their
writing books. The janitor arfivos to see if Mrs Robertson
has anything to take to the main school. Peter asks 'Who's

Mrs Robertson ;113]s the class to turn over to page 2 in
Several children turn the book over
their writrid bo,Dks.

0940:

completely. The noise level prompts Mrs Robertson to ask the
When the class is guiet she reminds
children to (quieten down,
them of the procedure 'Wh,at's the fitst thing to do?'.
Douglas reminds Mrs Robertson that she's using chalk, not a
(The left-hailded qroap ha0e been dispersed.) When
crayon.
the children have put the pencils bacic in the tins, they are
They
asked to sit up straight with both feet on the floor.
mmplete the o',:her lines. Julie starts the line with the
The
nnd
Finl:bes it left handed.
their hooks.
class are oAed ro
6 children put:. their lanoks away and sit on the floor in
They are then sent to the base.
bl,:ickhoard-

c)';)

i-ront Of th,-:=

Alison and morag
it rrsalled a hase2'.
'Why
aa';--5
Ewan asks if he can go to
taALk animatedly to Kra Robrtson.
David
He is L-d_d that he canchooEse tor himself.
the sand
goes into the 'library'. The numcr group are shown what to
Mrs noberts1 asks Michael Lf he'd like to hEve his milk.
(Library (3), Maths (6),
Keith asks 'When is homet.ime?'.
tells
,gamc,s (1.), painting (1), milk (3), sana (9).)
1-1mber group that 'We've had our milk'.
if=r,

Keith tries to join the number group but is told by
lo:06,
(it wasn't his
Mrs R-Yvertson that 'The tab1.0 is booked'.

ae Lris to join Peter at the 'straws' construction
Mc havers a_tonnd the -number group while Mrs Robertson
took away three
asks gue,7tions of each child (eg, 'if
Flowers how many would be left?').

-game.

Lacy an& Nicela cOMQ hack fr,= the sand.
7=neuded in th9 final number group.

10A5:

Lucy

(At this point the observation stops - the researcher has to
attend a conference in Stirling.)

F14
DA'?

NINE

(Friday, 5th September')

The class leave the home ase and fetch their writin9
books from the trays. They find a sheet (the tables have been
re-arranged). The children help each other to find their
places in the book (page 7). Mrs Robertson calls the class
She draws Hamish on the board. The children wave
to order.
their fingers in the air and trace over the pattern. They
reoeat the movement with a crayon - starting at the red dot.
When Mrs Robertson asks if they have heard what she said
Nicola chants 'Yes, Mrs Robertson'. While the children
complete shanes Mrs Robertson goes round ec..ch Voup making
sure the children are sitting properly. Two boys come round
with the register.

09,25:

The class are asked to turn to page 8 (the last page).
Douglas walks out and tells Mrs Robertson that he has only got
Emily complains that she hasn't got pge 8 (e J1:07).
2 iiots.
Da,iid is asked whether he has the tight page.

09.36:

W-1.40:

The class orn shown what to do and rehearse the movements

They complets the task and without any promptina,
in the air.
put away their books. Rona asks if she csn have her milk
Ewan asks to play with the
(it hash'r, been put out).

Russian d:als that fit inside each othr. A group of six sit
The
by the board. Only ore child is left sitting at a table.
Christina, Douglas
rIrrowp which is then divided into two.
Morag, Andrew and Colin count out
and Keith s,Jrt counters;
uniflx -ubes.
Ewaa has become notsy in 11e houge so Mrs Robertson asks
David loins the
him to find something to do on his own.
unifix group. Keith goes to Mrs Robertson but is told to
A few
(She ir being cruel to be kind.)
stop 'being silly'.
m4nutes later he bursts into tears ('I want my mumy').
Mrs Robertson comforts him and explains that his oother will
be'coming at one o'clock'. Koith goes to the toilet.
ChristiN, is asked about the numbers in the groups she has
establised. The other table are showu how to count the
unifix blocks. As the children complete their tasks they are
allowed to move on to :Alter activities.

f)q.50:

Michael asks to have his milk. Mrs Robertson replied by
'Is there e place (at the milk
asking him another question:
Julie
and
Keith
are
questioned dcout their groups
table)?'.
of counters.

10.03:

Keith finished and is told he can go and choose.
Christina goes to the sandpit. Mrs Robertson is writing in
her notebook. John comes running in from the toilet and is
sent back to try again. A gruap of six boys are working
with the wooden blocks. Alison and Julie are working at
sorting out the counters (ie, they have chosen to do this).

10.10:

194
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The chLi,irer *atRet in the home base. Andrew is asked
'Which area?'.
to :Hit thw ligho QI,L in the class arca.

Mary has left ahe
engui.ts abnui the dlffTrent areas.
instond ef putting them on the
1Ll
olocks in th
Maay 4and Michael ask to go to the
hpprs-stiaie
J. 'bench.
t JUl .OT nshs 'Hew cic we make a one' ,., 'Down'
She also asKs the children
WdV(.: in t-oe air).
who have net heinght 0 mntchlzoi: to stand up.
.0!
The thigdiren ire shown a sot of cards featuring the
Tne ,eildron call out in :zesponso to
namber tws.
(Eg, 'How many boots are there?
Robertssh's hues-ious
Some children ask other
How many oyes has the cat?').
mako
the tnote?'). Colin is
questions (eg, 'How ec tIie

asked to repeat the yorq two (ho has said 'tw000').
Robercsou demonstrates What the children need to do
Sho usi:s the dues-Lion 'How
ih their 'big' uumber bnoka.
She distributes
ge we do a one' on 6 separto occasions.
Looks
by
balding
then
1)0
to
see
if
the
children recognise
elt,
e

nomes.

Yele oiass Fit at nneir tables but because of the noise
She reminds
crette tirs Robortisoh L-,nks them to 'step'.
the eLass
to
the
appropriate
behaviour
and
goes
round
ehQn ae;
heirtne children and making sure they are sitting properly
anh holding their srayons sustably. Christina puts up her
nand to attat',,:_ Mrh Robertson. Tm class are asked to leave
tdoir beoks open anci to reMenirmir where they are sitting.
Ewan is
The airls and then ton boys tiut on their blazers.
David goes round pushing in
asked tO put his chair strJight.
chairs.
The c:bildreh flie in f.;:om playtime and take off their
VIrs Lee (the auxiliary) puts
coats and finc] Lhoir
on the light. Nhen the children finish their auMber work
they put away thei: hooks anefi. choose their activities.
mrs Henclc scr. comes into the a:,,ea while Mrs Robertson is
Sha joins the conversation and asks Peter
talking to Peter.
his name,

Sum boks (7), house (4), c:r:ayoning (2), sew.iag
games (1), wood blocks (3), observing (4).

1_25

-1

#

Mrs Robertson tells Douglas that she is going to tell
them a story in the home base. Re goes round the class
broadcasting this to the other children. In the base the?,
children ask Mrs Robertson what they are going to do while
w_iting for the last four of the class. Christina haS been
painting without her pinafore.

11.31j:

19

Pl6

R,L,oin begins to talk to the 6-,lidren about planting
'Why are the seedc spred all over the

seeeis In f-Leds:

t.

lc abCat -ehe 12ri,alts and seeds

sc,fs and plants ,"eo, dandalfon).... 'parachutes and
about_ "fluff" (the oat
Before moving os ta
hnd
Lrs Robertscri ashs the children to
Sti9 then sits
s-raaJ up and sit down oiatt:kly in saccElssi,c)ra
IV the magtieti_o heard and 'plays a garr,e' With the children
Dota,
agAillst piot,xs of
by mitahsng Lhe name Car
Thh anIldron cali 0AL the answeis and correct
an6
f-Jund

',Thep she gaos wrong.

Ard',,z-ew asks if they 1,41)1 be

'uottig Dick and Dora school books_-gl,

Mrs Robertson takes the cias2 out into tue playground
ant?. -jets the clidren fro rtn round and stcp when she claps nor
rue children then line u"p, file into the class area
hanns.
and sit in front of the blackboard. Lucy is asYed to fetcn
h s cLjourinq btek and Mrs Robertson indiQtes that '11T_)
golonr in one picture of Fluff and one of. Nip.

1.'A:

,..;pen

!A-10 ,:lass Ifetch %heir hus5

J11

1

thore is a period of confuslon siziQu not all tLe
Further, there: is a
ccriect book.
the limited number of black and brown crayons.
about-, shsa:tha
Th-) childron take ther individual probleThs to Mrs Robertson
wbin the middle of the

shildren hale fialshed Mrs Rdoertson asks trem
Colin complatns
te take their schoolbags to their seats.
Mrs Ra.-ertson explains
that ,:amec is sitting in his seat
He finds another
to him that he doesn't have his own seat.
one but wende'rs ont of it ane Morag teks it. Colin returns
With Mts R()Iocrtson's help,
and says '1 gas there first'.
Morag is found a new seat.
rt one the 'tables' put away thel,r crayons and fetch
When they ha7i1 lined up
their wrlting hooks to Lake home.
to go to sangint_;, John reminds Simon to 1,ave his schoolbag
behind.
All the primary one children gather t n th_ audio-visual
rc,om and sing nursery rhymes.

12.35.

class return and put on their co4ts. They assemble
Th
12.5
Douglas says that the Qiass area light is
in the home base.
Mrs Robertson asks the children to remember
'not put off',
.

to bring a matchbox, to collect 'paradlute' and to have a
good weekend,
David and his sister (who is in
"Good afternoon 11\1".
P2) pack up his bag whilu talking to Mrs liohertson.
Mrs Windsor (a parent) asks Mrs_ RODertson whethr Michael
is 'all right'. Mary's grandmother comes in and asks where
Mary sits. Mrs Robertson shows her atOund the class area,
th.,2 home base and the painting area.

12.59;
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DAY

TEN

September)

They are discussing
The class are sitting in the ba-e.
09.25:
Mrs Robert on
the ladybird which Julie has brought into school.
osks individual children about their weekend eXploits. Morag
-ea1ks about her hamster, Keith presents a drawing of two
flowers that he has made. Andrew has already begun preparing
for Christmas. Everyone is given the opportunity to talk.
09 37: While Mrs Robertson gives out a set of new (home-made)
books, Julie puts a tih of crayons on each table. The work

books are held up to see if the children recognise their
The front page of the books has drawings of Dick,
names.
Dora, Nip and Fluff with their names on the right hand side
of the page but not cppoite the drawing. The children are
shown how to draw a lifle between the picture and the correct
label.

the names of the children who are
Mrs Robertson calls o
09.45:
7,o join her when they have frniLI:had their 'matching' books.
_

The childr n
The remainder (approx 10) are left to 'choose'.
quickly sit down. Two PE teachers pass by looking for a P2
Some children can't find the right colour in their
:7,1ass.
tins to colour the shapes. Mrs Robertson asks the children
r_o put thei.c 'pencils' back in the tins and wait, until there
'I'm waiting ..... She impresses
is perfect silence:
tMon the class that they are to work quietly. She circulates
round the class while the children complete their work. Tne
register boy arrives. Some of the children work independently,
others discuss their walc.
Ewan finishes puts his book in the base to be marked, and
goes to find the telephone (which has been deliberately put
Merag asks 'What do we choose?'.
away by Mrs Robertson) .
At Colin's suggestion they both go to the milk table and drink
Some children have forgotten whether they are to
their milk.
choose or to wait for Mrs Robertson. Laura is wandering
Mrs Robertson takes her to paint but finds she
about;
doesn't want to paint. Mrs Robertson looks for an auxiliary
as some of the paints are missing.

10.00:

The group who are sitting by the blackboard are given
pieces of prepared paper divided into four quarters.
Mrs Robertson nolds up a piece of card with a cirCle drawn on
t and asks the group (by now sitting at a table) to draw in
Some of them put it in the vrong box. When
the first 'box'.
asked to draw a shape in box 3 Morag dissolves in tears - she
has already drawn something in that box. Mrs Robertson goes
round the class writing the children's names on the pieces of
MrS Robertson
Morag has still not completed her paper.
paper.
Morag
is not
gives out another sheet of paper numbered 5-8.
Ihe
remaining
given a piece but is sent to take her milk.
children complete their drawings. Mrs Robertson gathers the
group together and discusses with them what they might do

10.08:

next.
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While the rest of thc2 class c-- -e d wing (3).
plastjcine (2) , wooden blocks (6) , milk (4) , games (2),

painting. (L)), Mrs Robertson repeats the drawing exercise with
Colin, John and Mary. Michael tries to join in but is told
(It is a
by Mrs Robertson that she is 'extremely busy'.
Mrs Lee (the auxiliary) arrives and is
testl...ng actiVity.)
told of the shortage of black paint.
E.dan asks if he can =day with one of the construction
10.28:
Mrs Robertson tells
The shapes group are disbanded.
games.

Alison that the 'all together times' is about to begin.
This idea gradually permeates through the class. David
announces to the wood block group that 'it's tidy up time'.
While the rest of the class an_ in th. base, Peter and
Douglas continue jointly with a jigsaw puzzle.
Stephen is sent to fetch Douglas but comes back saying
10.35:
Mrs Robertson catches Douglas's eye. He
'Ho didn't come'.
Individual children are asked to perform
joins the group.
a seouence of tasks (eg, 'take the matchbox and the felt-tip
pen and give them to William and then take the purple pencil
and put it on the ohair').

Mrs Robertson asks the children to collect their nuin
when they come in from break and put them on their
tables. While the girls put on their coats the boys are
(eg, Nip,
tested on their ability to recognise word shape

1041:

Fluff)

The children are sitting in front of the board with their
books on their tables. After revising the way to write 1,
Mrs Robertson draws a swan on the board to symbolize the
The class rehearse the
Christina arrives late.
figure 2.
shape by writing the figure in the air. Michael says that
be has a hen with its leg broken. The class are sent back to
their seats and asked to open their books at page 3. John
claims that William is sitting in. his seat. Someone points
out that they have already completed page 3. Colin remains
confused (probably because figure 2 is on page 4).
Mrs Robertson goes round putting the books straight - two
children are looking at the figures_which are visible on the
back of the pages (ie, the duplicating spirit has soaked

11.20:

through).

The children gradually trace out the shapes with a crayon.
Ewan,. Alison and John hold up their books for Mrs Robertson's
The class are now asked to write the number freeinspection.
Julie
puts up her hand and says 'I can't do it'. She
hand.
is asked to try. Christina writes two 2s (instead of one).
she is unable to complete the task. Ewan
Morag is crying;
asks if he can colour in the animals (2 ducks, 2 fish,
The class are reminded that they 'shouldn't be
2 crabs!.
waggling (their) tongues while they are writing with (thei
pencils'.

11.30:

)
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TrIE chIldren put the number books in their trays and
gather round the board. Mrs Robertson sorts out those who
She asks the others to paint Dick,
have not drawn shapes.
p
or
Fluff,
(if
they
choose to paint). Colin comes
Dora
back saying that there's no more room in the painting area.
The shapes group emerge from the base. Morag takes her
plastic construction toy and moves onto the floor.

1145:

Simon draws his shape in the wrong box. Ewan points this
11.55:
Colin has found somewhere to paint. The shapes
out to hire
activity continues while the others paint or play with the

Lucy tells Mrs Robertson that she is going to paint
bricks.
a picture of Fluff. Nicola and Morag ask Rona and Mary if
they can play with them in the house. They are refused.
Mrs Robertson cautions the construction group to be careful
with the large pieces of wood. Only two children remain
sitting at a table. Mrs Robertson has gone to talk to
Mrs Mitchell. She returns and goes roUnd the class to see if
everyone has had their milk and to ask the children to tidy
up and gather in the base.

The children are given d awing books and on the first
three pages draw an apple, a tree and a wave shape using the
scaled down examples provided by Mrs Robertson.

12.15:

The children ga her in the home base with their school
Mrs Robertson gives out 1,:_tter for parents and a
bags.
home-made homework book (tracing- and colouring Dick, Dora,
Mrs Henderson's class arrive and wait
Nip and Fluff) .
while the letters etc are put safely in the schoolbags.

1225:

Mrs Robertson sends her class to put their schoolbags
on the tables while Mrs Henderson's class are seated in the
Mrs Robertson's class fill up the home base. The
base.
entire group are told the tale of Brown Bear (a 'telling'
story rather than a 'looking' story). There are only 2
interruptions (once when there was a long pause and once
when the story contained a rhetorical question).
Mrs Robertson reads a s.lort poem and then wishes
lood afternoon'.
Mrs Henderson's class a

12.38:

Mrs Rebertson's class stand by their schoolbags while
the others file out towards their own area. The flowers
are knocked over. Stephen is not sure which is his
schoolbag.

12.52:

The class file out. Julie remembers to take her
Ladybird home. Michael comes back saying 'They're not
Peter's parent has not arrived.; he is sent to fetch
there'.
fresh water for the flowers.

13.CJ:
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DAY TWELVE
(Wednesday, 10th September)

Eight children are in_the class area including two
08.40:
'strangers' from wiather class. Mrs Robertson tells me that
21 parents have already agreed to help with the research.
I
talk briefly with Mrs Macallister and Mr nergen.
The children line up at the edge 0E the carpet and,
(Interview with
five minutes later, file out to assembly.
Ribble.)

08.50:

09.20:
While sitting in the home base the children are asked
about their 'news'. Three children remain in the class area
and complete a jigsaw. Michael and Mary have brought a china

pig and a puppet to show the class.
(Peter wants to know
The class sit around the board.
There are two words
why there is a lock on the heater.)
The children complete the
written on the board:
"Here is".
and a new word 'mummy'.
sentences with Dick/Dora/Nip/Fluff;
Mrs Robertson draws a series of balloons on the board. She
asks individual children to read the words she writes in the
If they can, they are asked to 'blow the balloons
balloon.
The questions are
away' (ie, they are rUbbed out).
individualised. Some children ask to try but are asked to
wait their turn.

09.35:

Mrs Robertson introduces the class to the word
09.45:
She takes a pile of 'everyday' books and with
'assignment'.
'You've
Mary's book shows the class what they need to do.
These tasks are already
all got different things to do'.
written into the books by Mrs Robertson. Rona asks to go to
The class are told that when they've finished
the toiletz
their everyday books they are to 'put them on the pile and
then choose'.
While the rest of the class work at the tables, Keith,
Julie and Michael have a session with Mrs Robertson and
Morag comes out as she is unable to_
their 'matchbox' words.
find the place in her everyday book. 8mily is reminded that
if she does not know what to do she is not to call out but,
instead, should sit down and wait beside Mrs Robertson.
Michael has difficulty in distinguishing 'Dick from Dora'
Michael is sent to call up Simon but the
ftlis new word).
message doesn't arrive. Children start going out to
Nrs Robertson; the register boy arrives.

09.58:

Colin is chastised for interrupting Mrs Robertson. Eight
children are still working in everyday books. David has
started writing on a random page in his book but is redirected.
Morag takes her book for Mrs Robertson's inspection but is told
'You don't really need to bring it to me ... put it on the
Christina and MiOhael are hovering around outside
pile'.
Mrs Lee's room - waiting for paint. Mrs Robertson gets up and
goes to find out their difficulty. Site takes Lucy and Stephen
(Stephen has asked her since the door is
to the sand pit.
Back at the blackboard she hears Andrew and Rona
locked.)
Simon asks to go to the toilet. Stephan complains
read.

10.03:

that -Keith has interrupted his work _with.:01P:br
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10,20:
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10.40:

CL ;.-];

(BREAK)

mirking the eveiyday books. The rest of
Tn turn. Che children stand by
thp class are 'ohcosLou',
Juliie asks Peter
their teaeher wnthe she mu:Lkb Lheir hooKs.
He
says
'Yep',
bet
seems
reluctant to
if he can 'do 2's:,
ch-aws
a 2 on his
Jamei,
alsc
at
the
same
table.
show her.
Julie
then
shows
hiM
hcm
to
do g J.
drawing of a house.
Simon and
name',)
('I know how to do tt because it's in my
David stand naok to admire the tower they have made of
Michael helps Mrs Robertson by putting away the
bricks.
number books (to do this he needs to match the numbers on
the front of the bobks with the numbers en the trays).

11.20:

PL:s Robertson

Mrs Robartsn goes to investigate the nise in the
painting crea. Michael asks Simon co go and see
Mrs Robertson 4nd then loin. the 'blocks' group. Julie
announces that zhe is on t6 her 'third drawing'.

11.36:

Peter and John are bouncing the pram up and down such
that Mrs Robertson intervenes by asking them 'Are you trying
to break the prain?'. Morag trys to put her drawing in the
She finds that it is too big, Mrs Robertson
schoolbag
whispers to the brioks group that they should 'pack up and
sit in front of the blackboard'. This news spreads rapidly
Ewan is still trying to finish the
through the class.,
jigsaw he was commissioned to do 'quietly on his own'.

11.45:

11.53: Altnough Rona and Ewan nave not joined the sitting group
Mrs Roba.,:tson holds up a colouring book and revises the word
The children fetch theLf colouring books from the
'mummy'.

trays and sit down to work.
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Rohttson.

12.CO:

When

L'-a:t.

-to cci:0er

luny

Mls Leo bbme.t--

that she
dsly,
arsea LO see about sLme
has done. bwan lolds so hls book r:si deSls to Mrs Robertson
viy verbally
ocr
Mic Rchr,.soo
"Look at D
He re,.:.ogh'.ses J'0s sgn and does
but
lea,,o,ng it
likewise=
that he hEIE
dLswec.
sLckina
not put
lf anyone
_Ltinr
12.11:
Mrs Ro,bs.r,00. scans
in the ciaas area the
:4fr:
Attdligh
is missing.
strc exercIss,
.e base group perfclm scm
Robertson then o!d up i iLorj z.nee of paper i ,th
2 cinidren arr, asi--;ed to mahe up a
ssvertal pictures OrA it.
John
story about the pictores (a cat and moose staiy)When Emily tells
declines th e request to make up a slicry.
is asked to speak a ltttie louder.
her story,

The class movo to sit ii frcot of the 'numne
With the aid I the r,loture:7, (Jrz'epai:-ed by tho children'
The children
and 2.
Mrs Robertson rehearses the nuMbers
tdlk.
rut
the
shapt:
at the
iares in the a=.r a0.1
draw th
(2)1.)
aic
'Aound, do-fen . nd
same tim

12020:

r

12,30:

They

fo

sii.rng.

DAY FOURTEEN
(Friday, 12th September)
0

children David and Michael) already present.
interview with Mrs Peterson. Mr Smith
It is raining hard.
came in to ask Mrs Robertson about Laura's ambidextrous
The children take off their coats and wellington
behavio .r.
Parents
boots. Some begin to line up wit-tout being asked.
.me into t.he lobby. Mrs Robertson sees some children with
their words.
Julie and Simon stay behind.
While the c ildten are at assembly, Mts Robertson pegs the
(Discussion with Mrs Lee about the new
wellies togethe_
building.)

0 057=

26:

They file out to assemb:,y.

The class return from assembly and gather in the home

(The
base. Mrs Robertson starts to tell a bible story.
Mrs
Ander
on
(another
auxiliary)
brings
Cood Samaritan.)

Xeith says 'This is the 2s'.
some letters for the parents
Mrs Robertson slowly brings the conversation back to the
There are further interruptions. When the story
story.
reaches the part where the lawyer passes by, Ni.cola speaks
up 'My father's a lawyer'. When Mrs Robertsonstops,Nicola
then says (correctly) 'He's a builder'. The rest of the
story is completed in silence. The children discuss what the
amaritan was and where he came from. Ewan says that he was
born In Hong Kong. Alison's mother was born in.South
--erica.
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Mze hobocsrl elmialns t;'ere arn 2
and thi ma.tnning bask
tho eveiycliy
4ssignmant;
r.

Chrisna rsm'e,ndL'. everyone -,Ilwrc wIlen they've done their

Finally, Mrs Robe.rtson
nsaignments thv can go and eliocse
lie
chi:"Urm
to pai them on a
boobs
and
iok
b
glves oit
table and then i,/t 7n f.coni of th,- blackboard

uding
eaa-ri
on. th,,
rre_
7n:_ztor, tallocn woten,
ty.:,
close
their
d
Ihn
h
some doc.bic
on
the
board
ihe
-1,ruol
eyes wbf;lq
Chr;fLna tols out in a lcnd
(Michael: 'MG ollng')
flien mcve on to
nt
voice
The children's
'I ceo Fljtf ;2_,- hero'.
their f.--reot .7,0,t-c-e,nce:
Ac Lick', 'ec firct
bcctccef.
Lames ci
'I see Doxn'.

09=41:

ri,

09.55: The cl-;i'Ale;=.1 dispet-se to the tables whi'Le tne numbers
A8 duly finish ther:i everyday
t reu:d Mrs Robelo;son.
group
Mre Robertson
tu be marked,
books ehi.ldre
redlrects thor. t th*: maing pile in the base. Other
michael stick
1.n(1,
c1
childr-n
Rona and Emil,y mcwe onto Ewan's table
materials te,:g'ether=
mdfhing exerci,;c. Peter tetches his colouring
and do the.
Lucy does
hock and strls4 to fr.:our one of the drawings=
cut
that
they
are using
the same. Y,von"-=ually sim(e point
matching
book).
the wrono ecck :they 2111,1 be colouring the

Joha winch page in his matching hook he
Colin
10.i8:
should be doi=ng. Alison ls siti-ng in the library area=
Colin asks
6
children
are
sitting
Simon if he bas a Engish accept.
hears
Peter
read
his
words=
round Mrs Robertson while she
Robertson
Michael comes In frcm the wet area and tells Mrs
that he has made a move camera.

10.20:

Only fiv,1 ',h_lidren sitting at the tables=

Mrs tea arrves with the frdlk aed tmilodiately attracts
10.25
Ewan and Stephen are sharing a pot of tea in
5 customers=
They
take one to Mrs Robertabn, Colin reads
the house.
in che libraty= William shows Stephen the swimmlng bath
that he's drawl--

MC8 Robert,n
10.35: 07.0.y 3 children sittIng at t e tabl,es.
is lor;king for somewhere to put a large model stuck together
by one of the _!lass.
Mrs Robertson sits on the bench ln the library and 6
children gacher rouhd but as soon as their teacher leaves
they put the books back and waik'hack into the main class
area. Ewan asks 'Is it tidy-Up tlAile?'.

1 .40:

The crildren gather round the board and Mrs Robertson
10.45:
shows tN--m the plctures of Jack,to colour. She then explains
William 'I've not got
a break - I don't want a break at school'.

the routne for the 'wet' playtme.

(Discussion with Miss Downie until 12.00.)
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12.0S:

The elass ri-,tetr frbm sihhing and clasher in the base.

Within 2 mineses troy nre s:8ting at their thbles working
at a fresh ham:net Inte8:

Michae-t othets on the wrong page .

kcne and Wil:im t

8 thown te the test of the class

a

a

=he atielii_h, kht. du rft write in the
r
Scme ohtle:-en
nhmbo:c
he is given some
tSu
numbers:
21moh
5-,ur
N'iss RoLeti:iea eireulates insoeclihg
individua_
the childret's 4t'rk:

their milk.
Mrs 'tcSfrti.cn a8ss if everyone has a
Mrs Robertson goes out of the
Alison asks to Lak aeia.
Lau-ia haveta at the adge LaL- the area and waits
class area,
2 childron ace sitting with their hands
for her to returnStephen is 'wa-ttrig for the Leacher to come':
in the air:

12.'2:

Mrs Rebtrtson asks those who have finished to tidy up
and go quietly into the home b,4se. She reminds some of them
In the class base the
to put Choir chairs straignt.
She then reads
children are gitTen fetters to take tome.

12.28 :

them a story.

Waiting tor parent interview.)
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